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	

Electrochemical energy storage is a key element of systems in a wide range of sectors, such as
electro-mobility, portable devices, or renewable energy. Energy storage systems (ESS) considered here
are batteries, supercapacitors or hybrid components such as lithium-ion capacitors. The durability
of ESS determines the total cost of ownership and the global impacts (lifecycle) on a large portion of
these applications and thus their viability. Understanding of ESS aging is a key issue to optimize their
design and usage towards their applications. Knowledge of the ESS aging is also essential to improve
their dependability (reliability, availability, maintainability and safety).
In the call for contributions for this Special Issue, we were looking for contributions helping
to understand aging mechanisms, modes and factors, to perform ESS diagnosis and prognosis and
innovative solutions to prolong their lifespans.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
• Innovative measurement techniques of ESS aging;
• ESS aging modeling;
• ESS state-of-health (SOH) estimation;
• ESS prognostic and health management;
• Balancing circuits with consideration of the lifetime of ESS;
• Energy management laws taking into account aging;
• Influence of aging on cost and environmental analyses of ESS;
• Multi-objective optimization strategies of ESS including aging consideration;
• Optimal sizing and design of ESS.
In response to this call of papers, 12 research papers [1–12] and one review article [13] from seven
different countries have been published. Researchers from academic institutions from France [1,3–7,9],
Germany [2,9,10,12,13], United States [8,11], Russia [4], Spain [9], Belgium [9] and Ethiopia [13]
participated, sometimes in collaboration with industrial partners of energy or automotive sectors.
The dominant energy storage technology treated in this special issue is without a doubt lithium-ion
batteries [1,2,4–10,13]. However, other technologies are of interest as for example supercapacitors [2]
or NiCd batteries [12] and the emerging technology of Lithium-ion capacitors [3,11].
Experiments are a very important part of ESS aging studies and most of the papers in this Special
Issue included experimental results [2,3,5–12]. Among the different experimental techniques used to
measure and detect aging mechanisms taking place in ESS, special attention can be given to Impedance
Spectroscopy [2,10,12] and Incremental Capacity [6–8] techniques.
Finally, all of the contributions show that the aging of electrical energy storage systems remains a
major problem. It must be studied to improve the dependability of these systems.
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	

Abstract: This paper presents various solutions for organizing an accumulator battery. It examines
three different architectures: series-parallel, parallel-series and C3C architecture, which spread the
cell output current flux to three other cells. Alternatively, to improve a several cell system reliability,
it is possible to insert more cells than necessary and soliciting them less. Classical RAMS (Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability, Safety) solutions can be deployed by adding redundant cells or by
tolerating some cell failures. With more cells than necessary, it is also possible to choose active cells by
a selection algorithm and place the others at rest. Each variant is simulated for the three architectures
in order to determine the impact on battery-operative dependability, that is to say the duration of
how long the battery complies specifications. To justify that the conventional RAMS solutions are not
deployed to date, this article examines the influence on operative dependability. If the conventional
variants allow to extend the moment before the battery stops to be operational, using an algorithm
with a suitable optimization criterion further extend the battery mission time.
Keywords: battery; operative dependability; selection algorithm
1. Context
An electrical energy storage systems (EESS) may be an electrochemical cell association in a
battery [1]. These cells can belong to different technologies and chemistries. The oldest are lead–acid
cells. Then, there are the cells using alkaline metals. Finally, for a quarter of a century, lithium cells
have been marketed. Lithium-ion cells are more stable than the first lithium cells and have higher
energy and power densities than the lead–acid and nickel-based technologies [2]. They also have a
higher lifespan, which partly explains their strong growth. The lithium-ion battery market continues
to grow, to the point that their unit manufacturing price decreases steadily because of the growing
number of units produced [3]. Naturally, in a battery, all cells belong to the same technology.
This paper presents three architectures that can be used in cell batteries: two classics,
using permanent series and parallel connections between cells, and one innovative, described later
and allowing different connections between the cells. On these architectures, different variants are
tested: common solutions (balancing between cells, using of more cells than necessary to provide the
nominal power), other conventional but not deployed in best industrial solutions (failure tolerance of
some cells with over-solicitation of others, addition of redundant cells to replace the first failing cells)
and a new variant (redundant cells management with a control law using cells fundamental states as a
choice criterion). The performances of the architectures and their variants are compared by simulation
under Matlab, by resorting to a cell model that including aging phenomena.
The cell main electrical characteristic is its maximum storable capacity Q0. It is well known that
this capacity decrease with aging. When a cell is new, this capacity is optimal. It is noted in this paper
as Q*. The battery physical behavior can be modeled by a second order Thevenin model scheme [4] as
Batteries 2018, 4, 31; doi:10.3390/batteries4030031 www.mdpi.com/journal/batteries3
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seen in Figure 1. In this, a cell is represented as a series association of an open-circuit voltage (OCV),
an equivalent series resistance (ESR) and a parallel RC circuit. The ESR corresponds to the battery
terminals voltage Vcell, only if it is measured without an external load connection and with the cell at
rest for an adequate time. This time is necessary for balancing internal electrical charges (relaxation
phenomenon). A double-layer capacitance (Cw) and a charge transfer resistance (Rw) complete the
model by describing relaxation. Other internal phenomena such as a hysteresis voltage can also be
modeled by additional subcircuits. Hysteresis consists in a shifting on the open-circuit voltage for
the same contained charge between current direction, an upward offset with a negative current Icell in
charging phase and a downset offset with a positive current in the discharge phase.
Figure 1. Cell second order Thevenin model.
To express physical state in which a cell is, two indicators are commonly used: SoC and SoH,
respectively, the state of charge and the state of health [5]. The SoC describes, in percent, the amount
of electrical charge Q(t) it contains at t time, compared to its maximum storable capacity. The SoC is
determined by Equation (1). Moreover, when a cell ages, it cannot store as much electrical charge than
when it is new. The maximum storable capacity Q0 decreases over time continuously and gradually
from its optimal capacity Q*. So, a cell’s State of Health (SoH) is defined by the ratio between these
two capacity values, as shown by Equation (2). For applications requiring significant power more than








The ISO 12405-2 standard for electric vehicles [7] specifies test procedures for lithium-ion batteries
and electrically propelled road vehicles. It specifies that a cell enters the old age phase when its SoH
goes down to 80%. Manufacturers communicate a lifetime value for cells that incorporate, as specified
in their datasheet, the two aging modes that a cell faces: an age-related calendar mode [8] and a cyclic
mode related to cell use [9]. These two phenomena [10] can be described by a combined evolution of a
linear aging and an “aging” power of time whose principles are described by Equation (3), where the
aging parameter is between 0.5 and 2 and A1 and A2 are two constants.
SoH(t) = 1 − A1t − A2taging (3)
Cyclic aging is aggravated mainly by three parameters: the operating temperature [11], the amount
of electrical charge extracted in a cycle [12] and the current [13]. Despite the cell manufacturing
standardization, disparities can occur between cells from the same batch. These are reflected
in an optimal capacity Q* variability and in an equivalent series resistances ESR variability [14].
Thus, when cells are associated in an EESS, their disparities should lead to imbalances in currents,
cell temperatures and then in their aging. Consequently, a battery may remain operational for a shorter
time than a cell lifetime.
Operative dependability Odep is defined as the time, expressed in hours or in number of cycles,
during which a multi-cellular battery can meet the external load specifications [15]. In other words,
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Odep is the time before a downtime related to a full discharge or a too high age. That is to say, it contains
enough operational cells to provide the requested power. For a single cell, this cessation comes from:
− a cell aging failure, resulting in a SoH of less than 0.8;
− a sudden random failure (open or short circuit);
− a complete discharge, SoC drops down to zero in operating phase.
For a battery, Odep depends on the architecture (how cells are connected); if some cells are in
redundancy for the current mission and if failed cells can be isolated or not. It is therefore necessary to
monitor the cell states. In order to monitor cells, in particular to control end of charging and to prevent
overheating, EESS cells are managed by a BMS (Battery Management System) [16]. Today, multi-cellular
EESS are constituted according to two conventional architectures (series-parallel and parallel-series)
and sometimes include variants, as explained in the next section, to improve their availability.
From a formal point of view, the operative dependability Odep is defined by the equation set (4),
according to SoC and SoH cells.
Odep = min{SoH(χ) > 0.8, SoC(χ) > 0} with
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
su f f icient number o f cells
provide power > needed power;
χ = f (architecture, structure)
(4)
In the next section, different architectures and possible variants to improve the battery
operative dependability are presented. Then, part III presents simulations performed on each
variant, whatever the cell technology, in order to determine the impact on operative dependability,
for LiFePO4 cell example. The next part presents and compares the simulation results, especially for
operative dependability.
2. Architectures and Variants
In the literature, to improve the operative dependability, various solutions for reconfiguration
of the internal structure are proposed, such as the power tree solution presented in [17] or the DESA
architecture (Dependable, efficient, scalable architecture) [18]. The first solution does not allow use of
a battery at full power and the second only improves the operative dependability of a similar order to
the amount of additional cell number (typically 50% with 50% of additional cells).
Three architectures are compared to determine which has the best operative dependability:
two conventionally used and a new one. These architectures are reconfigurables by using a limited
number of switches associated with a cell. To increase the battery voltage, the cells are associated in
series. To increase the current, they are associated in parallel. Thus, batteries are generally associated
in a SP (series-parallel) architecture, as described in Figure 2, which presents a n-rows m-columns
structure, noted (n, m). Switches allow to isolate a column, following one of its cell failure, for instance.
By duality, the same structure can be inserted into a PS (parallel-series) architecture, as shown in
Figure 3. One switch for each cell is needed in order to isolate a failed cell. In an SP architecture,
same-column cell voltage disparities can appear. In a PS architecture, the same-row cell currents can
be different.
To deliver the same power, by keeping the same structure, another architecture is possible: the
C3C [19], depicted in Figure 4. The architecture consists of an element association. Each C3C element
comprises a cell and three switches, as shown by Figure 5. Each includes an upstream connection
and three downstream. The A indexed switch is placed on the upstream connection. Switch B is on
the first downstream connection, C on the third. The middle connection is intended to be connected
with the same-column downstream-row cell upstream connection. The C3C architecture combines the
advantages of both conventional architectures, as PS’ self-balancing and allows a series association
of some cells located on different columns. The current that leaves the Celli,j in the ith row and the
jth column can be directed to one of the three following row cells: Celli+1,j−1, Celli+1,j, Celli+1,j+1, in a
5
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recharge phase, respectively by the switches Si,jB, Si+1,jA and Si,jC or to one of the three upstream row
cells: Celli−1,j−1, Celli−1,j, Celli−1,j+1, in a discharge phase. This is made by activating the appropriate
switches, respectively Si−1,j−1C, Si,jA and Si−1,j+1B. Thanks to the architecture, the mth column cells are
connected with those of the first column.
 
Figure 2. SP (series-parallel) architecture.
 
Figure 3. PS (parallel-series) architecture.
 
Figure 4. C3C architecture.
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Figure 5. C3C element.
The C3C architecture involves two particularities. Firstly, to take advantage of its very large
possible configuration number [20], it must be managed by an algorithm that chooses the best cell
combination, with a cell-aging-reducing aim. The cells selection parameters can be chosen to define
the optimal combination. Only two are considered in this paper: SoC and SoH. Secondly, whatever the
architecture, to increase battery reliability, a minimum amount of redundancy must be included [21].
This minimal part consists of using a column (especially the mth) as a redundant column. Thus, a (n, m)
battery is calibrated to provide a nominal power Pn given by Equation (5).
Pn = (n(m − 1))Vcell Icell (5)
As a result, if the conventional architectures include a redundant column, they can also be
managed by the same algorithm that chooses the best cell combination. The possible combination
number is nevertheless much lower. Therefore, if the battery must supply its nominal current Inom,
depict in Equation (6), one cell in each row stays at rest. In PS and C3C architectures, this cell can be
any of the m cells of each row. In SP, all the same-column cells are placed at rest. To do this, it requires
adding a switch in series with each cell in PS and one by column in SP, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Inom = (m − 1)Icell (6)
If SP and PS batteries include a redundant column, it becomes possible to use this redundancy
classically. That is, the battery can work with its base cells, corresponding to the first (m−1) columns,
until one of them stops to be operational. It is thus replaced by the spare cell. In this variant, the mth
switches in the Figure 3 are off in the beginning for a PS architecture. For an SP architecture, in Figure 2,
all cells in the mth column are redundant.
Another variant can also be examined, tolerating a cell failure by replacing it with a short circuit
in SP architecture and allowing the battery to continue to fulfill its mission, even if it requires the active
cells to afford a greater current than their nominal current. To do so, two switches should be placed
around each cell: one in series and one in parallel as Si,jA is being open and Si,jB closed when celli,j
must be isolated, as depicted for cell22, as shown by Figure 6. In this example, cell22 fails, the current
of the second column passes through S22B. The cell is marked with a red cross to symbolize its failure.
This variant does not require redundancy cells. The same power as in Equation (5) is obtained with a
(n, m−1) structure. In a PS architecture, the cell may just be disconnected by only one switch, as shown
for cell22 in Figure 7, in which cell1m−1 and cell22 are faulty and marked with a red cross.
 
Figure 6. Fault tolerant SP architecture.
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Figure 7. Fault tolerant PS architecture.
It is also possible to use a battery comprising m columns to provide a power corresponding to the
nominal power of Equation (5). In this way, the battery has an over-capacity compared to the external
load specifications.
Moreover, in order to reduce the disparities between the SoCs when cells are associated in series,
in an SP architecture, balancing circuits are often used. They enable to homogenize the electrical
charges in all cells in the string [22]. These balancing circuits are controlled by a BMS [23]. They allow
better stored energy use [24] and a battery operative dependability improvement [25,26]. To evaluate
balancing impact, basic SP of Figure 2 (with (m−1) columns) with and without balancing circuits are
simulated. All compared batteries must provide the same Equation (5) power. So, this structure only
includes (m−1) columns. Several balancing techniques exist in an SP architecture:
− dissipative balancing [27], consisting of balancing the electrical charges from below by removing
excess energy by Joule effect;
− redistributive balancing to send excess energy from the most charging cell(s) to the least charging
cell(s) in the same column [28]. Its principle is described by the Figure 8 scheme, relating to a
single column j in an SP architecture. When Cella,j is more charged than Cellb,j, the intermediate
capacitor Cbj, associate to this column j, is placed in parallel by switching on the Sa,j+ and Sa,j−
switches. Then, these switches are switched off and the Sb,j+ and Sb,j− switches are switched on.
At the end, Cellaj electric charge have been reduced and Cellaj one have been increased.
 
Figure 8. Balancing circuit for an SP architecture’s column j.
In this study, only redistributive balancing circuits from one cell to another are considered.
This leads to add two switches by cell in SP schemes, each connecting a terminal of the cell to a
terminal of an intermediate capacitor, used to temporarily store the energy to be transferred. By this
8
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way, the different variants combining architecture and improvement are listed in Table 1. The structure
column number mc and the cell-associated switch number are also specified. For the basic PS and
the over-capacity PS variants, the switches in Figure 3 are not useful because cells are not managed
individually. The cells are all active or all inactive. In the same way, those of Figure 2 are not useful
in the without-balancing SP variant. Apart from the variant reported without balancing, all other
SPs include balancing circuits, which add two switches per cell. The variants deployed in present
industrial solutions are PS-base, SP-base with or without balancing and over-capacity variants.














With redundancy 1 m
With SoC-based
optimization algorithm 1 m
With SoH-based
optimization algorithm 1 m
PS 7 Fault tolerant 1 (m−1)
SP 2 Without balancing 0 (m−1)
SP 2 & 8




optimization algorithm 2 m








optimization algorithm 3 m
3. Simulations
The different variants and architectures were modeled using Matlab. The program simulates cell
associations according to each architecture for different (n, m) structures. For each variant, it submits
the battery to regular cycling, leading the current shown in Figure 9 for a single 10 Ah cell. The battery
is initially full. This cycle consists of firstly, a discharge under a current I equal to the battery nominal
current Inom divided by the active column number mc (that is to say (m−1) or m) for a duration of
2500 s. So, except for over-capacity variants, I = 10 A in discharging phase. By this way, the battery is
discharged by 70% of its initial capacity. This discharge value is relevant for quantifying cell aging.
Indeed, it allows to stop the discharging phase before a complete discharge. The more Qo(t) decreases,
the more the SoC at the end of discharging phase decreases. This is because a cell has to provide the
same amount of energy. Then, the cells are recharged, for the same duration, to return to full charge.
Finally, the battery is placed at rest for an identical duration, allowing the return to internal balance.
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Figure 9. Current profile during a simulation cycle.
To model a cell, a characteristic equation that describes the OCV evolution as a function of the SoC
is used. The typical shape of this curve is described for an amorphous iron phosphate (LiFePO4) cell in
Figure 10. Batteries, with an amorphous iron phosphate positive electrode support high intensities in
charge and discharge as well as fast charges. These cells have higher power density and lower fire
risks than cells with a lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) positive electrode [29]. On this curve, four points
are identified by a red dot. These four coordinate points (S0, E0), (SL, EL), (SV, EV) and (SM, EM),
respectively, delimit three sectors. The curve being continuous, it is so possible to perform partial
regression. In the sector where the state of charge is low (SoC < SL) and OCV low (OCV < EL), the curve
can be described by an exponential function. It is the same for high states of charge (SoC > SV and OCV
> EV). The central sector can be described by a linear function. Ultimately, the characteristic equation
can be described by equation set (7) as a function of the SoC (explain as a dummy variable x). ν and ξ
parameters are empirical. ν is between 10 and 20. It corresponds to the rapid growth of the voltage
when the SoC approaches its maximum. ξ parameter is its complement when the voltage collapses,
the SoC decreasing towards its minimum.










β = SV (EV−EL−E0)+SLE0SL−SV
γ = EL − E0
δ = EM − EV
(7)
 
Figure 10. Example of a characteristic curve representation linking the open-circuit voltage to the state
of charge for a LiFePO4 cell.
In these simulations, the cells had an initial capacity Q* = 10 Ah and an average ESR of 20 mΩ.
The ambient temperature was set to 25 ◦C. Since the Q0(t) degradation is continuous and progressive,
it is logical to consider that the SoH, which is a representation of this degradation, also decreases
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continuously. This degradation is proportional to the using conditions. At each cycle, a cell ages.
This translates into an SoH decrease.
The cell temperature evolves as a function of the current flowing through it. By convection,
radiation and conduction, this heat can spread to other cells. For simplicity, the used model does not
integrate thermal coupling phenomena.
Finally, the initial conditions for each cell was given randomly around nominal a value with a
variability of more or less 10%. The same Celli,j is used for all variants in all architectures, so as to
ensure a true comparison of the variant intrinsic performance. A cell is considered faulty in two cases.
First, when it is completely discharged whereas it should still supply energy (SoC = 0). Second, when it
is too old and has SoH = 0.8. This corresponds, for a single cell, to the operative dependability definition
given above. Depending on the architecture, the variant and the failed cell location(s), the battery may
or may not continue to provide the requested power. If, at moment, it is no longer able to provide this
power, the Odep worth.
Simulation was performed several times with different initial conditions. Only the mean values
are reported here, even if the figures illustrating this demonstration are related to a single simulation,
among all those performed.
From these different simulations, it is possible to extract operative dependability. Odep corresponds
to the time when the battery stops fitting to the specifications: delivery of the battery nominal current
Inom. According to the variant, some cells may have failed (by aging, random failure or complete
discharge) before this time and be isolated or replaced by others. The simulations presented here were
carried out for several structures: with n = 2 and m varying from 3 to 10 on the one hand, and on the
other hand with m = 3 and n varying from 2 to 4.
4. Results and Comparisons
Results from a (3,4) structure simulation performed with a C3C architecture with SoH-based
optimization algorithm is illustrated in Figure 11, which presents SoC, SoH, OCV and Q0 evolution.
In this example, only the first-row cells are shown because it is in this row that the first two cells
fail. Cell14 (cyan curve) fails first. Odep is limited by Cell12 aging (green curve). This simulation was
performed willingly in accelerated mode, with an announced cell lifetime of only 50 cycles. In order to
read SoC evolution on the curve, the aging parameter has been set to its maximum value (aging = 2)
to better differentiate the SoH curves when the battery lifespan approaches. By using this variant,
aging control is visible on the curve b). All cells age together, their SoH decreases together.
Table 2 records the average operative dependability obtained for the different structures.
This average is given for cells with lifetimes of 1000 cycles.
In the same way that the reliability of a several identical all-necessary element system decreases if
the element number increases, the more a battery contains cells, the lower the operative dependability
is. For instance, for a basic PS architecture, with a n = 2 structure, Odep reduces when the column
number j increases: respectively, to 772, 754, 750, 748, 747 and 674 cycles when j varies from 4
to 10. The lowest operative dependability variant is the PS architecture without redundant cell
(basic PS). For instance, Odep = 772 cycles for a (2,4) structure. Its performance serves as a reference
value. Operative dependability for the variants are relative compared (base 100 for basic PS) in
the bar graph in Figure 12, drawn for a (3,4) structure. Thus, the performances can be grouped
into three clusters: those that are between 100% and 120% of the basic PS operative dependability,
those between 120% and 140%, and those higher [30]. Among the less powerful variants are the
classic solutions: balancing in SP architecture, redundancy, fault tolerance and over-capacity. In the
second family are the SoC-based optimization algorithm variants for the three architectures. Finally,
those with the best operative dependability are those that use variant with SoH optimization algorithm,
regardless of the architecture. Cluster 3 variants show a different Odep improvement by architecture,
as summarized in Table 3. On average, this improvement is close to 36%. Unlike the DESA architecture,
whose management cannot be deployed in another architecture, with the optimization algorithm,
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the operative dependability improvement is greater than the share of redundant cells. For example,
for a (2,4) structure, Odep is improved by 50% for only 33% of redundant cells. In the same way, for a
(2,10), Odep is improved by almost 25% regardless of the architecture for 10% more cells.
 
Figure 11. Example of simulation result (SoC, SoH, OCV, Q0) for a C3C architecture with variant
SoH-based optimization algorithm: (a) SoC; (b) SoH; (c) OCV, in Volts; (d) Q0, in Ah.
Table 2. Simulation results: operative dependability.
Architecture Fig Structure (2,4) (2,5) (2,6) (2,7) (2,8) (2,10) (3,4) (4,4) Cluster
PS 3 basic 772 754 750 748 747 674 748 746 basic
PS 3 With redundancy 868 803 800 799 796 702 818 846 1
PS 3 over-capacity 804 773 772 775 768 768 754 764 1
PS 3 Fault tolerant 796 777 768 773 768 694 760 772 2
PS 3 With SoC-based optimization algorithm 1052 892 855 786 874 740 946 1052 2
PS 3 With SoH-based optimization algorithm 1172 1043 1002 993 968 832 1104 1254 3
SP 2 Without balancing 808 796 776 765 762 683 771 799 1
SP 2 & 8 Basic with balancing 839 814 780 790 784 708 791 826 1
SP 7 Fault tolerant 744 813 812 808 788 711 786 810 1
SP 2 & 8 With SoH-based optimization algorithm 1192 1063 1028 1001 980 830 1080 1228 3
C3C 5 With SoC-based optimization algorithm 1076 891 899 884 860 755 981 1080 2
C3C 5 With SoH-based optimization algorithm 1172 1044 1001 984 972 843 1108 1234 3
Figure 12. (3,4) structure Odep improvement.
Table 3. Simulation results: operative dependability.
Architecture (2,4) (2,5) (2,6) (2,7) (2,8) (2,10) (3,4) (4,4)
PS 52% 38% 34% 33% 30% 23% 48% 68%
SP 54% 41% 37% 34% 31% 23% 44% 65%
C3C 52% 33% 33% 32% 30% 25% 48% 65%
5. Conclusions
In this paper, some variants to improve the operative dependability of EESS are described and
compared. For this, a formal model integrating the aging of a cell is used. The different architectures
and the possible solutions to improve the performances in duration of use are simulated under Matlab.
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Whatever the architecture, classical variants as over-capacity and balancing only improve Odep by up
to 20%. By using a minimal portion of redundant cells and an SoH-based optimization algorithm, it is
possible to improve, on average, the battery operative availability by more than 35%, regardless of
its architecture.
When the current flowing through the battery is below nominal current, in a C3C architecture, it is
possible to perform specific cell-to-cell balancing while using other cells to meet the current demand.
No other architecture allows this differentiated use of cells. It is necessary to continue this work by
comparing the cost of adding the redundant cells, the switches and the over-cost induced on the BMS
in terms of computing capacity with the gain in additional mission time.
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Abstract: Frequency-dependent capacitance C(ω) is a rapid and reliable method for the determination
of the state-of-charge (SoC) of electrochemical storage devices. The state-of-the-art of SoC monitoring
using impedance spectroscopy is reviewed, and complemented by original 1.5-year long-term
electrical impedance measurements of several commercially available supercapacitors. It is found
that the kinetics of the self-discharge of supercapacitors comprises at least two characteristic time
constants in the range of days and months. The curvature of the Nyquist curve at frequencies above
10 Hz (charge transfer resistance) depends on the available electric charge as well, but it is of little
use for applications. Lithium-ion batteries demonstrate a linear correlation between voltage and
capacitance as long as overcharge and deep discharge are avoided.
Keywords: capacitance; state-of-charge monitoring; self-discharge; supercapacitor; aging
1. Introduction
Batteries and supercapacitors [1–3] have conquered compact electronic systems for portable
applications. As reversible short-time power sources, supercapacitors are used for light emitting
diode torches (LED), computer memory backup, actuators and fire protection drive units. Current
lithium-ion batteries already reach specific energies above 140 Wh/kg. Integrated electronic systems
require life-cycle monitoring of these energy storage devices.
The definition of the state-of-charge (SoC) is based either on the momentary value of open-circuit











Alternatively, SoC measurements [4] use






U0 − Ue (2)
2. Ampere-hour counting of the consumed electric charge Q due to the load current I(t), starting
from the known initial charge or nominal capacity Q0, whereby a coulombic efficiency η ≈ 1
is estimated:
Q(t) = Q0 −
∫
η I(t) dt (3)
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3. The change of resistance or impedance, which does not yield absolute SoC values.
4. Model-based estimation methods using electrochemical theories, equivalent-circuits, Kalman
filters, machine learning applications and so on.
Unfortunately, electric charge and voltage correlate in a different way depending on the cell
chemistry. SoC values based on voltage or capacity are hardly comparable. The widely used reference
tables connect the momentary open-circuit voltage and actual SoC measured by different methods.
External charge/discharge currents, temperature changes, aging, voltage drift, and hysteresis disturb
SoC measurements. Therefore, a simple measuring method is required for the determination of the
actual residual charge of the storage device.
This work addresses the design of a simple SoC control technique for electrochemical storage
devices such as supercapacitors and batteries. As a first step towards a more general application,
we investigated time-dependent self-discharge of capacitive interfaces because this process excludes
faradaic reactions related to external charging and discharging.
2. State-of-the-Art
The more recent literature reflects the growing interest in SoC estimation of energy storage
devices. Research gaps exist with respect to SoC prediction, which is essential to safe application,
optimizing energy management, extending the life cycle, and reducing the cost of battery systems [5–7].
Near-future electric vehicles require some comprehensive model-based battery health and lifetime
monitoring applications including predictive functions [8–10]. As a matter of fact, batteries suffer
from nonlinear characteristics and are further influenced by operational conditions, driving loads,
and further random factors of the application. Appropriate models for accurate SoC estimation of
lithium-ion batteries are still being researched. No general approach for the best equivalent circuit
model has yet been found even for the same cell chemistry [11] The first- and second-order RC
models seem to be sufficiently accurate and reliable, whereas the higher-order RC model provide
better robustness with variation in model parameters (R resistance, C capacitance). Considerable
research has been focusing on universal modeling tools for rechargeable batteries [12,13] as well as the
real-time evaluation of impedance data along the charge-discharge characteristics [14]. This evaluation
is generally difficult in the area of diffusion impedance due to the relatively long measurement duration
at low frequencies.
This work mainly considers commercial supercapacitors and hybrid capacitors and does not
focus on the many interactions between the electrode structure and charge capacity [15]. Therefore,
we refer to promising new materials such a carbon dots and similar nanostructures [16,17], as well
as composites using conducting polymers [18] which might give future insights into the molecular
dimensions of self-discharge.
2.1. Self-Discharge of Supercapacitors
According to the literature, little is known about the mechanisms that cause the gradual loss of
voltage in charged double-layer capacitors stored at open-circuit for several months. The origin of
self-discharge is believed to be caused by different processes in different time scales (Conway [19]).
1. The rapid redox reactions at the phase boundary between electrode and electrolyte (charge
transfer reaction), especially with overcharging and electrolyte decomposition, change in time
according to a logarithmic relation: U ∼ ln t (voltage U, time t).
2. The diffusion limited voltage relaxation in the porous electrodes in the course of several hours,
especially in the presence of traces of water, seems to obey a square root law: U ∼ t1/2. The diffusion
current density by excess ions i from the electrolyte, which cause the self-discharge, follows Fick’s
2nd law (dc/dt = D d2c/dx2; molar concentration c, layer thickness x ≈ 60 μm, diffusion coefficient
D ≈ 4 × 10−13·m2·s−1) at given temperature and starting voltage U0 > 1 V [20]:
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Dt = −C12 dUdt (4)




· √t = U0 − m(U0) ·
√
t (5)
3. The genuine self-discharge in the electric field between the microporous electrodes within some
days follows an exponential law:
U = a1e
− tτ1 + a2e
− tτ2 t→∞→ a2e−
t
τ2 (6)
The leakage current by self-discharge, in the range of microamperes depending on the ambient
temperature, can roughly be estimated with the assistance of the rated capacitance C of the
supercapacitor, and the gradual drop of the momentary open-circuit voltage in time [21]:
IL = −C(dU/dt). (7)
The mechanisms of self-discharge are speculative. The ions, which adsorb at polar groups
in the carbon material (C–O, C=O, COOH), seem to lose their mobility so that consequently
the ionic conductivity of the electrode/electrolyte interface drops [22]. A concentration-driven
reorganization of the multilayer adsorbed ions into the deeper pores of the electrodes might be
possible. The thicker the blocking layer for the charge-transfer reaction, the greater the leakage
resistance. Tevi’s model [23] treats self-discharge with the assistance of the Butler-Volmer equation
at given rate constant k(E,d) = −(dE/dt)/E, electrode potential E, and barrier layer thickness d.
The empirical coefficients α, β, and m are found by a comparison of electrodes both with and
without additional polymer layer.
dE
dt
+ m · e αFERT · e−βd · E = 0 (8)
4. The long-term trend of self-discharge after months and years is largely unknown [24]. It was
reported that the leakage resistance RL continuously increases. However, it slows in time, until a
maximum is reached [25]. The RL(t) curve was described to show three slopes: after 24 h,
after some weeks, and after some months; then it drops again.
The voltage-time curve of a supercapacitor, starting from different states-of-charge, is not simply
an exponential function; rather it follows a fifth-order polynomial [26]. There is no clear equivalent
circuit that completely displays the self-discharge processes. The C‖RL parallel network with the
leakage resistance RL appears to be insufficient. In a further alternative, ladder networks comprising
three and more R–C elements might be fruitful.
2.2. Frequency Response of Capacitance
We propose to utilize capacitance as a measure of the SoC. The definition of capacitance, C = Q/U,
suggests a practical correlation between electric charge Q and voltage window ΔU. The capacitive
voltage drop in time is useful for constant-current discharge measurements. In addition, a given












For capacitance determination using impedance spectroscopy, we employ the frequency-
dependent quantity C(ω) [27].









(Re Z)2 + (Im Z)2
] (10)
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Equation (10) might be interpreted as the parallel combination of a frequency-dependent capacitor
and a resistor, although no specific model is required, and can, therefore, be used for in-depth
evaluation of complex impedance without any previous knowledge on reaction kinetics [28]. A perfect
capacitor does not show any self-discharge or leakage current. A real capacitor, however, tends to
discharge during several weeks when stored at open terminals. Therefore, the equivalent circuit
provides a leakage resistance in parallel to the capacitance (Figure 1). Under the assumption that this
leakage resistance is infinitely large, Equation (10) becomes Equation (11).
C(ω) ≈ − 1
ω · Im Z at ω → ∞ (11)
At frequencies above 1 kHz, the phase boundary capacitance between electrode and electrolyte
turns towards the geometric double-layer capacitance of the active surface. At low frequencies,
ions from the electrolyte penetrate the porous electrode material, and battery-like faradaic reactions
play a role. The resulting pseudo capacitance, C(ω,T,U), depends on frequency, temperature, and
voltage, and cannot be modeled by intuitive and simply plausible equivalent-circuits [29].
 
Figure 1. General equivalent circuits and impedance spectra of electrochemical storage devices
(mathematical convention): (a) charge-transfer, (b) diffusion in mesopores and micropores (grain
boundaries), (c) diffusion impedance in macro pores at a blocking interface.
2.3. State-of-Charge of Batteries
At present, there is a need for a reliable impedance method for the SoC determination for
automotive applications. Earlier approaches [30,31] concentrated on the cell resistance. The internal
resistance R of a lithium-ion battery was reported to reach an unclear minimum around SoC ≈ 50%.
The curvature of the U-shaped R(SoC) characteristics [32] was found to grow with the age of the battery
and corresponds to the gradually increasing slope of the line of R/SoC against SoC, which might be
used as a measure of the battery state-of-health (SoH).
The charge transfer resistance (first arc in the impedance spectrum) drops with increasing C-rate
(discharge current), according to Ohm’s law: R ∼ I−1. Depending on the cell chemistry, the resistance
at frequencies above 100 Hz is usually reduced with recharging the battery. Unfortunately, the relative
change of cell resistance strongly depends on temperature [33]. The passivation and charge-transfer
resistance of cobalt-manganese and nickel-cobalt-aluminum batteries are significantly determined by
the graphite anode [34]. Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) provides a small internal resistance although
the diffusion resistance in the solid phase is large.
The diffusion resistance (second arc in the impedance spectrum) gets slightly smaller at high
C-rates. With repeated charging the battery, the slope of diffusion impedance (third section in the
complex plane) appears less steep.
Deep discharge dramatically alters both the charge transfer and the diffusion impedance.
The growing imaginary parts in the diffusion arc at low frequencies (0.01 Hz) indicate that the
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battery has been damaged by deep discharge, for example, SoC < 27% of a Ni-Mn-Co oxide/graphite
system [31]. The minimum frequency f 2 of the complex plane plot, and, less significantly, the transition
frequency f 23 near the real axis between charge transfer and diffusion arc, trend towards small values
(SoC < 40%). Cell resistance seems to reflect the SoC in an unreliable way. Hitherto, the value of
capacitance has not been considered in detail with respect to SoC measurements in batteries.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Self-Discharge of Supercapacitors
The goal of this study was to find a correlation between the capacitance and the SoC. We tried
to avoid the impact of electrochemical aging by not applying any current to the supercapacitor, i.e.,
we observed the self-discharge at open terminals. Our previous experience has shown that fully
charged supercapacitors can be stored for several years without showing significant changes of the
impedance spectra. Aging does require either thermal stress or overvoltage [29].
We charged carbon-based supercapacitors at rated voltage, U0, for at least 1 h until the leakage
current dropped below 2 mA. The devices were stored with open terminals at room temperature and
80 ◦C for 600 days. The cell voltage was measured every day for some seconds using a high-impedance
voltmeter. Impedance spectra were recorded in the frequency range between 10 kHz to 0.1 Hz using a
sinusoidal voltage (amplitude: 50 mV) superimposed on the momentary open-circuit voltage. Several
tens of repeated impedance measurements of fully charged capacitors did not show any significant
impact on the SoC, because of the bias control during the measurement.
The influence of the impedance measurement on the discharge of the capacitor can be neglected
because the duration of measurement (approximately 4 min) is much less than the characteristic time
constants as determined in Table 1. The total connection time of the impedance spectrometer is also
less than these time constants and the uncertainty arising from the fitting procedure. Compared with
the nearly 600 days of the self-discharge experiment, the total duration of all impedance measurements
(that were recorded once a week or less) is negligible. The tiny AC currents during the impedance
measurements may be neglected as well, because, they periodically charge and discharge the capacitor
for a couple of minutes without changing the current SoC.
3.1.1. Impedance Spectra
In the long-term trend, the complex plane plots in Figure 2 show qualitatively the same shape.
With increasing self-discharge, the Nyquist plot gets narrower, R(t) is proportional to U(t). The cell
resistance, corrected by the electrolyte resistance, R − Re, drops rather than increases in time. Arbitrary
shifts on the real axis in the milliohm range are caused by the contact leads. The electrolyte resistance,
Re = Re Z(ω → ∞), i.e., the zero passage in the complex plane at about 200 Hz, does not change on
the average during self-discharge within the measuring accuracy. In addition, the nearly constant
equivalent series resistance (ESR) at 1 kHz and 1 Hz have little meaning for SoC determination, even if
the cable resistance R(ω → ∞) is properly subtracted.
The resistance at low frequencies, R(≤1 Hz), does not significantly change with self-discharge.
The quarter circle at high frequencies is caused by the grain-boundary resistance of the active carbon
particles in the electrolyte solution, which is superimposed by the charge transfer reaction. The more
or less linear section at medium frequencies reflects the diffusion of charge carriers between the wet
carbon particles. With aged capacitors especially, the resistance at high frequencies is determined by
the adhesive that holds together the powder composite on the aluminum current collector.
Capacitance, in contrast to resistance, shows a clear logarithmic correlation with storage time.
In general, capacitance at medium frequencies is determined by the charge transfer of electrons at the
electrode-electrolyte interface.
C(t) = C0 − A ln t (12)
C(α) = C0 + B · α (13)
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where α = U/U0 denotes the SoC. At low frequencies, the frozen mass transport of charge carriers
in the porous electrodes leads to a more or less constant capacitance. According to Equation (11),
the value C = [ω Im Z]−1, at any given frequency, changes roughly linearly with the state-of-charge
(SoC, α), as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Self-discharge of supercapacitors for a time period of about 600 days: H VINA Hy-Cap, 2.7 V,
50 F; D VINA Hy-Cap, 3 V, 50 V; V Vitzrocell 2.7 F, 25 F. (a) State-of-charge (SoC) versus time (in days)
emphaszising the early exponential decay and the late linear behavior; (b) Internal resistance at 1 Hz as
measured, without correction of cable resistances; (c) Capacitance at 0.1 Hz (solid) and 1 Hz (dashed);
(d) Impedance spectra in the complex plane, corrected by the contact and electrolyte resistance Re;
mathematical convention; (e) frequency response of capacitance during self-discharge.
3.1.2. Self-Discharge Characteristics
In the course of self-discharge, the open-circuit voltage drops exponentially in time according
to −log U ∼ t, as shown in Figure 3. One might expect a first-order kinetics, whereby a0 ≈ 0 is the
limiting value of the ‘empty’ capacitor after several years of self-discharge.
U(t)
U0
= a0 + a1 e
− tT1 (14)
The time constant T1 lies in the range of two weeks for the first 100 days of self-discharge.
However, after two months a second time constant T2 becomes obvious.
U(t)
U0
= a0 + a1 e
− tT1 + a2 e
− tT2 (15)
For the first 400 days, fit quality reaches more than 99.9%. However, different supercapacitors
of the same type show some divergence of the parameters, so that no universal values valid for all
devices can be given. Table 1 compiles the self-discharge after nearly 600 days.
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With respect to the approximation that e−t ≈ 1 + t−1, we can explain the reciprocal relationship
between cell voltage and time, U ∼ t−1, which is obvious by the asymptote in the first hours of
self-discharge, and as well after some weeks (t  20 d) in Figure 3c.
Figure 3. Modeling of the self-discharge of a supercapacitor (2.7 V, 50 F) within 100 days and
400 days, respectively: (a) quasi-exponential decay of open-circuit voltage versus time on a linear
scale; (b) logarithmic scale showing three time domains; (c) voltage versus the reciprocal of time with
asymptotes for short and long times; (d) voltage versus the square root of time; a linear relation holds
for diffusion processes.
Table 1. Fitting of the time-dependent self-discharge U/U0 of different supercapacitors by Prony series
after approximately 600 days: Coefficients ai are dimensionless (V/V), time constants Ti in days (1 d =





− tT1 + a2e
− tT2 + a3e











1 0.66 − − − 0.28 129 − 0.019
2 0.61 − − 0.11 12 0.27 302 − 0.00069
3 0.59 0.064 3.2 0.085 20 0.28 356 − 0.000091
4 0.55 0.099 2.9 0.085 19 0.062 299 0.22 1195 0.000083
1 0 − − − 0.89 1591 0.084
2 0 − 0.13 22 − 0.85 1965 0.0048
3 0 0.14 8.2 0.14 59 − 0.76 3510 0.00028









1 0.70 − − − − − − 0.24 146 0.01292
2 0.65 − − − − 0.09 11 0.25 315 0.00064
3 0.63 0.062 3.1 − − 0.061 22 0.26 389 0.0000840
4 0.63 0.060 3.0 (0.002) (5.14) 0.063 22 0.26 386 0.0000838
1 0 − − − − 0.91 1880 0.054
2 0 0.11 23 − − 0.87 2278 0.0039
3 0 0.12 6.8 0.09 77 − − 0.80 3798 0.00019











V 1 0.66 − − − − 0.28 129 − − 0.019
2 0.61 0.11 12 − − 0.27 300 − − 0.00069
3 0.46 0.10 8.1 0.11 107 − 0.33 1030 0.00028
4 0.33 0.10 7.7 0.08 77 0.25 508 0.25 1077 0.00027
1 0 − − − 0.90 1690 0.00252
2 0 0.12 22 − − 0.87 2064 0.00252
3 0 0.087 8.0 0.10 84 − 0.82 2717 0.00016
4 0 0.087 8.0 0.10 84 <0.001 (1400) 0.82 2705 0.00016
Nonlinear least squares fitting does not generally exclude a square root law, U ∼ t1/2,
which explains diffusion processes. However, fit quality is worse than with exponential functions.
In the transition time between 10 and 100 days, cell voltage follows U ∼ −log t, which suggests a
self-discharge reaction determined by faradaic charge transfer.
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U
U0
= 1 − B ln t (16)
The slope roughly equals B ≈ 0.04 for supercapacitors of different manufacturers.
We conclude that the self-discharge of supercapacitors is described best by an exponential function
comprising two time constants in the range of several days and weeks, respectively. A third time
constant affects self-discharge not earlier than after about ten months. A fourth time constant in the
range of five years is not important (Table 1).
3.1.3. Temperature Dependence
At elevated temperatures, the pseudo-exponential self-discharge characteristics (Figure 4) drop
markedly steeper than in the cold. For example: 2.7 V → 2.36 V (13% change) at 20 ◦C, but 2.7 V →
1.0 V (63%) at 80 ◦C within four days.
Figure 4. Impact of temperature on the self-discharge of a supercapacitor (Vina Hy-Cap 3 V, 50 F)
in the course of five days. (a) Impedance spectra in the complex plane at 22 ◦C and 80 ◦C ambient
temperature, mathematical convention; (b) frequency response of capacitance; (c) self-discharge.
Self-discharge depends moderately on the initial voltage (SoC). With fully charged supercapacitors,
the voltage drops more strongly than at incomplete charge. For example, at 50 ◦C: 2.4 V → 2.25 V
(6% change), in contrast to 1.8 V → 1.75 V (3%).
In addition, our earlier investigations [35] indicated that self-discharge increases with rising




The activation energy in activated carbon supercapacitors amounts to about EA = 50 Kj·mol−1,
which is typical for sorption processes in heterogeneous catalysis. Hence, slow electrochemical
reactions drive a small leakage current across the double-layer at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
The mechanisms of self-discharge are speculative at the moment. Redox reactions by impurities and
dissolved gases might play a role, as well as the relaxation of overcharged states to a lower potential.
3.2. State-of-Charge of Lithium-Ion Batteries
According to our measurements, the self-discharge of lithium-ion batteries stored at open
terminals proceeds substantially slower than with supercapacitors. For comparison purposes, a hybrid
supercapacitor was measured, too.
The impedance spectra show two regions (Figure 5):
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1. Electrolyte resistance Re and the subsequent vague quarter-circle, which is related to the
lithium-ion conducting passive layer on the electrode (solid-electrolyte interphase, <1000 Hz),
semicircle of the double-layer and charge transfer reaction (<100 Hz),
2. Diffusion impedance of the porous electrodes (<2 Hz).
In this study, the quantity U/U0 appeared to be a good and simple measure of the SoC, because
we aimed to find a general correlation with capacitance. In practical systems, OCV-SoC reference
tables are most useful for the estimation of the real SoC and further SoH statements (Zou et al. [8,9]).
Figure 5. Self-discharge within 14 days. (a) Lithium-ion battery (Samsung INR18650-25R, 1.5 Ah, 3.6 V);
(b) lithium-ion hybrid capacitor (Taiyo Yuden 3.8 V, 100 F). The electrolyte resistance was corrected;
(c) SoC characteristics.
3.3. Capacitice Charge Status
Fully charged lithium-ion batteries were discharged with the help of an external load by defined
partial charged dQ until predefined SoC states were reached.
The impedance spectra in Figure 6 get the narrower, the higher is the SoC. This means that
the charge transfer and diffusion resistance increase with the depth-of-discharge of the battery.
The electrolyte resistance is more or less constant during charging and discharging.
With lithium-ion batteries, electric charge and SoC correlate excellently:
Q(U) ∼ eU ⇔ lg Q ∼ U (18)
Capacitance appears to be a roughly linear measure of the cell voltage: U ∼ C. Overcharge
and deep discharge cause deviations, so that rather a sigmoidal relation is assumed. Using double-
logarithmic axes, a sufficient linearity of capacitance and cell voltage is observed.
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Figure 6. Lithium-ion battery (Samsung INR18650-25R, 1.5 Ah, 3.6 V) at defined SoC states. (a)
Impedance spectra in the complex plane (mathematical convention): The cell resistance drops with
increasing terminal voltage; (b) charge characteristics: applied current I, and voltage U, stored charge
Q; (c) capacitance at a given frequency (e.g., 100 Hz, and 0.1 Hz) indicates the SoC; (d) quasi-linear
correlation of capacitance and quasi-exponential correlation of electric charge with cell voltage.
Table 2 compiles resistances and capacitances of a lithium-ion battery at different SoC values.
Capacitance at 0.1 Hz multiplied by the cell voltage yields the approximate actually available electric
charge, Q = CU. This means that DC capacitance reflects the true SoC. The capacitance at 100 Hz
directly indicates the SoC: α = (C + 1.27)/2.59, in the example in Figure 6. However, a useful scaling
has yet to be found to provide absolute charge values, when AC capacitance is measured at high
frequencies. Moreover, it becomes obvious that the state-of-voltage values U/U0 differ from the real
SoC Q/Q0.
Table 2. Correlation between state-of-charge (SoC) and capacitance for a lithium-ion battery (Samsung
NR18650-25R).
SoC 68% 74% 81% 88% 94% 100%
U→input (V) 2.522 2.747 2.992 3.245 3.488 3.703
Re→measured (mΩ) 14.8 14.9 14.9 14.7 14.5 14.5
R (0.1 Hz)–Re (mΩ) 99 82 61 37 7.7 5.5
C100→measured (F) 0.540 0.609 0.784 0.993 1.23 1.30
C0.1→measured (F) 18.3 25.2 46.8 119 593 674
Q→measured (As) – 27.6 95.9 265 1366 2889
CU→calculated (As) 46.2 69.2 137 3878 1883 2497
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Curve Fitting
The Nyquist plot of a lithium-ion battery can be modeled by a capacitance (constant phase element,
CPE) in parallel to the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) and charge-transfer resistance. The diffusion
arc obeys a Warburg impedance W, supplemented by a serial capacitance C0, which considers the
periodic intercalation of lithium ions during the impedance measurement. In additional, an inductance
L shifts the impedance spectrum towards positive imaginary parts (Huang et al. [31]).
L − Re − (CPE1||R1)− (CPE2||R2)− W − C0 (19)
where − denotes a series combination, || a parallel combination. The frequency at the minimum of the
semicircle (most negative imaginary part in mathematical convention) reflects the reciprocal of the









, and C = Q
1
α · R 1−αα (20)
The Warburg coefficient roughly equals α ≈ 0.9 for the SEI and α ≈ 0.6 for the charge transfer
process of a 15 Ah-NCM/graphite battery (Huang et al. [31]).
In recent approaches, the impedance spectrum is transformed to the time domain to find out the
statistical distribution of the time constants of a hypothetical transmission line model consisting of a
ladder network of incremental dR‖dC elements [34,36].
As far as the curve fitting efforts are concerned, we conclude that the simple correlation of
capacitance and SoC fits for the purpose of practical use.
4. Conclusions
To summarize, the cell resistance appears to be an inappropriate measure of the available electric
charge in a storage device. The capacitance value determined at a frequency of about 100 Hz allows
a straightforward SoC control of supercapacitors and lithium-ion batteries. There is no need for any
model descriptions or equivalent circuits, which are often unclear and complicate the system analysis
during operation.
For lithium-ion batteries, capacitance extracted from impedance spectra reliably indicates the
available electric charge in the working range between full charge (without overload) and cut-off
voltage (without deep discharge). An approximately linear correlation was found between capacitance








Log denotes the decadic logarithm. This relation is obstructed by external charge/discharge
currents so that a sigmoidal function is more reasonable in the regimes of overcharge and deep
discharge. A correlation that directly yields absolute SoC values from impedance spectra is still missing.
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Abstract: Lithium-ion Capacitors (LiCs) that have intermediate properties between lithium-ion
batteries and supercapacitors are still considered as a new technology whose aging is not well studied
in the literature. This paper presents the results of accelerated aging tests applied on 12 samples
of LiCs. Two high temperatures (60 ◦C and 70 ◦C) and two voltage values were used for aging
acceleration for 20 months. The maximum and the minimum voltages (3.8 V and 2.2 V respectively)
had different effects on capacitance fade. Cells aging at 2.2 V encountered extreme decrease of the
capacitance. After storing them for only one month at 60 ◦C, they lost around 22% of their initial
capacitance. For this reason, an aging model was developed for cells aging at the lowest voltage value
to emphasize the huge decrease of the lifetime at this voltage condition. Moreover, two measurement
tools of the capacitance were compared to find the optimal method for following the evolution of
the aging process. It was proved that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is the most accurate
measurement technique that can reveal the actual level of degradation inside a LiC cell.
Keywords: lithium-ion capacitor; aging model; langmuir isotherm; lifetime prediction; aging
mechanisms; calendar aging; floating aging
1. Introduction
The performance of Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) depends on several factors such as current,
voltage, and temperature. The operating and environmental conditions have an important impact on
their behavior. Accelerated aging tests are usually applied to these devices for the aim of developing
aging law. These laws can be used in management systems that are integrated with ESSs to predict the
remaining time before their failure.
The accelerated aging tests can be divided into two categories: calendar aging and cycling
aging [1–4]. The behavior of an ESS during its storage is tested in calendar aging. The impacts of the
temperature and the voltage on the lifetime are studied throughout this type of tests. However, ESSs
during charge or discharge suffer from a different kind of aging, especially when the applied currents
are very high. This is cycling aging whose corresponding tests could be done also at very low or high
temperatures to further accelerate the process.
Lifetime of Lithium-ion Batteries (LiBs) and Supercapacitors (SCs) was frequently studied in
the literature [5–9]. SCs have a longer lifespan than LiBs and a better behavior at low and higher
temperatures. Nonetheless, their energy density is much lower than that of LiBs. The new technology
of SCs, Lithium-ion Capacitors (LiCs), possesses an improved energy density, around triple the one
of conventional SCs. Since they combine the negative electrode of LiBs with the positive electrode of
SCs, they have intermediate electrical characteristics [10]. Several combinations of electrodes have
been evaluated for ensuring the most optimal features of the hybrid device [11,12]. The majority
of commercial LiCs are composed of a negative electrode of carbon pre-doped with lithium and a
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positive electrode of activated carbon. The pre-lithiation of the negative electrode can be done using
multiple methods such as ensuring a direct contact between lithium metal and the carbon electrode,
short-circuiting the carbon electrode with a lithium metal electrode or adding lithium excess in the
positive electrode [13]. Commercial cells developed by JM Energy and JSR Micro include a sacrificial
lithium electrode that serves as a lithium source for carbon pre-lithiation. Others developed by General
Capacitors comprise lithium stripes that are in direct contact with the negative electrode at which
pre-lithiation occurs [14]. The negative electrode in LiCs is oversized with respect to the positive
electrode in order to benefit from the total capacitance of the positive electrode [11,15].
Since LiCs are a new technology, a limited number of publications had studied their aging.
An advantage of over-sizing the negative electrode remains in reducing the effects of the Solid
Electrolyte Interface (SEI), which is the main destructive aging mechanism of this type of electrodes
as found in LiBs [16,17]. However, the impacts of the SEI could not be completely suppressed.
For example, in [18], during continuous cycling of a LiC, the capacity decreased because of the
growth of the SEI at the surface of the negative electrode, which induced the increase of its resistance.
As a result, an important number of cyclable lithium ions was lost and the potential of the positive
electrode drifted to high positive values. Usually, the potential of the positive electrode should not
exceed 4 V vs. Li/Li+ [19]. Otherwise, a formation of Lithium Fluoride (LiF) at the negative electrode
could happen [19]. Moreover, accelerated aging tests were applied in [20] on commercial LiCs that
belong to three different manufacturers. A calendar test at 60 ◦C and 3.8 V resulted in a 10% decrease
of the capacity after 5000 hours while another at 0 ◦C and 3.8 V caused a decrease of less than 2%.
Therefore, it was found that the highest the temperature is, the greater the degradation becomes.
In addition, cycle aging tests showed that the depth of discharge does not affect the degradation of
the capacity of a LiC. However, another study proved that calendar aging of specific commercial LiCs
extremely depends on their state of charge [21].
A LiC has a particular operating principle. Each potential of the cell reflects a different chemical
composition [15]. At 3 V, which is the open circuit voltage of a commercial LiC right after its assembly,
the positive electrode of activated carbon is at the approximate neutral state. When discharging the
cell from 3 to 2.2 V, some of the lithium ions that are pre-intercalated into the negative electrode
des-intercalate from carbon layers and migrate towards the positive electrode where they accumulate.
However, when charging the cell from 3 to 3.8 V, the anions forming the salt of the electrolyte
accumulate at the surface of the activated carbon and the cations of the salt intercalate into the negative
electrode. Therefore, at 2.2 and 3.8 V, the double layer formed at the activated carbon positive electrode
includes different ions and the degree of lithiation of the negative electrode increases from 2.2 to 3.8 V.
For this reason, calendar aging at both voltage values will be analyzed in this paper so the effects of
both chemical compositions could be compared.
Accelerated aging tests were applied to several cells as it will be described in Section 2 of the
paper. To track the evolution of the aging process, the capacitance and the equivalent series resistance
of the cells can be measured using frequency or time domain measurements. Section 3 will explain
why the frequency domain measurements were chosen to follow the properties of the LiCs. In addition,
Section 4 will present the results of the capacitance decrease and the equivalent series resistance
increase found from frequency domain measurements over an aging time of 20 months. Based on the
evolution of these parameters with respect to the aging time, an aging model will be developed in
Section 3 for cells that aged at the lowest voltage value.
2. Experimental Setup
Twelve prismatic LiCs were divided into two equal groups and mounted in two climatic chambers
at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C. In each chamber, the voltage of three cells was maintained constant at 2.2 V while
the voltage of the rest of the cells was maintained at 3.8 V. Cells used during these tests belong to the
“Ultimo” prismatic series developed by JM Energy and JSR Micro. The capacitance of the cells is equal
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to 3300 F and they can operate over a large temperature window, from −30 ◦C to 70 ◦C. Three similar
cells were tested per aging condition to guarantee accurate and reproducible results.
3. Comparison of Frequency and Time Domain Measurements
After placing the LiCs in the climatic chambers at high temperatures, their capacitance and
equivalent series resistance were measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
This measurement tool in the galvanostatic mode consists on fixing the potential of a cell, applying
a small sinusoidal current at different frequencies and then measuring the impedance using the
corresponding voltage response. The amplitude of the sinusoidal current was chosen to be 5 A.
Moreover, prior to each measurement process, the voltage of the cell was maintained constant for 30
min. These periodic measurements were done at high temperatures without getting the LiCs off from
the climatic chambers. To check whether additional measurements should be done, the LiCs were
taken off the climatic chambers after 109 days and their properties were measured using frequency and
time domain measurements at 25 ◦C. In [15], these measurement techniques are explained in details.
3.1. Frequency Domain Measurements
The impedance of a LiC depends on the voltage V and the frequency f [15,22]. The capacitance
C(f, V) can be extracted from the imaginary part of the impedance Img(f, V) as follows:
C(f, V) =
−1
2π × f × Img(f, V) (1)
The series resistance of a LiC at a specific frequency is equal to the real part of the impedance.
These parameters were measured at 100 mHz, at the aging voltage and at 25 ◦C and then normalized
with respect to the value found before aging (also at 25 ◦C). The frequency of 100 mHz was chosen
for its accuracy in showing the evolution of the parameters during aging. Figures 1 and 2 show the
evolution of the normalized capacitance at 25 ◦C after 109 days of aging at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively.





























Figure 1. Capacitance evolution of cells aging at 2.2 V and 3.8 V at 60 ◦C after 109 days of calendar
aging. The results are found from measurements in the frequency domain at 25 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Capacitance evolution of cells aging at 2.2 V and 3.8 V at 70 ◦C after 109 days of calendar
aging. The results are found from measurements in the frequency domain at 25 ◦C.
LiCs aging at 3.8 V obviously have better capacitance retention than the ones aging at 2.2 V.
The average capacitance decrease of cells aging at 3.8 V is 11% at 60 ◦C and 12% at 70 ◦C. On the
other hand, the average capacitance decrease of cells aging at 2.2 V is 36% at 60 ◦C and 46% at 70 ◦C.
In [21], the best storage voltage of LiCs was found to be 3 V since the capacitance decrease through
accelerated aging tests at this voltage value was insignificant. To validate the results mentioned
previously, additional measurements in the time domain were done.
3.2. Time Domain Measurements
Measurements in the time domain are based on using the voltage response of a LiC during its
discharge with a DC current as explained in the traditional protocol detailed in [15]. The capacitance
is calculated from the difference between the maximum and the minimum voltages during a full
discharge, the time of discharge, and the value of the current. This technique evaluates the total
discharge capacitance while frequency domain measurements assess the capacitance at a specific
voltage value. The normalized capacitance is shown in Figure 3 for cells aging at 60 ◦C and in Figure 4





























Figure 3. Capacitance evolution of cells aging at 2.2 V and 3.8 V at 60 ◦C after 109 days of calendar
aging. The results are found from measurements in the time domain at 25 ◦C.
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Figure 4. Capacitance evolution of cells aging at 2.2 V and 3.8 V at 70 ◦C after 109 days of calendar
aging. The results are found from measurements in the time domain at 25 ◦C.
Results of time domain measurements show that LiCs aging at 3.8 V barely age since their
capacitance does not decrease even after being for 109 days under calendar stresses. The capacitance
decrease of cells aging at 2.2 V is also much less than the one found in frequency domain measurements.
For this reason, the capacitance of a cell aging at 3.8 V at each voltage value, during its discharge with
a DC current, was measured according to the method explained in [15]. A comparison between the


















Before aging After aging
Figure 5. Effects of aging at 3.8 V and 60 ◦C for 109 days on the capacitance evolution with respect to
the voltage, deduced from time domain measurements at 25 ◦C.
The minimum capacitance is usually an indicator of the neutral state of the positive electrode
whose potential is around 3.1 V vs. Li/Li+ at this state [15,22]. The corresponding voltage value of the
complete cell shifts from 3 to 2.8 V due to aging (cf. Figure 5). This voltage is the difference between
the potentials of the positive electrode and of the negative electrode. Therefore, since the potential of
the negative before aging is around 0.1 V vs. Li/Li+ when the total voltage is equal to 3 V, one can
conclude that its potential drifts to a more positive value that may be around 0.3 V vs. Li/Li+ when the
new total voltage is equal to 2.8 V. This can be caused by the growth of the SEI at the negative electrode
and the loss of cyclable lithium ions [23]. Therefore, the potential window at which the double layer at
the positive electrode is formed by the anions extends from 3–3.8 V to 2.8–3.8 V. Since the anions have
a small size compared to the cations [24], the associated double layer generates a higher capacitance.
As a result, the total capacitance measured over the total voltage window may not show the real
aging state of the cell. In fact, it may benefit from the increase of the capacitance produced by the
accumulation of the anions at the positive electrode over an extended voltage window. This stability
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of the total capacitance may particularly happen at the beginning of aging when the only aging effect
is the drift of the potential of the negative electrode. Therefore, since the measurements in the time
domain did not reflect the actual aging state compared to the measurements in the frequency domain,
this latter was used to follow the evolution of the parameters throughout the whole aging period.
4. Interpretation of Calendar Aging
LiCs under accelerated aging tests at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C degraded in different ways. The evolution
of their parameters was the tool for predicting the aging mechanisms at each test condition.
4.1. Results of Periodic Frequency Domain Measurements
The capacitance decrease and the equivalent series resistance increase of different cells that are
induced by the calendar aging are shown in Figures 6 and 7 at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively. The values
were extracted from impedance measurements at the test voltage and at 100 mHz. Initial capacitance
and resistance values of cells aging at 2.2 V are the following: 2586 F, 0.8 mΩ at 60 ◦C and 2600 F,
0.7 mΩ at 70 ◦C. Cells aging at 3.8 V had the following initial capacitance and resistance values: 3200 F,

















































2.2 V 3.8 V
Figure 6. Evolution of the normalized capacitance (a) and the normalized resistance (b) with aging


















































2.2 V 3.8 V
Figure 7. Evolution of the normalized capacitance (a) and the normalized resistance (b) with aging
time at 70◦C. Each curve represents one sample.
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Accelerated aging tests at 70 ◦C obviously provoke more severe degradations than the ones at
60 ◦C. The capacitance decrease at 2.2 V reaches 55% at 70 ◦C while the resistance increase is around
14% after 20 months. At 60 ◦C, less damage is found in this voltage condition. The capacitance
decreases by around 49% and the equivalent series resistance increases by around 12%. The effects
of calendar aging on cells that were maintained at 3.8 V are more pronounced in their equivalent
series resistance. In fact, the resistance noticeably rises especially for two cells originating from a
particular production batch (95% at 70 ◦C and 74% at 60 ◦C after 17 months of aging). The rest of the
cells have around 26% of resistance increase after 20 months at 60 ◦C and 60% after 17 months at 70 ◦C.
The capacitance of these cells decreases at a rate less than the one at 2.2 V. The corresponding drop is
equal to around 18% at 60 ◦C and 40% at 70 ◦C.
According to [16], during the calendar aging of a lithium-ion battery, the degradation of its
negative electrode depends on its degree of lithiation. When the negative electrode of graphite is
highly lithiated, the SEI layer at its surface would grow causing the increase of the equivalent series
resistance of the cell. This phenomenon can be the reason behind the high increase of the resistance of
LiCs aging at 3.8 V since at this state of charge, their negative electrode is highly lithiated. Moreover,
at this voltage value, the potential of the positive electrode would drift to more positive values.
Consequently, redox reactions would happen between some parasitic groups present at the surface of
activated carbon and the components of the electrolyte [5,25]. As a result, solid or gaseous products
will appear in the cell inducing the increase of the overall resistance.
As for cells aging at 2.2 V, aging mechanisms are different due to the different chemical states of
both electrodes at each voltage value [15]. Since the capacitance of LiCs that aged at 2.2 V decreases
with a very high rate, an aging model for this voltage condition will be developed in the next paragraph,
as well as an interpretation of the corresponding aging mechanisms.
4.2. Aging Model
Aging mechanisms in ESSs are mainly attributed to parasitic chemical reactions. These reactions
can generate gases that become irreversibly adsorbed at the surface of the electrodes. Langmuir
assumes that the surface consists of several equivalent sites where species can be adsorbed physically
or chemically. The adsorption and desorption processes are considered to be dynamic. A law of speed
can then be defined for each process and when the rates become equal, a state of equilibrium can
be characterized by a reduced surface of the solid. Admitting that the double layer at the positive
electrode is no longer formed where the adsorption sites are saturated with these products, the storage
area decreases with their accumulation during aging [26,27]. The Langmuir isotherm defines the




1 + a × [C] (2)
The mass of products generated by parasitic reactions, M, can be expressed by the following




× Q × Mat
z
(3)
where, F is the Faraday constant, Q is the total electric charge passed through the electrolyte, Mat is the
molar mass of the substance and z is the valance number of ions enrolled in the reaction. The current
I required for maintaining the voltage constant during the calendar aging is considered constant.
Therefore, the number of moles N(t) of a gas in function of time can be extracted from Equation (3):
N(t) =
I × t
F × z (4)
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As a result, the concentration of gases can be described by a time dependent function. The decrease
of the storage area leads to a decrease of the capacitance of the electrode. Therefore, considering the
amount of produced gases constant with respect to time, the loss of capacitance in Farad (ΔC) can be
derived from the above equations [26,27]:
ΔC =
ac × t
1 + bc × t (5)
The irreversible adsorption at the surface of the activated carbon electrode could block the pores
of the material. As a result, the equivalent series resistance increase in ohm (ΔR) may also be modeled
by Langmuir isotherm that depends on the aging time:
ΔR =
aR × t
1 + bR × t (6)
As a result, the models of the normalized capacitance and resistance at an aging time t, C(%)(t)









where, C(0) and R(0) are the initial values of the capacitance and the resistance before aging. The values
of C(%)(t) and R(%)(t) deduced from the impedance measurements at 100 mHz at different aging
times were used to identify the parameters of Equations (5) and (6). The averages of capacitance loss
and equivalent series resistance increase of the three tested samples were taken into consideration
at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C. The errors between the predicted values of the normalized capacitance and
equivalent series resistance and the measured values were also evaluated (ec and eR respectively).
Table 1 combines the identified parameters and Figures 8 and 9 compare the simulated model and the
measured values at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Comparison between the measured data and the model for the capacitance (a) and the
equivalent series resistance (b) evolutions at 60 ◦C.
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Table 1. Identified parameters of the Langmuir model at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C.
Temperature (◦C) ac(F·h−1) bc(h−1) ec(%) aR(mΩ·h−1) bR(h−1) eR(%)
60 1.2 0.001 0.7 3.5 × 10−5 3.2 × 10−4 0.3
70 1.9 0.0014 3 4.1 × 10−5 3.1 × 10−4 0.7
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Comparison between the measured data and the models of the capacitance (a) and the
equivalent series resistance (b) evolution at 70 ◦C.
As can be seen in these figures, the Langmuir model is able to accurately predict the evolution of
the capacitance and the equivalent series resistance with the calendar aging time. Therefore, when
cells are mounted at a fully discharged state, their lifetime can be now estimated according to the
end-of-life criteria. Usually, a normalized capacitance of 80% or a normalized resistance of 200% is a
sufficient indicator that the ESS has reached its end-of-life.
Based on the operating principle of a brand new LiC, the positive electrode at 2.2 V attracts
the lithium ions (Li+) that form the double layer at its surface. An important reason behind the
degradation of supercapacitors concerns the parasitic groups present at the surface of activated carbon
after the activation treatments [28]. Therefore, these groups, which reside at the surface of the positive
electrode in a LiC, might irreversibly adsorb the cations Li+ and block the pores of the activated carbon.
As a result, additional lithium ions should be deintercalated from the negative electrode to compensate
the loss of lithium ions at the positive electrode. Accordingly, the overall capacitance of the device
diminishes. The aging model based on the Langmuir isotherm can then describe with a small error the
evolution of the capacitance and the equivalent series resistance with respect to the aging time.
5. Conclusions
The hybrid configuration of LiCs has a huge effect on their performance at different voltage values.
Calendar aging tests were applied at the minimum and maximum voltages of the total voltage window
and at 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C. During the aging process, periodic measurements were applied to the cells
for the aim of following the decrease of their capacitance and the increase of their equivalent series
resistance. Time domain measurements were not able to reveal the real aging status. The potential
drift of the negative electrode at the beginning of the aging influenced the value of the measured
capacitance during a full discharge. Frequency domain measurements were then chosen as periodic
measurement tool since they reflect the actual aging state of the cells.
During the calendar aging, cells that aged at the minimum voltage value had a huge capacitance
decrease. They lost around 55% of their initial capacitance at 70 ◦C and 49% at 60 ◦C after 20 months of
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calendar aging. An aging model was developed for these cells based on Langmuir isotherm. The model
can accurately predict the capacitance increase and the equivalent series resistance decrease at a specific
aging time. Additional analysis should be conducted to check whether this model can be applied
during the cycle aging of LiCs or not. This will also depend on the aging mechanisms generated
throughout the lifetime of LiCs on duty. In fact, the model was unable to predict the capacitance
decrease and the resistance increase of cells aging at 3.8 V since the corresponding aging mechanisms
generated non-monotonous change of properties during the whole aging period due to different
aging mechanisms.
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Abstract: Devices operating in complete energy autonomy are multiplying: small fixed signaling
applications or sensors often operating in a network. To ensure operation for a substantial period,
for applications with difficult physical access, a means of storing electrical energy must be included
in the system. The battery remains the most deployed solution. Lead-acid batteries still have a
significant share of this market due to the maturity of their technology. However, even by sizing all
the system elements according to the needs and the available renewable energy, some failure occurs.
The battery is the weak element. It can be quickly discharged when the renewable energy source is
no longer present for a while. It can also be overloaded or subjected to high temperatures, which
affects its longevity. This paper presents a suggested improvement for these systems, systematically
adding extra devices to reduce excess charges and heat and allowing the battery use at lower charges.
The interest of this strategy is presented by comparing the number of days of system failure and
the consequences for battery aging. To demonstrate the interest of the proposed improvement track,
a colored Petri net is deployed to model the battery degradation parameters evolution, in order to
compare them.
Keywords: autonomous devices; lead-acid batteries; Petri nets
1. Context
Some devices operate autonomously by drawing and harvesting available energy in their
environment. These kinds of devices are often used for signaling or for compilation and information
data storage [1]. In this case, the sensors can have a network connection. Having an opportunity to
provide renewable energy provides these small applications with sustainability in the achievement of
their mission, which is not always the case for networks of sensors located in inaccessible places and
subject to strong constraints that thus must optimize their consumption and their communications [2].
This paper looks at devices profiting daylight, but for which systematic forecast maintenance visits
are spaced out over time. These stand-alone systems are often designed according to the schematic
diagram in Figure 1. This is the case for devices that collect solar energy and convert it into electrical
energy to power a device that operates continuously [3,4]. To take into account the weather conditions
of the implantation site, it is necessary to associate a source of electrical energy storage [5]. For this,
one or more batteries are included in the system. These batteries are often still lead-acid batteries
because their mature technology, proven for many decades; their high mass and volume capacity,
still superior to the present Li-ion batteries [6,7]; their apparent robustness; and their low production
cost relative to the stored kilowatt-hour, make them competitive. They retain a significant market
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share, particularly since they can operate under low temperatures. This is especially true since it is
necessary to oversize the battery in order to operate in the most degraded conditions: in winter, in rainy
weather, or when the energy sensors are hidden under accumulated snow. Right now, however, power
management units (PMUs), even though they are responsible for energy security and optimization, are
not functioning optimally. Thus, the battery is often overcharged in summer, which causes rapid aging,
shortening the system’s useful operating time before failure. The failure consists of a current providing
termination to the autonomous device. It is possible to add a complementary energy storage system to
the autonomous device, for example, with a flywheel or in the form of thermal storage [8]. This avoids
short feeding breaks, but is not enough in winter. Indeed, the low level of brightness associated with
short periods of sunshine can also lead to battery discharges, such as the PMU disconnecting the
autonomous device to protect the battery by discharging too much. The periods of low light are often
long in winter and a second remote energy storage system should then be sized taking into account the
probable duration of power failure. As a matter of principle, the PMU only works in two modes: Safe
and Functional. A good quality PMU monitors the battery voltage to switch modes and also to set the
battery charge mode, sending power from the energy harvesting system (EHS) when it is surplus to
the device requirements, respecting as much as possible the principle of a charge in continuous current
(CC) mode followed by a continuous voltage (CV) mode when the charge is close to its maximum.
However, this does not guarantee that the battery lifespan is optimized. This paper proposes a simple
approach to modeling battery aging and uses a Petri net to simulate the influence of the proposed
adaptations on the aging aggravation. It suggests improvement to optimize energy management and
reduce premature aging, even if it sometimes means current-shedding the device.
 
Figure 1. Autonomous system supply principle.
2. Battery Aging Issue
Lead-acid batteries used in these systems consist of several cells connected in series to provide
the required voltage. The degradation of performance that results from aging cells is the consequence
of three main phenomena, which are related to each other [9]. In the first place, the electrodes
corrode, mainly during excessive recharges and when the battery remains in full charge for a long
time. The positive electrode loses some of the active mass at each recharge-discharge cycle, but not
linearly and continuously throughout the electrode. This reduction in mass decreases the amount of
electrical charge that can be stored in the battery. In the second place, the electrodes cover themselves
with lead sulphate. This sulphation is mainly related to a high depth of discharge (DoD) [9]. Typically,
when the battery contains less than 25% of its maximum charge, it is considered in deep discharge.
PMU manufacturers consider that SoC = 25% is a threshold below which the battery should not be
discharged. Actually, below this threshold, the OCV decline accelerates because under low charges,
the electrolyte contains only a low acid concentration. During a discharge, it is strongly diluted in the
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electrolyte [10]. The larger the DoD, the lower the acid concentration. In the third place, the amount
of electrolyte decreases with use. This is the phenomenon of drying out, following the evaporation
of water appearing during the chemical reactions [11]. This can be a result of high charges or high
ambient temperature.
Obviously, even occasional battery short-circuiting aggravates its degradation. The PMU makes
sure to remove this risk. A battery in deep discharge can be permanently damaged by sulphation.
If the sulphate of lead formed during a weak discharge has a very fine crystalline structure, which
will be easily decomposed by the charging current, the lead sulphate crystals created during the deep
discharges are too big to be dissolved by the charging current [12]. In addition, the larger the crystals,
the faster the voltage between the electrodes increases during recharge and decreases during discharge,
reducing the amount of energy stored and restored [10]. When a battery remains discharged for
too long, the lead particles dissolve in the electrolyte, and the solubility increases. They then form
a lead hydrate, which crystallizes in the separator [9]. If these crystals come into electrical contact,
pure lead dendrites (growth in branching) form and grow progressively, increasing self-discharge.
This hydration phenomenon leads to internal short circuits. To reduce the formation of crystals, it is
possible to resort to the pulsed-current technique [13,14] during fast refills and thus to reduce the effects
on the aging aggravation. The pulse-current charging strategy is employed to recharge the battery
with a direct current to which a middle frequency alternating current is added. This pulsed-current
technique increases the battery lifespan [14] because it reduces the amount of lead crystals in the
active material and minimizes the development of lead hydrate [12,13]. Corrosion also occurs due
to self-discharge reactions between the lead and the sulfuric acid of the electrolyte. Under normal
charging conditions, a protective layer of lead oxide is formed. It is unfortunately dissolved if the
battery is discharged and the acid concentration is low, causing an acceleration of corrosion. Corrosion
is irreversible.
The PMU measures the voltage across the battery [15]. It uses an internal model based on
the relation that exists between the electric charge Q(t) contained in the battery and the terminal
voltage Vbat, even if it is not identical for the same charge, depending on whether the battery is
recharging or discharging. Depending on Vbat, the system is placed in one of two operational modes.
Any type of model allows the battery lifespan to be determined after calculation provided that it
is based on a sufficient quantity of parameters and that it includes a suitable description of aging
processes [11]. However, since Sauer and Al. [16] recall that no model perfectly correlates the aging
processes of lead-acid batteries and their impact on performance, it is superfluous to resort to a
perfectly precise model.
One of the advanced-PMU missions is to limit conditions that will accelerate degradation, such as
maintaining a small size for sulphate crystals to avoid deep discharges, operating at a not too high
ambient temperature to reduce internal evaporation, or finally reducing the time during which the
battery is fully charged (cause of accelerated corrosion). In a contradictory manner, in order to limit the
sulphation, it is necessary to regularly carry out a complete recharge, typically under a temperature
oscillating around 45 ◦C, at least once every month. On the other hand, when the cell voltage falls
below 2.1 V, the corrosion already present accelerates. Optimally, a cell voltage close to 2.25 V, called the
float voltage, reduces corrosion. This voltage is often recommended in power supply systems for which
corrosion is a major factor in aging. For a classic 12 V battery, consisting of six cells with a nominal
voltage of 2.1 V, this leads to an ideal float voltage of 13.5 V. In applications such as autonomous
photovoltaic panel power systems (A3PS), the battery continually discharges in the absence of sun,
even when it does not provide power, due to its self-discharge. Typically, this self-discharge is close to
10% per month.
The battery conditions of use contribute to its aging and the acceleration of it. Cycling is another
phenomenon that reduces the battery lifespan used in an A3SP. Since charge regularly oscillates
between a maximum (often the full charge) and a minimum (close to the deep discharge), it combines
the corrosion and its aggravation. In addition, the batteries must not be placed on undercharging for
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long periods of time, otherwise sulphation will occur. The temperature has a positive influence on the
battery capacity, which increases by just under 1% per degree Celsius. Since sulphate crystals are more
readily dissolved at an elevated temperature, it appears preferable to perform regular full charges at a
high temperature while keeping the battery at a lower temperature outside these times.
This paper is organized as follows: after recalling the different causes of lead-acid batteries aging,
a simple cell model based on different parameters is proposed in order to control the aging. To achieve
this, Part IV will present an implantable model in the PMU to track battery operation, as well as a
suggested improvement track. The model is based on Petri nets, whose principles are recalled in
the previous chapter. Finally an example of A3SP is presented before its operation is analyzed by
comparing the impact on aging of the suggested improvement.
3. Battery Parameters
In a conventional approach, the battery can be modeled as a voltage generator according to the
first or second order model of Thevenin. The open circuit voltage (OCV) is related to the amount of
electric charge in the battery at time t, denoted Q(t). The battery can store a maximum amount of
charge, noted as Q0, which will decrease with aging, so with time t. Therefore, to quantify the charge





The equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the first order Thevenin model reflects the electrical
consequences of heat loss in the electrolyte and in the connections, as well as the ohmic resistance of
the electrodes and connections. The resistance value grows with aging since it represents a brake on
the current flow in the physical structure of the battery.
Aging is directly related to the battery use: cycling, charges and deep discharges, operating, and
storage temperature. In cells, the lead (Pb) and lead oxide (PbO2) conversion to PbSO4 during the
reaction with electrolyte sulfuric acid induce high mechanical stress, and the volumes of PbSO4 are
about double. The weak charge fluctuation only leads to small variations in the electrolyte volume
and thus to lower mechanical stresses that will have less impact on cell aging. Deep discharges cause
corrosion and sulphation. We consider that a battery that operates under optimal conditions must
age in the same way as when it was tested and that its lifespan was determined by its manufacturer.
Optimally, the charge varies around a float capacity at each cycle. The float voltage which ensures the
least possible aging for a battery, also when it is not stressed [17], is thus close to 2.25 V. This value
corresponds to SoC = 0.85. Subject to different operating regimes, its aging will worsen. Thus, beyond a
charge fluctuation of 30%, the impact on aging can be considered to increase linearly. On the other hand,
to model the temperature impact, it is possible to use the Arrhenius law, because of the electrochemical
reaction process temperature dependence. In a simplified manner, it is generally considered that the
service life is halved for a device operating at a temperature of 10 ◦C and above. For a lead-acid battery,
the optimum operating temperature is close to 30 ◦C, as specified by Gauri and Al [18].
Some articles, such as [19], are based on a neural network to model a lead-acid battery operation
and integrate aging, so as to overcome the parameter variability through self-learning and model
parameter correction. Indeed, the estimate lead-acid battery SoC is more delicate than for more modern
technologies because many side reactions occur in the electrolyte and interfaces, in addition to the
losses incurred during the charging process. Haddad and Al. propose a model differentiating the series
resistance according to the current direction, in parallel with an over-voltage capacity simulating the
return to the thermodynamic equilibrium after a recharge or a discharge. The cell voltage is different,
depending on whether it is recharging (higher voltage) or discharging (lower voltage), because of
relaxation phenomena [20]. A voltage generator controlled by the SoC is completed in parallel by
a resistor representing the self-discharge. In [21], the SoC calculation precision is dependent on the
number of equations, allowing the authors to integrate the variable parameters such as the temperature,
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the quantity of electrolyte, and the electrode sizes, as well as the aging. However, in a PMU, the SoC
is often determined from the simple OCV measurement, with corrective measures made when the
battery is placed at rest or following heuristic methods. The present work does not retain the principle
of system operation real-time monitoring, but focuses on the state in which it is at dusk. If during the
daytime, the autonomous device has not been fed continuously, it is considered that the system has
failed. Thus, the parameters to be followed for the battery are the SoC and the OCV voltage, and for
the system, the parameter is if the mission has been fulfilled or not. Finally, based on the operating
conditions influencing the battery lifespan, we define a fourth parameter: aging aggravation, noted
as Agg. If the battery operated under optimum conditions (temperature close to 30 ◦C, average OCV
close to the 2.25 V float voltage, and daily charge variation less than 30%), Agg would be worth 1.
Reference [22] shows that the battery lifespan can be considerably reduced when it does not work under
these conditions. We will then consider that the following three phenomena, when in convolution, lead
to aggravation Agg = 8: high temperature, full charge, and low SoC. In the latter case, we consider two
thresholds: a strong degradation threshold for SoCs less than 25% (inducing a factor 2) and average
degradation for SoCs less than 50% (inducing a factor of 1.5). This is the reason why the current PMUs
shed the autonomous device as soon as the cell OCV falls below 2.1 V, i.e., 12.6 V for a six-cell battery.
This voltage corresponds to SoC = 50%, as shown schematically in Figure 2, showing the relation
between SoC and OCV as a yellow dotted line, expressed in mV, for a 24 Ah lead-acid battery cell.
When the cell is charged at half of its capacity (SoC = 0.5), its OCV reaches the nominal value of 2.1 V.
The more the cell is charged, the higher its OCV is. When the cell approaches full charge, its OCV
increases faster with SoC. As previously indicated, the OCV decreases more quickly when SoC is less
than 25%.
Since the model describing the relationship between electric charge and OCV does not need to
enter either the chemical parameters evolution trend or the electrical parameters evolution, but must
follow the four previously defined parameters, the fundamental relation between the SoC and the
OCV can be simplified according to the red line in Figure 2. This allows the voltage to be expressed
with respect to the state of charge according to three linear zones. The limits between these zones
correspond to SoC = 0.85 (float capacity), SoC = 0.5 (voltage of 2.1 V serving as a threshold for current
PMUs), and SoC = 0.25 (threshold before a deep discharge causing sulphation). Finally, the battery
self-discharge must be integrated into the A3PS energy balance.
 
Figure 2. Linearization of the OCV (SoC) curve (SoC) by parts for a 24 Ah lead-acid cell.
4. Petri Net Tool
In order to realize simulation of cell behavior and parameters evolution, a Colored Petri network
(PN) is proposed [23]. Figure 3 shows an example of a PN, which associates formal semantics and
visual representation with precise syntax and a graphical language, unlike a state machine with its
own alphabet. A PN is represented by a graph, consisting of states, transitions, and arcs connecting
these states and transitions. It belongs to the world of discrete events. An event is embodied by the
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firing of a transition. The operation of the system described by an PN is thus visualized by a synthetic
structured and compact representation. Formally, a PN has properties such as liveliness, boundary,
persistence, and reset [24]. Dedicated mathematical tools ensure that it is analyzed.
In a PN, ovoids represent the states, for example, state “A”. Transitions are represented by
rectangles, i.e., transition “a”. Oriented arcs link them, implying a consecutive relationship. The states
may contain a marking of one or more tokens, as one token in state “A” and two in state “B”. When
at least one token is in a state, this state is active. On the contrary, state “F” is not active. When all
upstream states are marked (contain at least one token), the transition is firable. If the associated
guard is respected, it is shot. A guard is a logical condition on upstream markings and/or on external
variables. For instance, “d” transition guard “[x > 3]” means that state “D” has to contain at least
three tokens. Arcs can be weighted by a number of needed tokens greater than unity. Then, the
net is designated as a generalized Petri net. The upstream place token(s) are then transferred to the
downstream state(s). In the Figure 3 example, if a token is present in state “A” and three tokens are in
state “B”, transition “a” can be passed. In this case, state “C” acquires two additional tokens. On the
other hand, if a token is present in state “E” and state “D” contains at least three tokens, transition “d”
is fired. A function weights the arc, leading to state “F”. So, here it receives 10x-xy-y tokens.
Tokens can have different colors. A color assigned to a token may, for example, be a set of positive
integers (color INT, for integer); boolean (BOOL); a restriction of some listed elements, such as integers
from 0 to 10; or a list of predefined colors, such as the days of the week or a list of day codes. A token
may consist of a different color token set. It is then a muticolor token. Thus, formally, a PN is defined
by a 9-tuple given by relation (2).
R = {S, Θ, A, Σ, W, C, G, E, Y} (2)
It consists of the following fields:
S: finite set of states;
Θ: finite set of transitions, dissociated from states;
A: finite set of oriented arcs connecting a state to a transition or vice versa;
Σ: non-empty finished set of color sets;
W: set of colored variables such as ∀; ∈ W, ∃ color() ∈ Σ; (3)
C: S → Σ: function assigning a color to each state;
G: set of guard functions, associated with each transition, of Boolean type;
E: function set associated with each arc, of the state type connected to the arc;
Y: set of initialization functions, associated with each state, of the state type.
Using a formal model makes it easy to visualize physical phenomena such as, for instance, a cell
electrical voltage, Vcell. [25] gives the example of an association on photovoltaic panels in a micro-grid.
Wind turbines and batteries were modeled by a Petri Net, with the states being associated with the
source and battery states, so as to optimize the electrical flows on the network. Previously, PNs have
already been used to model single-source system operation modes, depending on the demand and
energy stored amount in [26]. An algorithm has been implemented to control the network so as to
modulate the energy stored in the battery.
We use this tool to determine the evolution of parameters associated with a model in order
to determine system performance with a PMU operating in a conventional manner and with the
suggested improvements.
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Figure 3. Colored Petri net example.
5. Model
To control the battery aging, it is necessary to add a cooling system and a temperature sensor
to the A3PS. Indeed, often due to lack of space reasons, the PMU, the battery, and the autonomous
device control unit are inserted into the same box. If possible, this box should not be exposed to the
sun. However, to reduce the temperature impact, it appears necessary to add a ventilation system, so
as to limit the temperature in the box, at most, to a few degrees above the outside temperature. In the
same way, depending on the sensitivity of the control unit and the minimum winter temperatures, it
may be necessary to add a heating system. In the example presented here, only the high temperature
control will be taken into consideration.
A conventional PMU meets the following specifications:
• When the current Ipv from the EHD is greater than the current Ispe requested by the autonomous
device, the excess current is sent to the battery. Otherwise, the battery provides the missing
current. The system then switches from a Direct mode with possible recharging of the battery to
a battery supply mode, with a discharge of the battery under a current less than or equal to the
demand. The system operates in two modes, as shown in Figure 4;
• PMU uses the CC-CV procedure to recharge the battery, with a switching threshold of 2.3 V per
cell and a CV mode voltage of 2.35 V.
Figure 4. PMU operating modes according to the current coming from the photovoltaic panel.
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To lessen the aging of the battery, we propose to add the following constraints:
• If possible, keep the temperature around 30 ◦C, and otherwise limit it to a value close to the
ambient temperature;
• To control the battery charge:
• perform complete recharges with a temperature between 40 and 50 ◦C;
• If a battery has not been fully charged for 30 days and the Ipv current is sufficient, shed the device
so as to perform a full charge;
• If a full charge has occurred less than 15 days ago and there is a risk of doing another full charge,
redirect the excess current to an auxiliary device. By default, this auxiliary device should be a
cold lighting system, implanted inside the box;
• Replace the bi-modal load-shedding when the battery voltage is less than 12.6 V (6 cells of 2.1 V)
by a three-mode operation, as shown in Figure 5. When the voltage is lower than a first threshold
V1, the system goes into Intermediate mode, which consists of prioritizing battery recharging
and reducing the current supplied to the autonomous device if it can operate in this way. It is
also possible to add a mechanical storage system, such as a small flywheel, so as to continue the
mission if it requires the nominal current Ispe. When the battery voltage drops below the second
threshold V2, a break-contact mechanical relay directly connects the EHD to the battery. The value
of these thresholds must be slightly different in recharge and in discharge (V1d, V1c and V2d, V2c)
so as to take into account internal relaxation phenomena;
• Monitor the full charge (voltage across a cell greater than 2.35 V). If the voltage reaches this
threshold, affect the excess current to the auxiliary device.
Figure 5. Proposed operation of the system in three modes, depending on the cell voltage.
In the simulation presented below, the usual functions performed by the PMU, such as the CC-CV
charging, are considered effective and do not result in simulation. The complementary improvement
of including a small storage system in the autonomous device, such as a flywheel, is not taken into
account. We will consider the worst case, which is the one where the device always asks Ispe, including
when the system is running in Intermediate mode.
6. Sizing an Example
The battery capacity must be calculated so as to avoid a winter failure. Sizing must be made
according to the A3PS location and include the usual weather conditions. We take into consideration
the coverage of the solar panels by snow for five consecutive days to size our system. During this time,
the SoC should not have fallen below 30%, starting from the float capacity. So, we add a safety margin
of 5% before the battery goes into deep discharge, corresponding to a cell SoC = 25%. We consider
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an isolated device, having to work in total autonomy, implanted in the North of France (for example,
in Ardennes), which continuously consumes Ispe = 100 mA. This implies a battery capacity greater than
262 Wh. A battery of 12 V–24 Ah satisfies this need. The monthly output of a 20 W-peak PV panel
can be determined via the European Commission’s Photovoltaic Geographical Information System
(PVGIS) website [27]. For the chosen location, the monthly distribution of the energy collected by an
EHV associated with a photovoltaic panel of 20W is specified in Figure 6. Simulation is made for a 30◦
inclination of a south-facing panel, optimal in France. In December, average production will only be
14 Wh per day. Two panels of this type must be installed in conjunction with a device that disconnects
one of the two panels from April to October to reduce the excess energy sent by the EHV in sunny
periods. In order for the system to operate with a fan on hot days, it is necessary for the EHV to provide
sufficient current. To cool the inside temperature to 2 ◦C above the outside temperature, it is necessary
to have a fan delivering at least 35 m3/h. Any professional fan, operating at a DC voltage of 12 V,
0.6 W, and 87 m3/h of flow is suitable. In the Ardennes, the average maximum temperature is 28 ◦C
and the record is close to 40 ◦C. To study the worst case, we consider that the box is not completely
implanted in the shade and that it requires strong ventilation, which is only reduced in winter.
Figure 6. Monthly energy captured by a 20W solar panel installed in the North of France simulation,
from the European Commission PVGIS. [27].
The system thus fitted makes it possible to operate, even in winter, as shown by Table 1, which
includes the self-discharge in the daily energy requirements. The table details the EHV’s monthly and
daily average energy production and compares them with the monthly autonomous device associated
with the fan consumption. The calculations are made assuming a warm-up all year long during the
days of strong sunshine and with a second panel feeding the system the four winter months.
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January 1068 36 28.8 0.0 29.52 6.1
February 1742 58 28.8 0.7 30.24 27.8
March 1860 62 28.8 2.9 32.40 29.6
April 2380 79 28.8 10.8 40.32 39.0
May 2440 81 28.8 13.0 42.48 38.9
June 2451 82 28.8 14.4 43.92 37.8
July 2491 83 28.8 14.4 43.92 39.1
August 2290 76 28.8 14.4 43.92 32.4
September 1900 63 28.8 12.2 41.76 21.6
October 1190 40 28.8 7.9 37.44 2.2
November 992 33 28.8 2.2 31.68 1.4
December 900 30 28.8 0.2 29.68 0.3
The balance sheet shows two extremes. The first is in winter, when the days have the least
amount of sunshine. It is possible that on some days, the battery will not be charged enough to
complement the autonomous device needs, which causes a system failure. The second extremum is
in July. Hot temperatures associated with high charges will lead to early aging of the battery. Thus,
it is sufficient to test the system behavior in December and July and compare the number of failure
days for conventional operation in two modes and for operation with the suggested improvement.
Table 2 shows the change in luminous flux, expressed in lux, as a function of weather conditions.
A cloudy sky reduces the value of sunshine by about half, as well as the production of electrical energy
for a solar EHV, since it is directly related to the sunshine degree. Snow accumulated on the ground
reduces the energy collected to almost zero. A thunderstorm can be considered as masking the energy
collection for three day hours. The A3PS is not established in a tropical zone, so it is also considered
that during a rainy day in summer, it is not necessary to ventilate the box. The same principle of
summer and winter cycling is included in the standard cycling test IEC 61427 of the International
Energy Agency’s IEA PVPS T3-11: 2002, Implementing Agreement on Photovoltaic Power Systems [28],
which aims to evaluate the battery lifespan, expressed in terms of capacity loss, by simulating a typical
use. It consists of testing the battery in winter conditions, with an SoC varying between 5 and 35% and
in summer conditions, with an SoC varying between 75 and 100%. In the simulation carried out here,
the constraints imposed lead to an operation, on the one hand, with an SoC between 50% and 100%
(conventional PMU) and with an SoC always less than 100% and greater than 25%.
Table 2. Energy production rate according to the sunshine.





Storm 10 82.39% (3 h of rain)
The Figure 7 PN is used to model the system behavior according to whether it works in a
conventional manner or with the proposed improvements. The automaton is interested in the
cell behavior. It can be resumed to be implanted in the PMU to estimate the cell parameters.
“Cell” is a multicolor token, including a color for the electric charge, the OCV, the aggravation rate,
the complementary device state, and the mission success. The “Cells” state has an initial marking
corresponding to the ideal conditions: float voltage, neutral aggravation rate (Agg = 1), complementary
light device extinguished, and mission fulfilled (autonomous device powered by Ispe). The “Weather
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conditions” state contains a token list “CycleF” simulating the sunshine conditions of each day of the
tested month. The days are coded according to the relation (4) coding:
1 - day of full sun in summer;
2 - summer day with a thunderstorm, storm lasting on average three hours;
3 - cloudy day in summer;
4 - rainy day in summer; (4)
5 - day of full sun in winter;
6 - cloudy day in winter;
7 - rainy day in winter;
8 - snow day.
 
Figure 7. PN simulating the daily operation and listing the selected parameters.
The function “change” modifies the marking in the state “Cells” after the transition “One day
mission” fire. It is given by algorithm 1. The values introduced in the sub-functions used are those
determined in Tables 1 and 2, expressed in thousandths of units. The “Spy” state is used to display
the token list corresponding to the daily cell parameters. The main colors and statements of this PN
are given in relations (5). The color “light” is “true” when the complementary device is powered,
to keep the battery slightly below the full charge (SoC = 99%). In conventional operation, “light” is
always “false”.
colset Cell = record charge:INT * V:INT * Agg:INT * light:BOOL * fail:BOOL;
colset Espion = record V:INT * Agg:INT * light:BOOL * fail:BOOL;
val cell0 = {charge = 8500, V = 2250, Agg = 1000, light = false, fail = false}; (5)
val s1 = 2465: val s2 = 1791; val s3 = 553; val s4 = 850; val s5 = 2086; val s6 = 528;
val s7 = 1024;
var cellule:Cell; var day:INT;
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Algorithm 1: Influence of a Mission Day on System Parameters
fun change(jour:INT,c:Cell) =
if (jour = 1) then {{charge = (Downch((#charge(c)),s1,(#fail(c)))),
V = Vdown((#charge(c)),s1,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Bas((#charge(c)),s1)),
light = Allume((#charge(c)),s1),fail = failure(#charge(c))}
else if (jour = 2) then {charge=(Downch((#charge(c)),s2,(#fail(c)))),
V = Vdown((#charge(c)),s2,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Bas((#charge(c)),s2)),
light = Allume((#charge(c)),s2),fail = failure(#charge(c))}
else if (jour = 3) then {charge = Highch((#charge(c)),s3,(#fail(c))),
V = Vup((#charge(c)),s3,(#fail(c))), Agg=(Haut((#charge(c)),s3)),
light = Allume((#charge(c)),s3),fail = failure(#charge(c))}
else if (jour = 4) then {charge = (Downch((#charge(c)),s4,(#fail(c)))),
V = Vdown((#charge(c)),s4,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Bas((#charge(c)),s4)),
light=Allume((#charge(c)),s4),fail=failure(#charge(c))}
else if (jour = 5) then {charge = (Downch((#charge(c)),s5,(#fail(c)))),
V = Vdown((#charge(c)),s5,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Bas((#charge(c)),s5)),
light = Allume((#charge(c)),s5),fail = failure(#charge(c))}
else if (jour = 6) then {charge = Highch((#charge(c)),s6,(#fail(c))),
V = Vup((#charge(c)),s6,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Haut((#charge(c)),s6)),
light = Allume((#charge(c)),s6),fail = failure(#charge(c))}
else {charge = (Downch((#charge(c)),s7,(#fail(c)))),
V = Vdown((#charge(c)),s7,(#fail(c))), Agg = (Bas((#charge(c)),s7)),
light = false,fail = failure(#charge(c))};
The values Si correspond to the daily charge variation of the type i (from 1 to 8) day. It is
considered that the weather is invariant on a full day. In the calculation of the aging aggravation
parameter, we have considered that, as previously stated, an SoC of less than 0.5 implies an aggravation
factor Agg of 1.5 and 2 if SoC < 0.25. The high battery charges also lead to an aggravation factor of 1.5,
and then 2, 3, and 4, when the SoC is above the 90%, 95, 99, and 100% thresholds, respectively, in the
absence of thermal regulation, so that the convolution of corrosion and evaporation phenomena are
taken into account. When the temperature is kept below the outside temperature by more than 2 ◦C,
Agg is 1.5 and 2 beyond the thresholds of 90% and 95%, respectively. The example proposed here exists
and has shown two big faults. In the first summer after installation, the temperature in the cabinet was
enough to literally melt the PMU. Then, in winter, despite the cessation of the mission for a SoC < 0.5,
the battery went into deep discharge and could not be recharged without external intervention.
7. Analysis and Comparisons
The weather of the two extreme months is synthesized in the “weather” columns of Table 3,
which also gives the energy produced and the energy balance, in Wh, as well as the variation that it
represents with respect to the battery Q0 capacity. The monthly amount of solar energy corresponds to
the average indicated by Table 1. In the example used, because of the similarity in daily variations in
the battery charge, the type of day 8 (snow) is merged with the type 7 (rain). The initial value “CellF”
returns in order the 30 or 31 values of the column “day code” for the month considered.
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1 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
2 snow 0.02 −29.66 −10.30% 8 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
3 snow 0.02 −29.66 −10.30% 8 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
4 snow 0.02 −29.66 −10.30% 8 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
5 snow 0.02 −29.66 −10.30% 8 storm 90.7 51.6 17.91% 2
6 snow 0.02 −29.66 −10.30% 8 rain 0.2 −24.5 −8.50% 4
7 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 rain 0.2 −24.5 −8.50% 4
8 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
9 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
10 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
11 clouds 44.88 15.20 5,28% 6 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
12 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
13 clouds 44.88 15.20 5,28% 6 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
14 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
15 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
16 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
17 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
18 clouds 44.88 15.20 5,28% 6 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
19 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 storm 90.7 51.6 17.91% 2
20 clouds 44.88 15.20 5,28% 6 rain 0.2 −24.5 −8.50% 4
21 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
22 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
23 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
24 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
25 clouds 44.88 15.20 5.28% 6 storm 90.7 51.6 17.91% 2
26 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 storm 90.7 51.6 17.91% 2
27 rain 0.18 −29.56 −10.24% 7 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
28 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 clouds 55.0 15.9 5.53% 3
29 sunshine 89.76 60.08 20.86% 5 sunshine 110.1 71.0 24.65% 1
30 clouds 44.88 15.20 5.28% 6 storm 90.7 51.6 17.91% 2
31 clouds 44.88 15.20 5.28% 6
The OCV and the aging aggravation evolution are given, respectively, in Figures 8 and 9 for
the months of December and July. In December, the battery OCV with the suggested improvements
is permanently lower or equal to that obtained with a conventional PMU. In both cases, due to
weather conditions, the mission is often unfilled. This is particularly the case when snow covers the
photovoltaic panels or in a durably rainy period. With a dual-mode PMU, the number of failure days
is much greater since it stops feeding the autonomous device when the SoC becomes less than 50%.
The suggested improvements allow us to divide this number of unavailability days of almost three,
in this example. This is at the cost of a lower OCV voltage, which reflects a greater restored energy.
To preserve the battery, it is necessary to perform a full charge at least once a month, to the detriment
of the autonomous device supplying power. The simulation giving the dashed curves respects this
constraint (Vcell_adapt and Failadapt). To achieve this full charge, from December 28, the mission success
is set aside to affect all the current Ipv to recharge the battery. When it reaches the full charge, the
current is reassigned to the autonomous device. This forced full charge induces an additional three
days of failure, but the number of failure days does not reach the number in the conventional solution.
If this constraint was not applied, the voltage would follow the violet curve Vcell_improve and the failure
according to the cyan curve Failimprove.
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Figure 8. Simulated variations in OCV, failure, and aging aggravation, with or without the suggested
improvements slopes, in December.
 
Figure 9. Same curves, in July.
Since the battery charge is lower in winter with the suggested improvements, the cells will suffer
more from sulphation. Their aging will worsen, by a little more than two thirds in the example.
To reduce its impact, the pulsed-current technique should be used during full forced charging. As
the battery is not overcharged in winter, the electrodes will not corrode. Advanced techniques such
as the dynamic definition of the pulsed-current frequency have been described in [13]. It consists of
minimizing the battery impedance, consisting of the ESR in series with the parallel combination of
charging resistance with the over-voltage capacity. With this technique, it is necessary to test the full
charge and to vary the frequency, depending on the SoC. As a result, corrosion will not be accelerated
by these deep discharges.
In summer, the battery is often carried in full charge, even if the weather remains rainy for a few
days. With a conventional PMU, the battery is almost always overcharged, which accelerates corrosion
and aggravates aging. Thanks to the additional device, the battery is never overcharged. It works
almost continuously, except during rainy periods. Thus, the battery ages three times slower in summer
with the proposed tracks.
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A two-dimensional performance indicator can be established by adding, on the one hand, the



































Overall, over the year, with the suggested improvements, aging aggravation is halved and the
number of failure days is reduced more than twice. The aging aggravation due to deeper discharges in
winter is offset by the removal of summer full charges, which results in less electrolyte evaporation
and more electrode corrosion.
8. Conclusions
Isolated devices can operate in autarky as long as they have a system to capture and store
renewable energy. The battery and the energy sensor sizes are sometimes significantly oversized
compared to the autonomous device daily energy requirements. Their sizing is often the result of a
compromise between the equipment size, failure acceptance (non-power supply of the device), and
battery aging. To preserve the batteries, the PMU stops supplying the autonomous device when the
SoC drops to 50% in winter, while in summer, the battery is regularly overloaded. Despite this, the
battery is often in full charge or heavily discharged when the primary energy source is solar. In this
paper, a track to reduce worsening battery aging is proposed. In summer, the battery can thus age
less while guaranteeing a greater reliability in winter, by adding a ventilation system, often forgotten
in this kind of equipment and tolerated to maintain the mission for battery charges lower than that
conventionally admitted in winter. In addition, to reduce sulphation caused by deeper discharges, it is
then possible to perform full forced point charges in winter, while ensuring the autonomous device
power supply for longer. Ultimately, operating under reduced temperatures but at lower charges
increases sulphation, which must be controlled by pulsed currents, while reducing evaporation and
without aggravating corrosion.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the fast characterization of automotive second life lithium-ion
batteries that have been recently re-used in many projects to create battery storages for stationary
applications and sporadically for embedded applications. Specific criteria dedicated to the second
life are first discussed. After a short review of the available state of health indicators and their
associated determination techniques, some electrical characterization tests are explored through
an experimental campaign. This offline identification aims to estimate the remaining ability of the
battery to store energy. Twenty-four modules from six different commercial electric vehicles are
analyzed. Well-known methodologies like incremental capacity analysis (ICA) and constant voltage
phase analysis during CC-CV charge highlight the difficulty—and sometimes the impossibility—to
apply traditional tools on a battery pack or on individual modules, in the context of real second life
applications. Indeed, the diversity of the available second life batteries induces a combination of
aging mechanisms that leads to a complete heterogeneity from a cell to another. Moreover, due to the
unknown first life of the battery, typical state of health determination methodologies are difficult to
use. A new generic technique based on a partial coulometric counter is proposed and compared to
other techniques. In the present case study, the partial coulometric counter allows a fast determination
of the capacity aging. In conclusion, future improvements and working tracks are addressed.
Keywords: second life battery; lithium-ion; electrical characterization; state-of-health (SOH); partial
coulometric counter
1. Introduction
1.1. Deployment of Electric Vehicles and Arrival of Second Life Batteries
The democratization of the electric vehicle in our modern society is nowadays an undeniable
fact. Since 2010, the share of electric car holder scaled up significantly, reaching 3 million units
in 2017 [1] and the Paris Declaration [2] in 2015 encouraged this phenomenon. According to the
International Energy Agency [1] the global electric car stock for 2030 should raise up to 56 million units.
However, the decarbonisation of our transportation system has an insidious environmental
drawback. That global trend is going to generate millions of used batteries and recycling processes are
not ready to handle such quantities especially with heterogeneous chemistries. Before the question
of recycling, the idea of a possible circular economy market around the second life of batteries is
Batteries 2019, 5, 33; doi:10.3390/batteries5010033 www.mdpi.com/journal/batteries59
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an upcoming question and many pioneer projects are now using automotive lithium-ion second-life
batteries to store energy.
For example, research programs are using second life lithium-ion batteries like at University of
California San Diego with a 160 kWh storage built from BMW batteries [3]. Nissan equipped its regional
office in France with 100 vehicle-to-grid bi-directional chargers supplied by Enel, with an energy storage
system combining 64 Nissan Leaf packs installed by Eaton [4]. EDF (Electricité de France), Forsee
Power, Mitsubitshi Motors Corporation, Mitsubitshi Corporation and PSA Peugeot Citroën announced
to jointly study the possibility of the energy storage business in Europe utilizing lithium-ion batteries
from electric vehicles and launched a demonstration project in September 2015 in France at Forsee
Power’s new Headquarter near Paris [5]. Even domestic applications are considered like the power
wall from Tesla [6] and the xStorage by Eaton [7]. More recently, start-ups like Carwatt [8] are trying
to use second life lithium-ion batteries in different electric vehicle conversion projects.
1.2. Heterogeneity of State of Health in Second Life Batteries
An example of a first life lithium-ion battery pack, sold by the car manufacturer Renault,
is illustrated in Figure 1. After few years of service, modules become heterogeneous and according
to the origin and the life of the battery pack the phenomenon can increase. In order to build a brand
new homogeneous second life battery pack, modules have to be dismantled and selected according to
their SOH.
 
Figure 1. Renault KANGOO battery pack with AESC 65 Ah modules stored in CARWATT’s workshop [8].
From stationary to embedded applications, scientific problems are addressed to the
research community especially regarding the determination of the battery state of health (SOH).
This identification has to be fast, cheap and robust in order to provide a competitive advantage
compared to another substitute product like fresh battery, other technologies and to develop, by
consequence, a real second life battery industry.
The main goal of a SOH measurement is to point out systemic limitations that could be brought
by second life batteries to the future repurposed energy storage system (ESS).
Indeed, a lithium-ion battery degrades mainly by capacity and power fading but whether in
the industry or in the research community, no clear consensus about a single definition of the state
of health has been found. Most of the time, capacity and impedance are used to define the SOH.
Frequently, car manufacturers consider that a loss of 20% of the initial capacity or a 200% impedance
increase are good signatures to evaluate the end of the first life.
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where Qm is the measured capacity during the test and Qnominal the nominal capacity of a fresh cell
under the same experimental conditions.







where Zm is the measured impedance during the test and Znominal the nominal impedance of a fresh
cell under the same experimental conditions.
Most of the time, second life battery modules are not produced anymore and electrochemical cell
features are not available. Then, a classification based on a fresh reference is not possible. A way to
solve this issue is to compare one module to each other with an average value provided by a specific
methodology as presented in this paper. The characterization process has to be realized as fast as
possible especially for economic reasons.
1.3. Need of Specific Methods for Determination of SOH
The basic method mainly used to measure the capacity is to fully charge or discharge a battery.
This protocol is very time consuming since modules have to be tested one by one. Moreover, in
practical case, second-life modules could be supplied by car manufacturers at various SOC (from 35%
to 75%) adding preparation test time. These last observations lead to the impossibility to apply directly
the aforementioned protocol.
New techniques have been explored by researchers through years. Berecibar et al. [9] reviewed the
existing SOH estimation methods and classified in specific groups the different approaches. Adaptive
methods like Kalman filter [10,11], neural networks [12,13], and many others are very accurate but
computational resources and development are also complex [14]. On the opposite, empirical techniques
mainly based on capacity and impedance measurements are simple and very effective methods but
they are highly dependent on the operating conditions [15,16]. A third group using differential analysis
can detect the degradation mechanisms with the advantages of both adaptive and empirical techniques,
namely accuracy and low computational efforts [17].
Some approaches have already been tested and validated to evaluate the impedance of the battery
within a short amount of time. Piłatowic et al. [18] define and describe various impedance estimation
methodologies. Batteries’ internal impedance is nonlinear and demonstrates different ohmic, capacitive
and inductive behaviours according to the frequency. Then, it appears that the major concern is not
really related to the measurement protocol itself but mostly how to interpret and how to give the right
figure of merit to the internal impedance value.
On the opposite, there is an apparent lack of methodologies when it comes to a quick capacity
fading estimation. Therefore, the present article is going to focus on fast offline approaches based on
experimental measurements that can identify the capacity loss of a second life lithium-ion battery.
Incremental Capacity Analysis (ICA) is a well-known technique and this mathematical tool
initially used by electrochemists, is gaining more and more credit in the battery community. Through
peak area analysis (Riviere et al. [19]) or peak position analysis (Ansèan et al. [20]) a deep understanding
of the aging mechanisms can be achieved. It requires static charge/discharge at very low C-rate (C/20)
which generate very long periods of test. This initial drawback has been solved and different researches
proved that higher C-rate (up to C/2) and truncated profiles (Li et al. [21]) could provide sufficient
information about the capacity fading.
Eddahech et al. [22] analysed the charge current profile occurring throughout the constant voltage
step. Indeed, the current time constant which in fact, represents the kinetic of the lithium-ions
intercalation process into the negative electrode can give an accurate representation of the capacity
fading phenomenon. Yang et al. [23] extended this methodology and proposed to study a partial CV
charge reducing by consequence, the estimation time.
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Results of the two previous techniques, standing on real aged second life lithium-ion batteries
experimental campaign (realized in IFSTTAR and Ampere laboratories), demonstrate the impossibility
to apply actual protocols with a good accuracy or within a short amount of time on a unique module.
Consequently, the need of a specific approach to characterize an individual second life lithium-ion
battery is corroborated and a new generic technique based on a partial coulometric counter is proposed.
2. Experimental Setup and Methods
2.1. Data Acquisition System
All the experiments were performed using a battery module tester Bitrode FTV2 (2
channels/0–250 A) with a resolution of 1 mV/10 mA and an electrochemical impedance spectrometer
Biologic VSP+VMP (3 channels/0–20 A) with a resolution of 1 mV/20 mA test bench. In this
experiment, data acquisition systems have a maximum sampling frequency of 10 Hz. The temperature
is set and controlled at 25 ◦C into a climatic chamber.
2.2. Cell Specifications
The experimental part was realized on aged high energy modules made from pouch cells.
These batteries sold by the manufacturer Automotive Energy Supply Corporation (AESC) are rated
with a nominal capacity of 65 Ah.
Modules are extracted from six different aged battery packs which equipped the first generation
of electric commercial vehicles, Renault KANGOO. Each pack is initially constituted by 48 modules in
series as we can observe in Figure 1. The following study investigates the first four modules of each
pack considering that this sample should give a good representativeness of the others.
A module is an association of two half modules in series. Each of them is composed of two
unit cells in parallel. The module architecture is, therefore, 2P2S cells and voltage measurements are
available for each half module as represented in Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. 2P2S unit cells.
By considering 24 samples represented in Figure 2, 48 half modules measurable separately
are tested in coming paragraphs. Consequently, each tested sample is referenced as
“Pack_i_m_j_halfmodule_k” where “i” is pack number (1 to 6), “j” is module number (1–4) and
“k” is the half-module number (1 or 2). Each of these tested samples, made of two unit cells in parallel
is considered as a unique cell for the rest of the work. Considering the single cell characteristics given
in Table 1, the initial value of the capacity of the tested samples was 65 Ah.
Table 1. Initial specifications of tested cells according to the manufacturer’s datasheet.
AESC E5-M
Cell type Laminate Type
Positive electrode material LMO with LNO
Negative electrode material Graphite
Nominal capacity (at 0,3C) 32.5 Ah
Nominal voltage 3.75 V
Energy density 157 Wh/kg
Voltage limit range 2 to 4.2 V
Voltage operating range 2.5 to 4.15 V
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The manufacturer AESC and the car manufacturer Renault recommendations give a voltage operating
range for an optimal life expectancy of the cell which is from Vmin,op = 2.5 V to Vmax,op = 4.15 V. These values
will frame the next experimental work.
2.3. Experimental Methods for SOH Estimation
Three different methods are presented in the following section and results will be compared in
Section 3. The nominal capacity of each second life cell used as reference has been measured during a
full CC discharge at 1C forerun by a wake up cycle.
2.3.1. Constant Voltage Analysis during CC-CV Charge
One possible way to analyse the capacity loss of a battery is to study the CC-CV charge as in
Figure 3. The standard and very common charging protocol can be divided into two distinct parts.
First the constant current (CC) phase applies a constant current to the battery until the cut off voltage
is reached then the battery remains at this voltage (CV) threshold in floating mode until the current
reaches a minimal value determined most of the time by the battery management system, a typical
value is C/20.
 
Figure 3. CC-CV charge cycle (Redondo-Iglesias et al. [24]).
The intercalation process of the lithium into the graphite negative electrode mainly takes place
during the charge at constant current. For fresh cells only up to 5% of this chemical reaction occurs
during the constant voltage step. Whereas for aged lithium-ion batteries an important part (from 32%
to 45 %) of the available capacity is stored during the CV phase as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Capacity charged during the constant voltage phase and the full charge 1C for second
life batteries.
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This large amount of energy stored during the CV phase can be explained by the high value of
the impedance. By consequence, the voltage upper limit during the CC phase is reached quicker than
at its beginning of life increasing the role of the CV phase during the charge of the cell.
Eddahech et al. [22] state that the kinetic of the potentiostatic mode (CV) at 1C is a pertinent
indicator of the battery state of health and can indicate the capacity loss. In their approach,
the measured CV current is fitted by a non-linear regression expressed by Equation (3):
I(t) = Ae−Bt + C (3)
where B represents the kinetic of the battery during the CV charge and is used as an indicator of the
state of health.
In Eddahech et al. [22], the coefficient B has a good linear relation with the capacity loss of a
battery for a capacity fading greater than 4% and up to 30%.
The described methodology previously applied by Eddahech to follow the aging of one cell,
was applied to our set of second life batteries composed of cells from different packs and at
different SOH.
Figure 5 shows the correlation between the exponential regression and the experimental curve
I(t) during the CV phase voltage. The quality of the fitting identified with the least square method is
satisfactory (R2 = 0.99).
Figure 5. Comparison between measured and simulated current during CV step.
Experimental results from the aged battery test campaign are illustrated by Figure 6, where the
quality of the correlation between the coefficient B and the capacity loss is identified using the least
square method.
Figure 6. Evolution of the coefficient B according the capacity loss.
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The R2 coefficient value (R2 = 0.41) of the correlation shows that the capacity fading cannot be
correctly represented by any trend.
To sum up, this methodology seems difficult to use for a SOH determination in the context of the
classification of second life lithium-ion batteries. At this point, the observation of the kinetic of the
lithium insertion in the negative electrode is not sufficient anymore and advanced considerations will
be presented in the final section of this paper.
2.3.2. Incremental Capacity Analysis
Incremental capacity analysis (ICA) is a mathematical tool based on the variation of the electric
charge inside the battery considering the variation of the voltage across the electrodes. It can be













where Q is the capacity and V the voltage.
The method is based on the differentiation of the battery capacity over the battery voltage
emphasizing the flat regions and the quick variations of the open circuit voltage curve (OCV).
Each resulting peak (corresponding to the flat region of the OCV) and valley (corresponding to
the evolution of the OCV) (Figure 7a,b) is unique and reflects electrochemical processes taking place
into the battery. Then, peak area, position and shape can be analysed and interpreted. Characteristic
features of the incremental capacity analysis are extremely correlated to the battery aging mechanisms
and very accurate estimations of the capacity loss can be obtained (Dubarry et al. [25]).
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7. Comparison of results for the best sample (SOH = 76.2%) and the worst sample (SOH = 66.6%).
(a) OCV charge C/20; (b) OCV discharge C/20; (c) ICA charge C/20; and (d) ICA discharge C/20.
Therefore, the initial step is to identify the rightful indicator for the given chemistry. C/20 charges
and discharges have been realized using the 48 half modules. This low rate is synonymous of a quasi-
thermodynamic equilibrium and gives a clear vision of the phenomena occurring inside the battery
especially the transition phases. Then, an ICA curve comparison from different cells (Figure 7c,d) gives
an overview of the changes in peaks and valleys. That observation allows the determination of the
aging mechanisms occurring in the studied technology. Of course, these kinds of experiments are very
slow and the final target is to be able to increase the charge or discharge rate to its maximum so as to
accelerate the measurement protocol.
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Most of the time, the raw experimental signal is not directly exploitable. Indeed, in ICA
Equation (4), if ΔV = 0, ICA → ∞ moreover additive noises are very symptomatic and have to
be filtered. Riviere et al. [19] used in their study a numerical Butterworth filter but Li et al. [21] recently





MA(j)·x(i + j − 1) with MA(j) = 1
M
(5)















In Equations (5) and (6), M is the number of points considered in the “average window”, x is the
input signal y an intermediary signal and z the output signal, μ is the mean value of the considered
data and σ, called the standard deviation, is a parameter which controls the bandwidth of the filter.
This last technique allows more parametric choices for more flexibility of the experimental
datasetting system rather than for example a typical Butterworth filter. Indeed, using Butterworth
filter, the time step through the all experimentation has to be the same even during rest times leading
sometimes to a useless increase of the dataset. Therefore, the combination of the moving average and
the Gaussian filter has been chosen for its flexibility and its simplicity in the coming analysis.
As a result, the voltage variation of peak A and valley B, respectively during C/20 charge and
discharge (Figure 7c,d), are linearly proportional to the battery aging state as shown in Figure 8a,b.
The quality of the correlation is identified using the least square method.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. (a) Position of peak A variations according the capacity loss; (b) Position of valley B variations
according the capacity loss.
A C/20 charge or discharge is a very slow process. In an attempt to reduce and optimize the test
time protocol, C/10, C/4, C/3 and C/2 rates were employed and demonstrated that only the peak
A, under such charging or discharging constraints, could provide sufficient information about the
capacity fading as shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that a peak area analysis was also realized but
did not provide any satisfying results.
A C-rate close to the nominal 1C leads to an important distortion of the ICA profile and by
consequence to a significant loss of information. For the aforesaid AESC cells, a C/3 charge may afford
sufficient information for an estimation of the capacity loss within an optimized processing time.
Even with a C/3 charge rate, the process is still very long. The peak A occurs around 20% of SOC.
To save some time, an ICA on a partial charge from 0% up to 30 % of SOC could be considered in our
study, instead of using the whole SOC range.
To conclude, this technique could provide an estimation of the SOH for the second life lithium-ion
batteries. But the accuracy is directly linked to the C-rate used during the test. The lower is the C-rate
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the better will be the estimation. Then, a compromise between the experimental time and the desired
accuracy will be necessary.
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Position of peak A variations analysis during charge, (a) C/3, and (b) C/2.
2.3.3. Partial Coulometric Counter
The (full) coulometric counter is a straightforward tool used for SOC determination but in some
cases it can be employed as a SOH estimation method like by Kong Sooun et al. [26]. Most of the time,
this technique requires a complete charge or discharge cycle operated between Vmax,op and Vmin,op as
defined in Table 1, leading unfortunately to an important test time.
SOH estimation using coulometric counter through the traditional technique is commonly










Qdischarged Vmin,op Vmax,op and Qcharged Vmin,op Vmax,op are, respectively, the discharge capacity and charge
capacity between Vmin,op and Vmax,op.
We propose to adapt the previous methodology to a partial charge or discharge in order to reduce
the test time. After different attempts, the charging phase seems to be the best way to apply directly





where Qcharged Vpulse-start Vpulse-stop is the charge capacity between Vpulse-start and Vpulse-stop. Vpulse-start
and Vpulse-stop have to be optimized in order to achieve the best compromise between the operating
time and the sensitivity of the estimator. These voltages are defined under operation and include the
influence of the current.
Since a partial charge is going to be used in the following protocol, caution about the starting
voltage and the length of the experiment has to be taken into account. In fact, Figure 10 highlights
that the transient behaviour of a charge pulse is not the same and mainly depends on the initial
voltage level of the half module. To reach the charge profile of the reference curve, few seconds are
necessary for a pulse at an initial low voltage (like Pulse 1 in Figure 10) while a 400-second interval
is mandatory for a pulse at an initial high voltage (like Pulse 2 in Figure 10). This transient phase is
consistent with the transition from the OCV curve—when the battery was at rest—to the 1C charge
curve. The characteristics of this transient response depend on the battery impedance which is itself
SOC dependent. We noted from other tests that the C-rate can also influence the shape of the transient.
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Figure 10. Voltage transient phenomenon according to the initial voltage level of a charge pulse 1C/CC.
According to the previous observation, the transient behaviour has to be taken into account for an
accurate capacity measurement. Therefore, the capacity counting has to be delayed from the starting
point of the pulse, as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11. Example of pulse start, counting start and pulse stop limits represented on the
reference curves.
Taking into account the previous observations, experimental results based on the second life
battery test campaign are illustrated by Figure 12. The partial capacity of each cell is measured between
two voltage thresholds (3.4 V and 3.8 V) that could correspond to a charge pulse of 300 s at 1C/CC with
a counting start occurring 100 s after the beginning. Initially, the cell is considered as fully discharged.
The quality of the correlation between the partial capacity and the capacity loss is identified using the
least square method.
The R2 coefficient value (R2 = 0.69) of the correlation highlights a good trend between the partial
capacity charged and the capacity loss. The rapidity of the test and its easy implementation should
make this methodology a real asset for offline SOH estimations.
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Figure 12. Evolution of the partial capacity charged between two voltage levels according the
capacity loss.
3. Comparison between Methods for Fast Characterization of SOH
According to the foregoing section, the partial coulometric counter appears to be the most accurate
method for a SOH estimation. Methods were previously based on a systematic measurement of all the
modules under test. In order to shorten the duration of the SOH estimation campaign, we propose
a protocol based on the full measurement of only 6 modules, considered as reference and a partial
measurement of the others. Each of the 6 modules was selected randomly from six different vehicles.
More “reference” modules could be used but it would lead to an increase of prerequisite data and test
time. In the following analysis, the three SOH determination methods have been compared using the
6 same references. The quality of the correlation is again identified using the least square method.
3.1. CV Charge Phase Capacity Estimation Method
Through measurements during the CV charge phase according to Section 2.3.1, B coefficients for
the six reference cells are determined and represented according to the total capacity of each cell in
Figure 13.
Figure 13. Linear relation between measured capacity and B coefficient for the six references.
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From Figure 13, we can deduce in this specific case Equation (10):
TotalCapacity(Ah) = 15577 × B + 31.042 (10)
Then, from the experimental determination of the B coefficient of the different tested batteries,
we can calculate with Equation (10), an estimation of the capacity illustrated in Figure 14.
This representation includes 42 half modules (among the 48 half modules, six have been taken as
reference). The average absolute error of the estimation is equal to 2.5% with a maximum of 5.7%.
Figure 14. Capacity measurement compared with the capacity estimated from the CV phase technique.
3.2. ICA Capacity Estimation Methodology
Through the ICA analysis according to Section 2.3.2, peak A voltage position for the six reference
cells, under a charge with a C/3 rate, is determined and represented according to the total capacity of
each cell in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Relation between measured capacity and peak A position for the six references.
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From Figure 15, we can deduce in this specific case Equation (11):
TotalCapacity(Ah) = −88.098 × PeakAVoltage(V) + 384.35 (11)
Then, from the experimental determination of the Peak A voltage position of the different tested
batteries, we can calculate with Equation (10), an estimation of the capacity illustrated in Figure 16.
This representation includes 42 half modules (among the 48 half modules, six have been taken as
reference). The average absolute error of the estimation is equal to 1.8% with a maximum of 5.1%.
Figure 16. Capacity measurement compared with the capacity estimated from the ICA technique.
3.3. Partial Coulometric Counter
Through the measurement of the partial coulometric counter according to Section 2.3.3, partial
capacities for the six reference cells are determined during a charge cycle and linked to the total
capacity of each cell in Figure 17.
Figure 17. Capacity estimation using the regression curve based on the 6 references.
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The linear relation in the case of this study can be modelled by Equation (12):
TotalCapacity(Ah) = 3.8967 × ∂CapacityMeasured(Ah) + 34.1164 (12)
As a result, Figure 18 shows the correlation between the nominal capacity measured during a full
CC discharge 1C and the estimated capacity of the partial coulometric counter. The representation
includes 42 half modules (among the 48 half modules, six have been taken as reference). The quality of
the correlation is identified using the least square method (R2 = 0.69). The average absolute error of
the estimation is equal to 1.6% with a maximum of 5.1%.
Figure 18. Capacity measurement compared with the capacity estimated from the coulometric
counter technique.
3.4. Synthesis
The following Table 2 represents a synthesis of the different estimation methodologies.











Phase CV 0.42 2.5 5.7 1050 -
ICA 0.60 1.8 5.1 3240 ++
Partial counter 0.69 1.6 5.1 300 +
In Table 2, the estimated test time considers that the measurement is realized with a battery initially
discharged both for the ICA and the partial counter techniques and partially charged (CC phase charge
already realized) for the phase CV protocol. The practical duration would include the discharge/charge
and rest phases which last approximately up to 90 min.
Simultaneity of the measurements could be time saving and protocols applicable directly to a pack
should be promoted as much as possible. Therefore, the column pack estimation suitability indicates if
the technique is compatible with a direct measurement on the battery pack.
Figure 19 highlights the cumulative distributions of the absolute error related to the different
estimation methodologies. From this representation, one can see that if 90% of the modules are
considered, the maximum error is lower for the coulometric counter than for the other methods.
The phase CV technique has the worst accuracy. In addition, if we only focus on the R2 of the
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different methodologies represented in Table 2, we can again eliminate the CV phase technique in such
offline measurements.
From the previous comparison, we can also conclude that the coulometric counter offers the best
accuracy regarding the average and the maximum absolute error.
It should be noted that the result of the ICA technique is quite similar. The difference between
these two methodologies is the test time that is shorter for the coulometric counter taking into account
that the estimation is performed module by module.
Figure 19. Cumulative distribution of the absolute error for the different estimations.
If the test of a full pack is considered, the performances of the previous methods change. Indeed,
during the full discharge of a pack, the first cell reaching the low voltage limit will trigger the security
of the BMS, leading naturally to the stop of the discharge protocol. By consequence, all the modules
will not have the same voltage and some of them will not be totally discharged. The partial coulometric
counter methodology was applied on cells with a SOC equals to 0% and it is very difficult to estimate
without more investigations the impact of a measure starting from another SOC. Regarding the ICA
technique, the peak A that gives the information necessary to the capacity estimation is situated around
20 % of SOC. The sensitivity of this methodology to the level of the initial SOC is expected lower than
for the coulometric counter. By consequence, the ICA method could be more appropriate for the test of
a full pack excluding the measurement of individual modules (based on condition of having sufficient
test channels).
4. Conclusions
Three fast characterization methods to determine the full capacity fading of a battery have been
tested in this paper. The CV phase protocol proved to be inefficient in the context of real second life
lithium-ion batteries. While the ICA technique can only be applied to a whole battery pack mainly
for time constraint reason, the generic methodology based on a partial coulometric counter has been
proposed and experimentally validated. Each technique has an equivalent accuracy but can only be
used on a pack level or on a module level, depending on the methodology chosen. In addition to
giving an average absolute error of 1.6% and a maximum error equals to 5.1%, the new protocol has
the advantage to determine the capacity fading without any fresh references. Indeed, in this case
scenario only six second life reference batteries are necessary to build the needful trend employed to
estimate the capacity of the entire experimental campaign.
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Literature about second life batteries is quasi inexistent and comparisons of the results obtained
during our experimental campaign with other studies are difficult. Despite that deficiency of
information, several interesting points emerged from the previous analysis.
First, through the use of the ICA or the kinetic of the CV phase techniques, it clearly appears that
real life aging does not match synthetic aging realized in laboratories, like in [19] or in [22]. Most of
the time, cells are placed into a climatic chamber, then a predetermined cycle is chosen and applied
for weeks. The atmosphere temperature around the tested cell is raised and precisely controlled
in order to accelerate the aging phenomenon in accordance with Arrhenius’ law as explained in
Redondo-Iglesias et al. [27]. However, in our case, all the batteries originate from different vehicles,
by consequence their aging behaviour cannot be the same through time. Indeed, the diversity of the
cycle life of the vehicles induces a unique combination of aging mechanisms that leads to a complete
heterogeneity of the modules from a vehicle to another. This observation can be extended to the
battery pack, where a module could be different from another. This is mainly due to the existence of
an unequal temperature gradient inside the casing and sometimes to unequal electrical constraints.
These remarks could explain that an aging law which fits correctly for laboratory aging would not
be suitable for real-life aging. Barré et al. [28] worked on statistical predictions that take into account
future behavior but this approach implies to know all the cycle life of the studied battery.
Future improvements about the optimal counting start identification linked to the transient and
the exact time length of the capacity counting have to be studied in order to consolidate the accuracy
and the robustness of the proposed new methodology.
Further works would be necessary to complete the characterization method by classification of
the second life batteries. This categorization would clearly lean on the measured SOH of the cells but
should integrate other criteria. Indeed, the interaction of the multiple aging mechanisms during the
first life of identical cells are even more complicated to predict during the second life of cells with
different histories. Classification of second life cells could allow to put together cells that aged in a
similar way (similar combination of aging mechanisms) and this point would facilitate a better SOH
prediction for each group of cells.
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Abstract: Reliable development of LIBs requires that they be correlated with accurate aging
studies. The present project focuses on the implementation of a weighted ampere-hour throughput
model, taking into account the operating parameters, and modulating the impact of an exchanged
ampere-hour by the well-established three major stress factors: temperature, current intensity
(rated), and state of charge (SoC). This model can drift with time due to repeated solicitation,
so its parameters need to be updated by on-field measurements, in order to remain accurate. These
on-field measurements are submitted to the so-called Incremental Capacity Analysis method (ICA),
consisting in the analysis of dQ/dV as a function of V. It is a direct indicator of the state of health of
the cell, as the experimental peaks are related to the active material chemical/structural evolution,
such as phase transitions and recorded potential plateaus during charging/discharging. It is here
applied to NMC/graphite based commercial cells. These peaks’ evolution can be correlated with the
here-defined Ah-kinetic and
√
t-kinetic aging, which are chemistry-dependent, and therefore, has to
be adjusted to the different types of cells.
Keywords: lithium-ion; NMC; aging; ampere-hour throughput; incremental capacity analysis
1. Introduction
Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LiBs) appear to be the best system for energy storage in many
applications, especially electric vehicles and stationary mass storage in the context of the energy
transition. Any system employing Li-ion cells must be informed of the amount of energy that can be
stored and the power that can be provided by the battery at any time. Therefore, reliable developments
need to be correlated with accurate aging studies.
The aging of a battery leads mainly to loss of capacity, loss of power, and increase of internal
resistance. The understanding of the underlying mechanisms is fundamental in order to provide an
accurate and reliable aging prediction in the models. However, it is not always easy to build a strong
model, since the battery cell consists of a complex system including interactions between several
domains: mainly, physics, electrochemistry, and thermal sciences. Qualitative aging of the battery has
been studied in all these fields, regarding electrolyte degradation, solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
formation, or mechanical deformations [1–4].
A LIB is expected to have a life span of more than 10 years. Therefore, the implemented model
should predict the aging of a LIB in the long-term, and have a fast computation time.
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In order to produce a quantitative aging estimation, cell degradation needs to be studied under
various aging conditions, and models need to be strengthened with on-field measurements in order to
generate predictions of energy storage capacity and power capability. Several generations of LIBs have
been tested both at EDF Lab Les Renardières facility and Université Paris-Sud ICMMO Lab, using
specific protocols and monitoring aging degradations.
Many different models have been developed so far to evaluate the electrochemical behavior
of batteries:
• fundamental models or physical models;
• phenomenological models or empirical models; and
• mathematical models.
They are described in the following sections.
1.1. Fundamental Models
Physical models appreciate the aging of a battery by precisely describing the internal mechanisms,
such as ion transport in the electrolyte or within the electrode active material, charge transfer at the
electrode/electrolyte interface, thanks to partial differential equations, Fick’s law, or the Butler–Volmer
equation for example. Newman and Fuller have developed the porous electrode model [5], extended
by Ramadass et al. to take into account the loss of capacity during each cycle [6]. An approximation
of the lithium-ion concentration profile within the solid phase has been presented by Wang et al. [7]
and by Subramanian et al. [8]. A simpler physical model has been introduced by Haran et al. that
represents each electrode as a simple spherical particle [9], it has been extended to LIB by Ning et al. [10],
and further studied by Delacourt and Safari [11].
The advantage of the porous electrode model’s is that it takes into account almost all the
physical processes taking place while battery is cycling, however solving it is time consuming
and many required parameters cannot be verified. The simple spherical particle is easier to solve
but does not encompass all the mechanisms. One has to remember that the computation time is
crucial since the model has to be recomputed at every cycle. The influence of each separate aging
parameter (temperature, state of charge, and rated current) on the model has, to our knowledge, never
been developed.
1.2. Phenomenological Models
Despite physical models, the phenomenological models provide links between inputs and outputs
of the system, without a comprehensive examination of the physical phenomena taking place. A simple
structure is enough to solve the model. Instead of equations, this model consists of experimental
and extrapolated curves. Experimental knowledge obtained with these models can circumvent an
equational or theoretical problem.
Among these models designed for lithium-ion batteries, we find the fatigue models, like the one
originally designed by Dudézert and Franger [12] and refined by Badey and Franger [13]. The model
tends to modulate the impact of an exchanged ampere-hour by the conditions in which it is exchanged.
Mathematical functions of the current, the state of charge, and the rated current are therefore established
as weighting functions. Therefore, this model is natively able to decipher the contribution of each
aging parameters: temperature, state of charge, and rated current. The second strength of this model
is being able to distinguish the two contributions of aging to the cell: calendar aging proportional to
the root square of time and cycling aging proportional to the total ampere-hours exchanged. Indeed,
the aging of a battery occurs both when the battery is in use, corresponding to the cycling aging,
and when it remains unused, corresponding to the calendar aging. The aging can be thus modeled by
two different contributions: an active regime loss and a temporal one.
Previous attempts to do so include Baghdadi et al. [14], who suggested an exponentially decreasing
capacity with time, or Bloom et al. [15], who proposed a model where the temperature follows an
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Arrhenius law. Most of the authors use a root square dependency to describe the calendar loss of
capacity [13–16]. Other authors suggest multiplying a degradation coefficient of the calendar aging
to the cycling one. Badey’s model includes the two most important features required in our case:
decoupling between the calendar and cycling aging, thanks to a sum of two terms, and identification
of each parameter’s impact.
1.3. Mathematical Models
Mathematical models require a huge amount of data in order to find a link between inputs and
outputs. They are based on numerical resolution, and use probabilistic or statistical methods. Generally
speaking, they cannot extrapolate to a situation that was not given in the initial set of data. Given
the ongoing increasing volume of data and their valorization, one can think these models will play
an important role in the future. However, they do not embed any expertise. Furthermore, the error
cannot be controlled.
The model chosen to establish our own aging model is based on the fatigue model of Badey.
The functions have already been explained thermodynamically [17]. However, fatigue models drift
with repeated solicitation, so that their parameters need to be regularly reevaluated. This is what the
incremental capacity analysis (ICA) will allow.
In this contribution, we aim at investigating and establishing a link between the ICA and the
loss of calendar and cycling capacity, as defined in our model. Our model would then be able to be
reparametrized thanks to this metric computed on-field. In this paper, the evolution of the ICA peaks
obtained for NMC/graphite cells are discussed to provide a comprehensive interpretation.
The first part of this paper focuses on the aging model implementation and experimental and
model basics, whereas the second part deals with the integration of the incremental capacity analysis
as a way to explain the degradation process in a quantitative manner.
2. Materials and Methods
In this piece of work, commercial NMC/graphite cells were considered. Due to confidentiality,
the cell manufacturer cannot be named. The main technical characteristics of the cells are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. NMC cell technical characteristics.
Cell Capacity Cut-Off Voltages Charging Protocol
NMC/Graphite 64 Ah 4.2 V/3 V CC-CV
The cells received were surveyed by weight and open-circuit voltage (OCV) measurements.
Variations in OCV with temperature have also been measured.
NMC is very much considered nowadays because it enables very good cyclability as well as
good capacity: 180–200 mAh/g. However, NMC suffers from noticeable manganese dissolution in
the electrolyte.
All cells were tested with laboratory-made racks, enabling air ventilation. It is important to pay
close attention to cell connections to the power channel, in order to minimize variability and achieve
better consistency in tests results. All cells used in the tests were submitted to an initial check-up, also
called the Reference Performance Test (RPT). Therefore, cells with close initial characteristics (capacity,
weight) were selected to go through the aging tests, described by Delétang et al in [17] and in Table 2.
The average OCV recorded at 30 ◦C is 3.60 V, which corresponds to a SOC of ~40%.
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Table 2. Aging test matrix.
Cell Number Temperature/◦C SOC I Charge I Discharge
1 T1 = 10 100%
2 T1 = 23 100%
3 T1 = 45 100%
4 T1 = 55 100%
5a T1 = 45 15% 1C 1D
5b T1 = 45 30% 1C 1D
5c T1 = 45 50% 1C 1D
5d T1 = 45 80% 1C 1D
6a T1 = 45 50% C/2 1D
6b T1 = 45 50% 1C D/2
7a T1 = 23 50% 1C 1D
7b T1 = 23 30% 1C 1D
8 T2 = 10 50% 1C 1D
The RPT procedure was performed at 23 ◦C and consists of the following steps; constant
current phase charge at a regime of C/3, followed by a constant voltage phase at 4.2 V until the
termination current C/20 was reached, then charge and discharge resistance pulses for 10 s at 1C
current every 3.2 Ah discharged until the cutoff voltage is reached (3.0 V), the complete recharge
at C/3 CC-CV, and then complete CC discharge at C/2 until the cutoff voltage is reached. This
last discharge provides the remaining capacity. The detection of capacity fading therefore requires
columbic counting of a full charge/discharge cycle. The cell is finally charged to 50% nominal SOC
in order to achieve an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurement. This latter is done
at SOC 50%. The measurements were performed using the battery testing bench VMP Biologic
multichannel potentiostat.
Capacity remaining was thus measured at C/2 discharge regimes. The datasheet featured a 64 Ah
capacity. The average value was 62.93 Ah, and the capacity measured was quite consistent among
all cells (the median value being 62.92 Ah, the standard variation being 0.17 (0.27%), there is little
cell-to-cell variation), demonstrating the cell quality in performance. This cell-to-cell variation of 0.27%
is satisfying when compared to literature [18].
The resistance pulses allowed computing the polarization resistance of the cell. It was calculated
from the difference in voltage drops using Ohm’s law: ΔV = I R.
A series of tests were launched so that cells undergo unitary aging tests.
The aging parameters were temperature (in ◦C), rated-current C-rate (abusively written I in
A/Ah), and the state of charge of the battery (SOC in %). Cycling aging was performed at an
approximation of the adequate value of SOC with a depth of discharge (DOD) of 10%, so that the
aging of the cell can be considered as due to the defined SOC. The cycling process was the following:
the cell was first charged to 100% SOC at C/3 in CC-CV mode, it is then discharged to the targeted
SOC subtracted by 5% at a rate of C/3. Then a rest of 1 h is imposed before the ulterior cycles start.
The values of the parameters have been chosen in order to be aligned with the real applications in
use. Especially, temperature does not exceed 55 ◦C and is never lower than 10 ◦C. The test facility is air
conditioned to maintain a stable temperature. Due to difference in charge and discharge efficiency,
the SOC, around which the cell is being cycled, tends to decrease with cycling. Therefore, every
100 cycles at 10% DOD, the re-SOC is imposed to the cell. It is a common test procedure, as described
by Delacourt et al. [19]. Approximately every 3000 cycles at 10% DOD the cell was subjected to a RPT
to assess changes in performance.
Impedance measurements associated with the RPT was performed in galvanostatic mode as
recommended for LIB in which the voltage changes during testing. The current amplitude was set
to 1 A, which shows a good signal-to-noise ratio and stays in the linear region. The frequency swept
between 10 kHz to 10 mHz. All measurements were carried out at 23 ◦C.
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3. Results
3.1. Cycling Aging
The usual test procedure, like the one mentioned in the European Standard CE NF 50,272 which
specifies safety requirements for secondary batteries and battery installations, defines the end-of-life
of a battery when it cannot deliver more than 80% of its initial capacity under a specific test protocol.
At this time, the cells were at ~10/12%-capacity loss, constituting a huge volume of recorded data.
Only some selected results are presented here.
Figure 1 presents the evolution of capacity over the 45 ◦C cycling for the different SOC. As explained
in the above section, the discharge rate was C/2. It has to be noted that the higher the SOC, the higher the
fade rate, except for SOC 15% that features a higher degradation rate than SOC 30%.
 
Figure 1. Evolution of the remaining cell capacity with respect of time, for aging at 45 ◦C at different
state of charge (SOC).
The data were subsequently computed to apply the fatigue model [11,12], of which, the main
capacity evolution equation is mentioned below.
ΔQ = Kcyc f1(T) f2(I) f3(SOC)·Ah + Kcal g1(T)g2(I)g3(SOC)·
√
t
where Kcyc and Kcal are two constant coefficients specific to the cell considered. The loss of capacity is
the sum of two terms: the first one is called the cycling aging and the second one is called the calendar
aging. This separation is more and more specifically addressed in the literature [20,21].
For each data set, the linear regression of the function ΔQ/(
√
t) with respect to (CT (Ah))/(
√
t)
provides two coefficients, as seen on Figure 2, A,B defined as follows
A = Kcyc f1(T) f2(I) f3(SOC),
B = Kcal g1(T)g2(I)g3(SOC),
 
Figure 2. ΔQ (%)/
√
t as a function of CT (Ah)/
√
t (CT(Ah) stands for the total exchanged ampere-hours.
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These two coefficients allow to extract the values of the weighted functions fi and gi, and to
decipher the capacity fade due to calendar aging and the loss due to cycling aging [17]. The cycling
aging of an aging test is equal to A.Ah and the calendar aging is equal to B.
√
t. Therefore the cycling
aging is proportional to the number of ampere-hours exchanged and the calendar aging is proportional
to the square root of time. This latter square root of time dependency is, however, discussed by
Dubarry [22], who compared it with a t3/4 and a t dependency. The
√
t obtained the best fit, so that the
authors used it in the end.
3.2. Incremental Capacity Analysis
Figure 3a displays the evolution of the IC curves with time for cell aged at 45 ◦C at ~50% SOC
at 1C/1D (denoted as (45◦, SOC 50, 1C/1D)). In the same manner, Figure 3b stands for (45◦, SOC 30,
1C/1D), Figure 3c stands for (45◦, SOC 15, 1C/1D), and Figure 3d stands for (45◦, SOC 80, 1C/1D).
It exhibits two different peaks: the highest peak (maximum at ~3.6 V) and the second peak (maximum
at ~3.4 V), which is coherent with what is observed by Berecibar et al. [23]. The highest peak has a
symmetrical shape. Qualitatively, the most striking feature is that the intensity of the highest peak and
of the second peak decreased for different states of health, which is coherent with the few NMC-based
ICA study [21,23,24]. The average voltage of the maximum intensity of the highest peak is shown
in Table 3. The average value was stable and the standard deviation was almost zero. This voltage
remained stable with time (aging), and the highest peak is simply denoted as “3.5 V-peak” in the
following sections. It seems that the curve remained in the same shape around the extrema of voltage
values, indicating that the kinetics of the cell reaction has not been affected. As shown in Table 3,
the average voltage of the maximum intensity was not as stable as the highest one. The standard
deviation was also higher.
Figure 3. IC curves obtained for (a) (45◦, SOC 50, 1C/1D), (b) (45◦, SOC 30, 1C/1D), (c) (45◦, SOC 15,
1C/1D), and (d) (45◦, SOC 80, 1C/1D) at different states of health. A vertical offset was added for the
sake of clarity: the curves have a 15 Ah/V-offset each.
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Table 3. Average value of voltage and standard deviation for 3.5 V and 3.4 V peak maxima.
Average Voltage of the
Maximum of the 3.5 V Peak
Standard
Deviation 3.5 V
Average Voltage of the
Maximum of the 3.4 V Peak
Standard
Deviation 3.4 V
(45 ◦C, 15%, 1C/1D) 3.57 0.01 3.42 0.03
(45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 3.56 0.01 3.41 0.01
(45 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 3.55 0.01 3.43 0.04
(45 ◦C, 80%, 1C/1D) 3.56 0.01 3.43 0.02
(23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 3.57 0.00 3.41 0.00
(23 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 3.55 0.01 3.42 0.03
(10 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 3.56 0.01 3.43 0.01
Changing the temperature, the tests (23◦, SOC 50, 1C/1D; 23◦, SOC 30, 1C/1D) feature similar
behaviors in IC curves, as shown in Figure 4.
 
Figure 4. IC curves obtained for (a) 23◦, SOC 50, 1C/1D and (b) 23◦, SOC 30, 1C/1D. A vertical offset
was added for the sake of clarity: the curves have a 10Ah/V-offset and 15 Ah/V-offset.
The peak area has been defined for the 3.5 V peak, as the area under the curve comprised between
the peak’s voltage value and is symmetrical, as described on Figure 5. It corresponds to the capacity
involved in the related reaction happening in between the borders. For the 3.4 V peak, it is defined as
the area under the curve comprised between the peak voltage value and the cutoff voltage of 3.0 V.
Figure 5. Incremental capacity analysis (ICA) versus voltage for one cell at the initial state, obtained
for dV = 20 mV. AP-3.5 V is the area of the peak at 3.5 V and AP-3.4 V is the area of the peak at 3.4 V.
It can be observed that the 3.5 V peak area is linearly proportional to the total loss of capacity due
to cell aging, which is coherent with [25,26].
The correlation coefficient of that left curve (Figure 6) is quite high (0.97), the other one is weaker.
Others are also strongly correlated as shown in Table 4.
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Figure 6. Capacity loss (%) as a function of peak area (3.5 V) (Ah) for cell (23◦, SOC 30, 1C/1D) ((a) is for
the 3.5 V peak and (b) is for the 3.4 V peak).






(45 ◦C, 15%, 1C/1D) 0.97 0.93
(45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.97 0.91
(45 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.95 0.78
(45 ◦C, 80%, 1C/1D) 0.90 0.73
(23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.96 0.69
(23 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.98 0.92
(10 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.80 0.63
These first cycling tests show that the highest peak (3.5 V) seems to be strongly correlated with
the total loss of capacity. In order to decipher between the calendar contribution (B.
√
t) and the
cycling contribution (A.Ah) of our aging model, we were interested in determining if the area of the
peak (labeled A) could be correlated to the Ah-exchanged or to the root square of t, as suggested by
Cabelguen [18] and Riviere [27]. The correlation coefficient is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Correlation coefficient of highest peak area with Ah and
√








(45 ◦C, 15%, 1C/1D) 0.97 0.98
(45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.98 0.71
(45 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.94 0.76
(45 ◦C, 80%, 1C/1D) 0.82 0.32
(23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.81 0.97
(23 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.98 0.93
(10 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.88 0.53
With all the correlation coefficients above 0.81 for 3.5 V, in terms of modeling, it seems to be safe
to consider the highest peak to be correlated to the Ah-exchanged. The second peak (3.4 V peak) seems
to be correlated to the square root of time, although some quite low coefficients were determined.
The Ah-results summarized in Table 6 were not convincing enough as they do not show a clear
trend about the 3.4 V peak, as discussed earlier. This is probably due to the difficulty in removing the
cycling part in the calendar part with this criterion. Furthermore, considering only calendar aging tests
at four different temperatures—10 ◦C, 23 ◦C, 45 ◦C, and 55 ◦C—the correlation between the area of the
peak and the root square of the time was almost ideal, except for (55 ◦C, 100%, CAL). This confirms
that cycling aging has an impact in the calendar aging contribution of the global capacity loss.
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Table 6. Correlation coefficient of 3.4 V peak with Ah and
√








(45 ◦C, 15%, 1C/1D) 0.96 0.98
(45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.88 0.71
(45 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.84 0.76
(45 ◦C, 80%, 1C/1D) 0.26 0.32
(23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.20 0.97
(23 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.86 0.93
(10 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.37 0.53
(55 ◦C, 100%, CAL) – 0.56
(45 ◦C, 100%, CAL) – 0.85
(10 ◦C, 100%, CAL) – 0.99
(23 ◦C, 100%, CAL) – 0.94
The last strategy was to seek if the area AP of that 3.4 V peak could follow the same kinetic as the
loss of capacity, and then evaluate the predominant part of aging that affects that peak. We have thus






Table 7 shows the corresponding correlation coefficients.
Table 7. Correlation coefficient of 3.4 V peak with (alpha * Ah/
√
t + beta) for different tests.
Test
Correlation Coefficient
Peak 3.4 V//Alpha and Ah/
√
t + Beta
(45 ◦C, 15%, 1C/1D) 0.70
(45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.92
(45 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.97
(45 ◦C, 80%, 1C/1D) 0.18
(23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D) 0.78
(23 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.66
(10 ◦C, 50%, 1C/1D) 0.26
The correlation coefficients were quite satisfying for three tests: (45 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D), (45 ◦C, 50%,
1C/1D), and (23 ◦C, 30%, 1C/1D). The coefficients alpha and beta are not significant enough to be
compared, as they are ~10−6. This seems to be a promising path in order to better distinguish the
different processes of aging taking place in the cell, to be further studied.
In terms of the model, we proposed assigning the Ah-kinetic of our aging model to the area of the
3.5 V peak and the Ah-kinetic and
√
t-kinetic aging to the area of the 3.4 V peak.
4. Discussion
4.1. Background on Aging Mechanisms
Aging can generally be due to three main causes:
- Loss of lithium inventory (LLI) is caused by the consumption of Li cations by parasitic reactions
of which the major remains the well-known SEI growth at the negative electrode. Therefore, less
and less lithium ions are available to shuffle back and forth in the electrodes, captured in the
electrode bulk or inside the electrolyte aggregates. The reactions lead to by-products released in
the electrolyte, which can further cause side reactions [28,29]. This aging cause can often explain
the first stages of the aging. The impact on the potential of LLI, as explained by Bloom et al.
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in [30], is that as the side reactions proceed, the lower potential regions of the NE would be
removed, and thus, charging the cell would incompletely lithiate the NE. Compared to its initial
state, at the end of charge, the NE is now at a higher potential. To maintain the upper limit value,
there would be a shift to compensate at the positive electrode to higher potentials. However, in
the graphite, the end of charge is a plateau and the potential of the PE will not very much.
- Loss of active material (LAM): insulation of active material with loss of contacts with the conductive
matrix, dissolution of transition metal in the electrolyte, structural changes in the crystalline structure
of anode, and cathode active materials due to repeated insertions/disinsertions of ions. LAM
appearing at the negative electrode only (LAM NE) and LAM appearing at the positive electrode
only (LAM PE) have to be differentiated. Dubarry et al. [28] even separate LAM on delithiated
and LAM on lithiated electrodes. The impact of LAM on the potential of PE and NE is well
explained in Figure 6 of ref. [31] and by Matadi [16] and Dubarry [32,33].
- Conductivity loss (CL): increasing of the faradic resistance due to mass transport slowdown
or ionic conduction in the bulk of the electrode and increasing of the ohmic resistance due to
contacts degradations in the electrodes or in the electrolyte conduction. CL only affects the cell
voltage, not the capacity.
These mechanisms are schematically separated here, but they are coupled during the aging process.
Dubarry et al. used a very suitable analogy with a water clock [24], composed of two connected
bulbs filled with a given amount of liquid. LAM affects the size of the bulb and LLI affects the amount
of available liquid, if there was a leak in the water clock. They have also constructed a comprehensive
toolbox “alawa” to simulate these phenomenas [31]; it is used in Section 4.4.
4.2. Background on ICA
The Incremental Capacity Analysis (ICA), meaning the analysis of dQ/dV as a function of V (dQ
corresponds to the change in capacity that happens in the gap dV) is a direct indicator of the state of the
cell. Differential Voltage Analysis (DVA), which analyses dV/dQ as a function of Q, is not appropriate
for our study since the reference (x-axis) varies when capacity fades [26,31]. dV/dQ highlights single
phase regions whereas dQ/dV curve represents the phase transformations [25,26,34,35]. The peaks
represent the electrochemical mechanisms occurring in the cell. They are mainly related to the
chemistry of the cell [23–33].
ICA is more beneficial when the cell is at equilibrium. Discharge regimes should therefore be
small, approximately C/20 or C/25. However, these very low rates require too much time in real
application (approximately 50 h to complete a charge and discharge cycle). As proven by Li [26],
one can take benefit from this technique until 1C regime. In the above 1C regime, the results are erratic
and not exploitable [32].
The evolution of the voltage of the cell during a discharge of 100% DOD shows the variations
of voltage (that indicates what reaction is taking place) as a function of displaced charges (meaning
capacity, which shows the extent of that reaction), as shown in Figure 7. Two clear voltage plateaus
can be identified from that curve, approximately 3.4 V and 3.6V. A voltage plateau on a full cell
means both electrodes are experiencing phase transformations (there is coexistence of two distinct
phases on each electrode) [27]. As a phase depends on the quantity of lithium ions inserted in
the electrode, the information about the battery aging mechanism is contained in the shift of these
plateaus. The dQ/dV analysis estimates the capacity displaced in each incremental change of voltage
in the reaction. However, it does not only provide pieces of information on electrochemical reactions
occurring inside the cell (through voltage plateau for example) but its evolution with time reveal how
these reactions are affected by aging.
The principle of the ICA is therefore clear: the peaks obtained at different aging states RPTs
provide an aging signature and enable identification of the degradation modes (LAM PE, LAM NE,
LLI, and CL). A peak is characterized by a voltage position and its area (linked to its height also called
intensity, which is deeply studied by Berecibar et al. [23]).
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Figure 7. Evolution of the discharge curve of a cell with aging during a discharge at C/2 at 23 ◦C.
Curves are shown according to their State of Health (SOH).
The final goal of using this metric is to be able to update the first fatigue model. Therefore,
the correlation made previously between the peak and the calendar and cycling aging processes will
be used in a numerical way. Having that correlation link, a discharge profile of the cell will lead to
the updated real values of the weighted functions (and no more the predicted values), leading to the
refinement of our model.
4.3. Data Analysis of ICA
The C/2 discharge data and very fast acquisition rate require mathematical filtering, to minimize
the noise and enlighten the peaks. This filtering was done with Microsoft Excel, considering a fixed ΔV
of 20 mV for discharge data (which is consistent with Bloom et al. [35,36] and Li et al. [37]). dQ then
appears to be the exchanged charges during this given voltage step ΔV. For charge-related IC data,
the ΔV depends on the rate of the charge so that the peaks can be observed and compared: 20 mV
for 0.04 C, 10 mV for 0.2 C, and 2 mV for 0.33C. There is proportionality between these two values as
shown in Figure 8.
 
Figure 8. Voltage step chosen for charge ICA analysis as a function of the charge rate.
A plot of dQ/dV versus voltage for a cell at t = 0 during discharge is given in Figure 5. It contains
primarily two peaks that can be assigned thanks to additional information, found in the literature.
The first statement that can be made is that these two peaks correspond to two different electrochemical
reactions taking place during discharge inside the whole cell (both anode and cathode). These peaks
are strongly chemistry-dependent as mentioned in the literature [23,25,26].
Based on the literature, starting from the highest potential where the NMC electrode forms a
solid solution, during discharge, the voltage of the cell decreases consistently from 4.2 V to 3.75 V
(vs Li+/Li), filling the NMC cathode of lithium ions [18]. In this stage, the graphite electrode content
transfers from LiC6 to LiC12 and then from LiC12 to LiC18 [18]. From the ripples in the IC curve of
Figure 5, ~3.75 V can be due to the transition phase LiC6 to LiC12. This transition phase lasts much
longer than the others in the graphite (it is kinetically slower) [34]. As no hysteresis between lithiation
and delithiation in this phase was observed, this should be reversible and thus, not strongly affected
by aging.
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Then, the lithium intercalation inside the crystalline structure leads to a phase transformation
of NMC at 3.75 V (vs. Li+/Li) [18]. Convolution of this reaction vs. the graphite negative electrode
implies a decrease of 0.122 V (vs. Li+/Li) in the cell voltage, as the graphite transits from LiC12 to
LiC18 (stage 2 transformation). This explains the observed peak at ~3.6V (3.75 V–0.122 V ≈ 3.6 V).
The additional difference can be explained by additives in the electrolyte. This is the only NMC-based
reaction, as confirmed by Li et al. [26].
The remaining reactions happening inside the cell are graphite-based. From LiC18 to LiC24,
and even to LiC36, the graphite potential (vs. Li+/Li) increases drastically up to 0.6 V. At this step,
the PE is on a voltage plateau. Therefore, since PE potential is not changing, but the NE potential is,
a new peak will appear. This could explain the second peak observed at 3.4 V.
LLI and LAM NE could be the aging cause for the 3.4 V-peak evolution, as this peak is
graphite-related. It is well-known that LLI, leading mainly to SEI formation, occurs primarily at
the negative electrode. Indeed, LLI induces a potential shift of the NE curve of V = f(SOC) towards
higher SOC (see Figure 7 of [31]). The last graphite reaction (LiC18 to LiC24 and to LiC36, stage 4–5
transformation), that is involved in the 3.5 V-peak, will be progressively convoluted with a flatter
PE-curve. Thus the convolution will lead to a thinner and more intense peak.
The 3.5 V-peak corresponds both to the PE reaction and the NE stage 2 transformation. With LLI,
the NE curve (V = f(SOC)) will be shifted towards higher SOC relative to the PE. Therefore, the stage 2
transformation of NE will be initiated at higher SOC and prior to the start of the PE-reaction. Thus,
less of the capacity involved in the stage 2 will convolute with the PE and the peak area will go
down. One could suppose that LAM PE could be responsible as well. Indeed, as SEI grows, there is
production of species resulting from the electrolyte decomposition that might accumulate on the active
grain surface, which may cause isolation of the grains inside the electrode matrix. LLI would therefore
result in LAM PE. This would explain the difficulty to separate both modes of aging based on the 3.4 V
peak’s evolution. In any case, it is well-established that the cycling aging affects more the cathode
electrode (NMC) [12]. Therefore, the fact that the area under the 3.5 V peak appears to be proportional
to the number of exchanged-ampere hours seems legitimate. This hypothesis needs to be confirmed.
However, because the aging has reached less than 10% of capacity loss, the predominant mode of
degradation seems to be LLI. This could be confirmed in the fact that in [31], the authors attributed to
LAM PE an exponential evolution and to LLI a linear evolution (with capacity loss): at the beginning,
the exponential is hardly differentiable from the straight linear.
4.4. Verification of Assumptions Based on ‘Alawa’ Tool
Different degradation of scenarios has been simulated on the ‘alawa’ toolbox developed by
Dubarry et al. [31]. The data used to simulate our full cell come from the software (Graphite and NMC
electrode data), so it was compulsory to adjust the Loading Ratio and the Offset to fit the IC curve
obtained as close as possible to our own IC curve. Figure 9 shows the resulting IC curves obtained for
a G//NMC cell with LR = 1.2, OFS = −5, resistance = 1, and a discharge rate of C/25.
LAM PE corresponds to LAMdePE (delithiated state), as LAM occurring on the lithiated state is
equivalent to LAMdePE plus some LLI (same for LAM NE).
These simulations show the following tendencies.
- LLI increases the 3.4 V peak intensity, and reduces the 3.5 V peak intensity. It confirms that
less and less lithium is involved in NE stage 2-reaction through cycling. The remainder of the
capacity that is not engaged in that stage 2-reaction remains available for the other reactions,
thus the growing and earlier start of the 3.4 V peak.
- LAM PE reduces the 3.4 V peak intensity, until it disappears, and moves the 3.5 V peak to lower
voltages (slightly) while decreasing its intensity slightly.
- LAM NE decreases slightly the 3.4 V peak and increases slightly the 3.5 V peak intensity.
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Therefore, what we observed on the 3.5 V peak of our own cell seems indeed to be mostly due
to LLI. The intensity evolution of the 3.4 V peak seems indeed to be a mix of LLI (that increases
its intensity) and LAM NE (that reduces its intensity). The 3.4 V peak area is shown to be slightly
increasing (Figure 6b). It is however difficult to decipher between LLI and LAM NE which one is




Initial cell LLI 
LAM PE LAM NE 
Figure 9. IC curves obtained from the ‘alawa’ toolbox: (a) Initial cell, (b) lithium inventory (LLI),
(c) LAM PE, and (d) LAM NE. The red curve is the initial curve, and the other curves show the
tendency of evolution every 250 cycles.
4.5. Connection between ICA and the Fatigue Model
The question arisen is how to combine the ICA observations and the fatigue model explained
previously in Section 3.1.
The preliminary analysis of all the unitary aging tests leads to six weighting functions, and so
six graphs (see the previously published graphs by Deletang et al. [17]). Being given a solicitation
made of time steps, a rate, a temperature, and a SOC at each time step, the fatigue model will provide
the infinitesimal (between two time steps) loss of cycling capacity (A.Ah), called delta_f[i], and the
infinitesimal loss of calendar capacity (B.
√
t), called delta_g[i]. With these two values, we can compute
the value of the predicted remaining capacity at each time step. This is the direct pathway.
However, with on-field measurements, the value of the real capacity can be different from what
has been predicted. So it is all about taking the reverse pathway: from the information of the on-field
measurement, we extract the Incremental Capacity data and we update the delta_f[i] and delta_g[i]
from which we then extract the weighted functions and, finally, we recompute the prediction with the
updated weighting functions. To our knowledge, this has never been done before. Simulations from
the developed software will be further published.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we suggested a review to summarize the different aging models used for LIBs,
and we presented the fatigue model used. Then we presented some results coming from an aging test
campaign and suggested a link between an observable value (IC peak area), related to the discharge
curve of a Li-ion cell, and the cycling and calendar capacity loss, defined in our fatigue model.
We observed two IC peaks for the studied NMC-based cell. One seems to be correlated to
the number of exchanged ampere-hours, and thus could be correlated to what was defined as the
“cycling aging” in our model. The other one is not clearly correlated to the root square of time, even
if it is observed when considering cells aged only in calendar pattern (no exchanged ampere-hour).
The difficulty in assigning a trend in the evolution of that peak would be due to the fact that calendar
aging is also appearing during cycling. The alawa toolbox has been used to verify some assumptions.
The implementation of that result on another chemistry where the peaks’ position will change
will be further studied.
As the IC peak degradation shown in the data is related to the first 10% of aging, the correlation
needs to be verified for further degradation, where LLI is not the main degradation mechanism any
longer [38–40]. Continuation of aging will clarify the explanation regarding LLI and LAM in order to
further explain the loss of capacity.
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Abstract: This paper presents a fully embedded state of health (SoH) estimator for widely used
C/LiFePO4 batteries. The SoH estimation study was intended for applications in electric vehicles
(EV). C/LiFePO4 cells were aged using pure electric vehicle cycles and were monitored with an
automotive battery management system (BMS). An online capacity estimator based on incremental
capacity analysis (ICA) is developed. The proposed estimator is robust to depth of discharge (DoD),
charging current and temperature variations to satisfy real vehicle requirements. Finally, the SoH
estimator tuned on C/LiFePO4 cells from one manufacturer was tested on C/LiFePO4 cells from
another LFP (lithium iron phosphate) manufacturer.
Keywords: accelerated ageing; battery management system; battery management system (BMS);
calendar ageing; cycling ageing; electric vehicle; embedded algorithm; incremental capacity analysis;
incremental capacity analysis (ICA); lithium-ion battery; lithium iron phosphate; LFP; LiFePO4;
remaining capacity; state of health (SoH)
1. Introduction
The electrochemical storage system management remains challenging in electric vehicles (EV).
Lithium-ion batteries appear as a promising alternative to address current energy needs in various
applications such as electric vehicles (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). A reliable State of health
(SoH) estimation is mandatory to deal with the exact remaining energy available in the battery and thus
to compute the vehicle remaining range. More broadly, a precise battery state knowledge is essential
for EV development [1–8]. In this study focusing on pure electric vehicle, the remaining capacity is the
most relevant parameter. State of health (SoH) is then defined as the ratio of the maximum capacity
in the current state and the maximum capacity at the beginning of battery life (BoL) while, in case of
HEV, the SoH can also be defined relative to the remaining available power instead of the capacity.
Equation (1) presents the SoH percentage definition used in this work:
SoH =
Maximum capacity in current state (Ah)
Maximum capacity at BoL (Ah)
(1)
The challenge of this work is to get an online and embedded SoH estimation compatible to the
constraints of the EV. Indeed, the EV is rarely fully discharged and its DoD (depth of discharge)
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ranges usually from 40% to 80% during cycling and with charge regime ranging from C/6 to C/3.
Namely, the estimator has to be able to measure the “maximum capacity in the current state” during
the nominal use of the vehicle, i.e., without a full discharge of the battery (otherwise the vehicle is out
of order). State of health has to be calculated by the battery management system (BMS) using sensors
and electronic commonly used in vehicles embedded applications. This automotive electronic system
should thus deal with strong cost constraints and wide environmental variations.
The instrumentation required to determine the SoH should be as simple as possible to ensure
that the cost of the BMS is reasonable. The algorithms studied in this paper use only measurements of
voltage, current and temperature, which are already present in the BMS. No active stimulation device
of the cell is used (current injection for example).
The algorithms proposed use the cell response in real operating conditions of an electric vehicle.
The classical methods usually employ the charge phase as the basis of analysis because this phase is
much better controlled than the discharge. It is therefore necessary to obtain as much information
as possible from the current, voltage and temperature measurements during the charging phases of
the battery.
Approaches to estimate SoH may consist of using dynamic estimation of the parameters of
an equivalent model. This requires adaptive algorithms such as estimators or observers ([9,10]),
genetic algorithm [11] or neural networks [12]. Some authors suggest mixing several methods [12].
These algorithms often require a large amount of computing time and memory allocation, which can
be annoying in some applications (e.g. EV).
An original method proposed by Guo et al. [13] is based on monitoring the evolution of the
charging curves over the life of the battery. The algorithm for identifying the numerous parameters
can be quite complex and the operation on partial charging curves (charging cycles starting from a
state of charge different from one cycle to another) remains to be tested.
A method often used to estimate SoH is by using a coulometric counter. To take into account the
constraints related to electric vehicles, the voltage thresholds reached during the cycle of operation
of the vehicle are used [14]. Nonetheless, a steep charging curve is required which is not the case for
C/LiFePO4 cells. The proposed estimator is based on the well-known incremental capacity analysis
(ICA) method [15]. If ICA is very powerful when applied in a controlled environment, it has hardly
ever been used with uncontrolled environmental variations to propose an online capacity estimator
considering EV constraints. Few authors proposed papers dealing with ICA implementation as
an embedded SoH estimator. Weng et al. [16] proposed an embedded ICA implementation using
a mathematical fit as data filter. They claim satisfying results. Nonetheless, they worked with
small capacity cells and above all, they do not study the influence of environmental variation such
as temperature or DoD on their estimator. Han et al. [17] also proposed a very interesting ICA
implementation to directly obtain the dQ/dU curve through the “point counting method”. This method
is a way to implement the ICA with very few computing power, but does not provide robustness to
environmental variations.
In this study, ICA is implemented on large capacity cells and with industrial constraints such as
costs reduction, reliability as the main guidelines.
This work was divided in three main parts. First, large capacity cells were cycled using an EV
driving profile to obtain aged cells. Secondly, on each aged cell, charging cycles were performed with
temperature, charging current and depth-of-discharge changing. Thirdly, using recordings of these
cycles, an ICA based SoH estimator was developed.
Next paragraph introduces the incremental capacity analysis method. The following one presents
the experimental process and the last one deals with embedded and ICA implementation and results.
2. ICA Presentation
Incremental capacity analysis is an electrochemical technique, which provides information about
the internal cell state using only the cell voltage and current measurements [18–21]. The incremental
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where Q is the charged capacity and UCell the cell voltage. Dubarry et al. [15] state that each peak in the
increment capacity curve has a unique shape, intensity, and position, and it exhibits an electrochemical
process taking place in the cell. Regarding C/LiFePO4 cells, ICA allows to focus on graphite electrode
phases when observing the charging curve (cell voltage function of capacity). ICA is particularly
relevant with C/LiFePO4 chemistry because the cell voltage (UCell) does only vary in a 150 mV range
while charging state vary from 10% to 90% (Figure 1a). Thereby, a direct voltage analysis is inaccurate
to determine any state of the battery for this battery technology. On the contrary, ICA allows to
analyses the voltage curve shape (slopes and plateaus) instead of absolute value. To do so, Figure 1b,c
present the algorithm applied to get the ICA curve from a voltage measurement and thus highlight the
initial curve plateaus.
 
Figure 1. (a) LiFePO4-C charging curve at C/20; (b) Incremental Capacity (IC) construction; (c) IC curve.
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Three main peaks are observed on the IC curve, corresponding to the three voltage plateaus on the
cell voltage versus state of charge UCell = f (SoC) curve. The peaks observed in the incremental capacity
curves (Figure 1c) correspond to the staging in the graphite negative electrode, convoluted with a
single and very broad plateau of the LFP phase transformation on the positive electrode between
5% and 95% of SoC. Thus, all variations on the UCell = f (SoC) curve in this SoC range are due to the
graphite negative electrode.
Graphite is an insertion material with a layered structure [19,22,23]. During the insertion process
(i.e., battery charging), lithium ions are inserted between graphene layers. Insertion occurs in several
phases depending on the quantity of lithium ion inserted (i.e., the battery SoC). In other words,
the active phase reflects the state of the negative electrode and Figure 2 shows the graphite structure
corresponding to different phases. Each plateau in Figure 1a corresponds to the cohabitation of two
graphite phases [20].
Figure 2. Graphite phases from discharged to fully charged graphite electrode (from [24]).
Numerous papers are using ICA as a powerful tool to analyze cell capacity degradation [15,18–20]
or even degradation mechanisms [17,25]. Cell capacity is mainly deduced from peaks amplitude
or area.
3. Experimentation
This section describes the experimental process of this study. Ageing process results and ICA
implementation are presented in the next section.
3.1. Accelerated Ageing Process
The first step of this study is to produce aged cells using an accelerated ageing process. 60 Ah
LiFePO4-C prismatic cells are charged and discharged using an EV driving cycle. The New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC), translated from speed profile to current profile using a small passenger car
model, is considered for discharging the battery up to 2.5 V. Discharge average rate is C/3. CC-CV
charge is then performed at a C/3 current, up to 3.7 V. In order to accelerate the capacity loss,
cells are stored in a climatic chamber at 50 ◦C, still respecting the manufacturer recommendations.
700 charge-discharge cycles were done to reach 30% of capacity loss (i.e., SoH = 70%).
Charge and discharge cycles are done using a power test bench. Two cells are connected in series
on each channel to increase the aged cell number.
An industrial battery management system (BMS) made by the manufacturer EVE System was
adapted to the experiment and used to perform voltage, current and temperature continuous recording
during cycling ageing. This point is very important: all dataset used to develop SoH algorithms are
from an industrial BMS, with measures representatives of a real situation. The measurement accuracies
are 1 mV for voltage, 0.1 A for current and less than 1 degree for temperature. The BMS also manages
the balancing process between two series cells at the end of charge process. Figure 3 illustrates the
BMS adapted with external 4-wires measures (2 for balancing circuit, 2 for voltage measurement).
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Figure 3. BMS with external measures.
In addition to cycling ageing, calendar ageing is also accomplished. Cells are kept at 50 ◦C,
fully charged, without voltage floating.
At the end of the accelerated ageing process, eight cells are produced (four cells per ageing type,
respectively at 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% SoH).
3.2. Electric Vehicle Charging Cycles
Once ageing cells are available, next step is to record different charging curves with environmental
variations. Indeed, the main goal of this study is to develop a SoH estimator robust to temperature,
current and DoD variations. Thus, several charging cycles are done and recorded with these 3
parameters separately varying. Only charging cycles are considered because, in an EV application,
charging is the most controlled and repetitive phase of the battery use to deduce SoH.
3.2.1. Variable Depth-of-Discharge (DoD)
An electric vehicle is usually partially discharged and then charged up to 100% SoC.
Depth-of-Discharge varies accordingly to the mission profile. DoD is rarely equal to 100%
(i.e., SoC = 0% at the beginning of charge), in the practical use of EV. As a consequence, different DoD
result in truncated charging curves and thus could significantly cause impact on the ICA algorithm.
To do so, 32 charging cycles are performed on different ageing cells with SoH ranging from 100%
down to 70% and DoD varying from 30% to 100% with a 10% step. Charging occurs always after a
partial discharge from 100% SoC. Charging profile is CC-CV at C/3. Charging temperature is 25 ◦C.
3.2.2. Variable Charging Current
Charging current can vary depending on the charge method using either vehicle internal charger
or quick external charger for example, but also on the electric outlet used. Whereas quick charging can
be considered as an exception in the vehicle life, the SoH estimator has to work for all charging current
supplied by the internal charger regardless of the electric outlet (i.e., usually with a current from C/10
to C/4).
Sixteen charging cycles are performed on different ageing cells with a SoH ranging from 100%
SoH down to 70% and with C/3, C/6, C/10 and C/20 currents. Temperature is set to 25 ◦C.
3.2.3. Variable Charging Temperature
The last parameter taken into account is the temperature. According to the manufacturer datasheet,
charging temperature can only vary from 0 ◦C to 40 ◦C. Outside these limits, charging is not possible.
Sixteen charging cycles are also performed on different ageing cells varying from 100% SoH down
to 70% SoH and at 5 ◦C, 10 ◦C, 20 ◦C and 40 ◦C, respectively. Charging current is set to C/3 in this case.
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4. Embedded ICA Implementation and Results
Most authors practice an ICA with a very low current (C/20 or lower) with a DoD of 100% to
record a fully defined curve and thus extract accurate information about ageing mechanisms. A C/20
charge is not acceptable for EV application. So, the aim of this study consists of proposing an IC
measurement that reflects the cell remaining capacity during normal operation of the vehicle. Moreover,
normal BMS measurements have to be precise for the chosen algorithm. ICA is then suitable for an
online SoH estimator, as the method only needs voltage, current and temperature inputs.
The first section shows the sensitivity of the ICA to the battery ageing for EV application.
The second part deals with the robustness of this estimator.
4.1. Capacity Estimation from ICA
Figure 4 shows several ICA curves from charging datasets of a C/LiFePO4 cell during the cycling
accelerated ageing process. The 100% DoD at 50 ◦C was chosen to accelerate ageing, even if it is not a
representative EV type of use. The C/3 constant current charging cycle is commonly used and allows
a full recharge in 3 hours. In Figure 4, the most obvious variation is a diminution of the last peak while
capacity reduces. This peak-3 decrease highlights a capacity loss due to loss of lithium inventory (LLI)
when the LiFePO4-C prismatic cells considered are charged and discharged using an EV driving cycle
(NEDC). The smaller decrease of the peaks 1 and 2 may indicate a lower loss of active material (LAM).
So, the decrease of the peak-3 area measured using ICA may provide an estimation of the capacity
fade and thus can be used as an efficient SoH estimator for the LiFePO4-C cells considered. A slight
right shift of the curves is also observed. It corresponds to an equivalent series resistance (ESR) rise.
During charging, this induce a voltage increase and thus a right shift of the ICA.
Figure 4. IC curves evolution during the cycling accelerated ageing (C/3 and 50 ◦C).
A first SoH estimator using ICA was proposed based on the peak 3 area. It can be easily
demonstrated that the area under the IC curve is an image of the cell capacity between two voltage








du = Q(u2)− Q(u1) (3)
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Figure 5. Integrated area function of the cell SoH.
A good estimate of SoH can be made with the area under peak 3. This latter phenomenon is fully
described on a dedicated paper [26]. Since peak 3 is amortized and shifted with aging, it is not easy to
calculate a representative area. In this paper, a robust protocol and method are proposed in order to
estimate the SoH.
The aim is to ensure the operation of the algorithm in all conditions and throughout the battery
state of health. To calculate this area, it is necessary to integrate the ICA curves between the two
voltages u1 and u2. As shown in Figure 4, the beginning of peak 3 shifts to higher potentials as
the battery ages. Moreover, since ICA is carried out for a positive current, this shift to the right
corresponds to an increase of the ESR. Any increase in the ESR leads to a shift to the right of the
integration terminals.
If the integration limits were fixed, the integrated area would not always correspond to peak
3’s window, but would eventually take into account a part of peak 2 that shifts to the right too.
An integration bounds detection algorithm has therefore been developed to overcome this issue.
This includes two following steps:
- Take the absolute maximum of the IC curve that corresponds to the maximum of peak 2. The first
voltage limit u1 is taken at this peak 2’s maximum instead of beginning of the peak 3 because
it allows for better detection of any deformation of peak 3 with ageing. Indeed, the beginning
of peak 3 may vanish with aging and therefore becomes difficult to detect. Contrarily, peak 2’s
maximum becomes more stable with aging.
- Define u2 at a fixed distance from u1, to ensure the area calculated under peak 3 is integrated over
a fixed voltage interval. Thus, a decrease in the integrated area corresponds to a loss of capacity
and not the integration width.
Regarding the operation conditions, this method leads to very good results and allows to compute
the remaining cell capacity with an error smaller than 2%. Figure 5 shows the area evolution as a
function of the remaining capacity. Note that the linearity is consistent with Equation (3). Once this
relation is known, it is possible to measure the cell capacity with computing the ICA in order to measure
the area and then, by using this law, obtain the capacity. The linearization of the measurements in
Figure 5 gives Equation (4).
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This estimator provides thus a SoH estimation in this quite ideal operation conditions with set
temperature, current and DoD. Next paragraphs propose a sensitivity analysis of this latter estimator
to these parameters to be implemented on an EV application.
SoH (in%) =
ICA area (in% of new cell area) + 141.6
2.43
(4)
4.2. Implementation Robust to Charging Cycles Variations
4.2.1. Depth of Discharge Effect on ICA
The depth of discharge is first investigated considering usual DoD for EV application ranging
from 50% to 100%. Three ICA curves with different DoD are presented in Figure 6 for a SoH = 80%.
Charging current is C/3 and temperature is set to 25 ◦C. Two main observations can be established.
The DoD has a significant impact on the ICA curve shape and thus the peak 3 area. It is worth
mentioning that the third peak is not well defined at C/3 when DoD becomes larger. Likewise, only a
partial ICA is recorded and thus the low voltage part of the ICA is not available when the DoD is lower
(i.e., SoC is high at the beginning of the charge). These observations highlight that the area under the
ICA may depend on the DoD.
Figure 6. IC curves deformation function of the DoD (C/3-25 ◦C-SoH 80%).
This latter point is very critical for an EV application. To overcome this issue, the SoH estimator
has to be the most robust possible to any variation of the DoD. As explained in Section 2, ICA peaks
corresponds to voltage plateaus on the UCell = f (SoC) curve and may be related to the cohabitation of
two graphite phases. Regarding the EV application, at relatively high charging current, the graphite
electrode never reaches the thermodynamic stability during the charging at C/3 rate and thus, graphite
phases are not well defined. In our application, the IC measurement cannot be performed under
perfect thermodynamic condition leading to artefacts on the IC curves. Conversely, at low charging
rate (e.g. C/20), the DoD does not have a significant impact on the ICA. Nevertheless, this latter effect
of the DoD is beyond the scope of the paper.
In the case of an EV charging cycle, the charging current cannot be low enough to allow the DoD
impact to be neglected. The developed solution is to add a pause during the charge, just prior to the
ICA peak 2 at a SoC close to 50%. This allows the graphite electrode to reach the thermodynamic
stability before the charge continues and ICA is computed. So, the graphite electrode is closer to the
stability state than without the pause. Moreover, as the pause is always done at the same state (prior to
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peak 2), ICA is computed in similar conditions whatever the DoD. The optimal pause time to reach a
satisfying stability in a reduce time was experimentally determined to be 30 minutes. The battery is
placed in an open circuit during those 30 minutes. Nevertheless, a C/3 charge with a 30-minute pause
remains much quicker than a C/20 charge without pause. Moreover, the SoH identification will not be
done systematically with each recharge of the vehicle but occasionally.
Figure 7 shows different ICA with different DoD and with a pause of 30 minutes prior ICA peak
2. Curves are very close together and much better defined than in previous case (see Figure 6).
 
Figure 7. IC curves for different DoD and a pause of 30 minutes prior ICA peak 2.
Using this new ICA algorithm including a pause on aged cells with SoH ranging from 100% down
to 70% at a C/3 charging current and a DoD between 80% and 60%, the remaining cell capacity is
estimated within 4% error. Figure 8 illustrates the linear law (cf. Equation (5)) linking the measured
area under the ICA and the cell capacity. It is important to note that for each SoH, several measurements
are performed with different DoD. Nonetheless, the linear behavior observed in Figure 8 still remains
valid with our new algorithm and the relevance of the pause is illustrated through the estimated area
for a given capacity and for various DoD.
Cell capacity (in Ah) =




Figure 8. Measured area function of cell capacity for various DoD and with pause before peak 2
(C/3-25 ◦C).
4.2.2. Charging Current Effect on ICA
As previously introduced, the pause before the ICA peak 2 allows the graphite electrode to reach
the thermodynamic stability prior to the ICA measurement. It is now proven that this pause is an
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efficient method to get similar ICA curves whatever the DoD, as it deletes the “history” of the cycle.
This section investigates the charging C-rate impact because high charging current has a similar effect
on the thermodynamic stability of graphite. Figure 9 presents IC curves of a SoH = 80% cell with
different charging current and without the pause prior to peak 2. ICA deformation and peak shifting
are distinctly noticeable. As shown in Figure 9, the charging current rate has a significant impact on
the IC curves. Surprisingly, peak 3 starts to disappear when the C-rate increases. To overcome this
issue, the same solution (pause before peak 2) is thus used to make the ICA from peak 2 maximum
uniform, whatever the charging current.
Figure 9. ICA deformation function of the charging current (100% DoD-25 ◦C-SoH 80%).
A second effect of the charging current is a right or left shift of ICA curves. Because of the cell ESR,
in charge, the higher the current is, the higher the measured voltage. Nevertheless, as integration limits
(from peak 2 maximum) are dynamically detected, this right shift does not impact the measured area.
Figure 10 sums up final results with the pause before peak 2. As for DoD impact, the pause allows
to measure very close areas whatever the charging current and lead to a 3% accurate SoH estimator.
Equation (6) gives the linear fit of the equation, linking cell capacity to the ICA area.
Cell capacity (in Ah) =




Figure 10. Measured area function of cell capacity for various charging currents and with pause before
peak 2 (100% DoD-25 ◦C).
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4.2.3. Temperature Effect on ICA
The last parameter studied in this work is the temperature. As a majority of chemical reactions, the
graphite lithiation is activated by the temperature. In addition, the cell ESR reduces with temperature
increase. Figure 11 shows different ICA with the pause before peak 2 and at different temperatures.
The ESR variation is clearly visible. Another interesting point is the fact that the pause before peak
2 is not sufficient to cancel the effect of the temperature on the graphite lithiation: ICA at a high
temperature is still better defined and the area is bigger. Figure 12 represents the area integrated as
a function of the cell capacity and for different temperatures (Equation (7) gives the mean linear fit).
This confirms the trend of the Figure 11 regarding the fact that the area is higher at high temperatures.
Figure 11. Temperature impact on ICA with pause prior to peak 2 (C/3-100% DoD-SoH 80%).
 
Figure 12. Measured area function of cell capacity for various temperatures and with pause before
peak 2 (C/3-100% DoD).
It is thus not possible to have a single linear law giving the cell capacity from the measured
area. Instead of this, a temperature compensation of the law is used. Offset and slope of the law are
indexed to the temperature. Using this method, a 4% accurate SoH estimator is obtained with several
different cells.
Cell capacity (in Ah) =
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5. Conclusions and Outlook
A powerful nonintrusive state-of-health estimator based on ICA measurement is proposed.
This estimator is implementable on classic BMS for EV application and robust to DoD, current and
temperature changes. In this work, a complete experimental part including accelerated ageing and
many charge cycles with temperature, current and DoD variations was performed. A deep analysis of
the impact of these latter parameters on the ICA was investigated to propose an innovative method to
get the remaining capacity using embedded ICA. Most of previously papers using ICA as capacity
estimator are not able to propose a method to obtain the cell capacity from partially discharged cells
regardless the environmental conditions of the measure. Using the pause prior to peak 2 allows
estimating the remaining capacity with a 4% accuracy even though the temperature ranges between 5
◦C and 40 ◦C, with the current between C/20 and C/3, and the DoD between 80% and 60%.
The calibration of the capacity law function of the ICA area was done using a 60Ah C/LiFePO4
cell. The same ageing process and same environmental variations measures were also done on
another C/LiFePO4 of 72 Ah from another manufacturer. It was demonstrated that the same law is
efficient for both cells. This point is very interesting and means that it is not necessary to proceed to a
time-consuming ageing process to calibrate the law in case of the use of a new cell. It also suggests an
interesting robustness if a cell manufacturer can process the change. Finally, the same methodology
(with some adaptations) was implemented on lithium manganese oxide batteries with a SoH estimation
accurate within 4% [27].
Present work focused on separately variations only. Temperature, DoD and current effect were
studied unitarily. Next part of this work will be to assemble all variations in a unique law and to
check its efficiency in EV conditions. The final validation step will be to integrate the algorithm in an
embedded BMS and to check its efficiency during a long period of use on a real EV. It should lead
to a more accurate state-of-charge computation and thus should allow to reduce the safety margin,
increasing the range of the vehicle.
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Abstract: Automobile dependency and the inexorable proliferation of electric vehicles (EVs) compels
accurate predictions of cycle life across multiple usage conditions and for multiple lithium-ion battery
systems. Synthetic driving cycles have been essential in accumulating data on EV battery lifetimes.
However, since battery deterioration is path-dependent, the representability of synthetic cycles must
be questioned. Hence, this work compared three different synthetic driving cycles to real driving
data in terms of mimicking actual EV battery degradation. It was found that the average current
and charge capacity during discharge were important parameters in determining the appropriate
synthetic profile, and traffic conditions have a significant impact on cell lifetimes. In addition, a stage
of accelerated capacity fade was observed and shown to be induced by an increased loss of lithium
inventory (LLI) resulting from irreversible Li plating. New metrics, the ratio of the loss of active
material at the negative electrode (LAMNE) to the LLI and the plating threshold, were proposed as
possible predictors for a stage of accelerated degradation. The results presented here demonstrated
tracking properties, such as capacity loss and resistance increase, were insufficient in predicting cell
lifetimes, supporting the adoption of metrics based on the analysis of degradation modes.
Keywords: incremental capacity analysis; lithium-ion; electric vehicles; driving cycles; cell degradation
1. Introduction
Because of its isolation, Hawai’i has been on the forefront of the sustainable energy movement,
as evidenced by the Hawai’i Clean Energy Initiative, which endeavors to have 100% clean energy both
on the grid and in all ground transportation by 2045. Reaching that goal will involve more renewable
energy sources being incorporated into the grid and more electric vehicles (EVs) on the roads. Success
will hinge on the integration and the combination of these technologies. What gets lost is how this
integration, combination, and escalation in use will affect the durability of lithium-ion batteries that
are essential to the efficacy of both.
What is more, battery degradation is path-dependent [1]. Different driving, storage, and charging
conditions can all lead the battery down different paths of degradation. Hence, while testing for the
effect of the evolving usage of EV batteries, it is crucial to evaluate correctly the impact of driving and
not to just base prognoses on capacity loss or resistance increase. Several synthetic driving profiles
were proposed in the literature to determine the range and durability of EV batteries, but a comparison
with the real degradation upon driving was, to the best of our knowledge, never reported. Knowing
the path dependency of degradation, it is essential to determine how well these profiles simulate
typical real-world driving behavior.
The most common driving profiles are tested in this work: the Federal Urban Driving Schedule
(FUDS), which a US standard, the dynamic stress test (DST), which is a simplified version of the
FUDS cycle [2], and the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), which is a European standard. Using
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properties such as capacity fade at C/35 as metrics, the measurements from these profiles are compared
to the results from real driving data from the Hawai’i Natural Energy Institute’s (HNEI) in-house
60,000 miles database [3] gathered in the early 2000s. In this work, a set of 30 commutes is used for two
different tests that are compared to elucidate any effect of traffic. For the first test, a single commute
with similar characteristics (power and average discharge current) to the synthetic cycles is chosen;
while, for the second test, the entire set of commutes is used.
In addition, the mechanistic model detailed in previous work [4] and incremental capacity (IC)
analyses were employed to determine if degradation of the cells subjected to simulated driving profiles
differed from reality. IC analysis can enhance subtle changes in a cell’s electrochemical behavior
during aging [5], and it has been used to define degradation processes in different types of battery
systems [6] and in different real-world scenarios [1,7–9]. This analysis is non-destructive [6] and
can be used in operando [9,10] to provide real-time diagnoses. The novelty of this diagnostic and
prognostic technique lies in its ability to anticipate breaks in initial trends and relate them with physical
phenomena [1,9,11]. Other prognostic techniques have issues with dynamic conditions and sudden
changes in cell properties [12].
This study aims to elucidate any significant discrepancies between simulated and real driving
outcomes, expose the effect of traffic conditions, diagnose the cell as it ages throughout driving,
and discover a technique to better predict cell lifetimes. The work presented here is part of ongoing
research that delves into the effect of grid–vehicle interactions on the performance of Li-ion batteries
and facilitates the determination of the causes of cell deterioration and the accurate prediction of
capacity loss during real-world use. The knowledge gained is expected to provide suggestions that will
improve property retention via highlighting best practices. The overall project, which spans several
publications [1,13,14], is meant to investigate EV battery degradation when it is being driven, resting,
charging, or interacting with the grid. Such complete understanding is essential to achieve the goal of
100% clean energy.
2. Materials and Methods
Panasonic cylindrical 3350 mAh NCR 18650B batteries were used in this work. They were
consistent with the type of cells used by EVs such as the Tesla Model S [15,16]. A set of 15 batteries
were selected from a batch of 100. Details on the entire batch of cylindrical 18650-size graphite
(GIC)/LiNixCo1-x-yAlyO2 (NCA) cells, as well as the cell-to-cell variation analysis, were presented in
previous work [13,17]. The properties of the 15 cells chosen for this investigation were within the
outlier boundaries of the cell-to-cell variation distribution [13].
As described in a previous publication [13], all cells were subjected to initial conditioning and
characterization tests prior to the beginning of the experiment. Following these formation cycles and
before the start of the duty cycle testing, a reference performance test (RPT) consisting of C/35, C/5,
and C/3 full cycles was performed on all cells [13]. All RPTs and duty cycles were performed in an
Amerex IC500-R chamber, which was set at 25 ◦C. During testing, the skin temperatures of each of the
cells were recorded. The average skin temperature was 25.1 ± 0.95 ◦C. The voltage range tested was
2.5 to 4.2 V. The formation cycles were performed by a 40-channel Arbin BT-5HC tester, while the first
RPTs were performed using a Biologic BCS-815 battery cycler. The following duty cycles and RPTs
were carried out by a 40-channel Arbin BT-5HC tester.
The duty cycles consisted of a full charge at a constant C/5 rate followed by a constant voltage step
with a 65 mA cut-off and a 2 h rest step. The cells were then discharged by applying the appropriate
driving cycle as a power profile scaled to a maximum power of 400 W/kg (the U.S. Advanced Battery
Consortium, USABC, goal). The synthetic power profiles for the DST and FUDS were taken from the
USABC manual [2], while the NEDC power profile was extracted from literature [18]. Those three
synthetic driving cycles are shown in Figure 1 with one of the real driving profiles (RD1). RD1 was
the portion of the real-world data whose values for average discharge current (Table 1) most closely
equaled synthetic cycles.
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Figure 1. The power profiles for the dynamic stress test (DST), Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS),
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), and real driving-1 (RD1) cycles.












Dynamic Stress Test (DST) −0.68 C/4.8 4.03 0.51 3.29
Federal Urban Driving
Schedule (FUDS) −0.70 C/4.6 3.74 0.56 3.20
New European Driving




−0.73 C/4.5 4.12 0.03 3.03
RD2: real driving
(complete dataset) −0.45 C/7.3 6.73 0.04 3.01
Figure 2 showcases the power profiles from several commutes similar to RD1 but with different
traffic conditions. The real driving data were obtained from vehicles with limited regenerative braking.
RD1 testing consisted of the single commute repeated over and over, while RD2 testing consisted of a
set of 30 unique commutes in a loop.
All the driving cycles were applied continuously, end-to-end until the end-of-discharge (EOD)
condition was met. For the cells subjected to the RD2 discharge, each of the commutes were applied for
the same amount of time. The EOD condition was a measured cell voltage of less than 2.5 V. The cells
rested for 4 h prior to a full charge, after which the cells were discharged with the same power profile
again. Cycling was periodically interrupted to perform RPTs. Initially, cycling was interrupted every
four weeks, but that decreased as the cell aged and exhibited significant capacity loss. Testing was
stopped when the cell exhibited a capacity loss of at least 20% at C/35. The polarization resistance of
the cells was estimated from the IR drop induced by the C/3 discharge using Ohm’s law. The total test
time of the cells ranged from 10 to 16 months. Three cells for each of the five driving profiles were
tested to assess reproducibility, for a total of 15 cells were used in the experiment.
Computer simulations were performed using the proprietary ‘alawa toolbox that served as a user
interface to facilitate application of the mechanistic degradation model [4]. Experimental validation
supporting the simulation results based on the loss of lithium inventory (LLI) and the loss of active
material (LAM) degradation modes has been reported by other groups [19–21]. More details in the
emulation process and the analysis of the data can be found in previous work [1,13].
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Figure 2. The power profiles from the real driving data (RD1 and RD2) selected from the Hawai’i
Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) database.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 3 plots the average normalized capacity and resistance increase for the driving conditions
versus exchanged capacity. Initially, all cells lost capacity linearly (R2 > 0.98) at about 0.008% ± 0.001%
per Ah of exchanged capacity or 0.023% ± 0.003% per cycle. All 15 cells experienced an accelerated
stage of degradation, 0.05% ± 0.02% per Ah of exchanged capacity, after a capacity loss of around 10%.
This second stage of aging was predicted in a previous work using the ‘alawa toolbox [1]. The cell
with the longest lifetime was subjected to the RD2 profile and proceeded to the accelerated aging
stage after over 20% capacity loss, but most reached that stage by 11%. The cells subjected to the
NEDC and RD1 driving cycles failed on average sooner than the others. Those cells reached the
second stage of aging at an average exchanged capacity of 1191 ± 183 and 1216 ± 199 Ah, respectively.
These values corresponded to around 350 cycles, in line with what was observed for C/1 charges and
discharges [22]. Those profiles were also the ones that were charged the least during driving (see
Table 1), indicating that regenerative braking could help capacity retention. This result corroborated
what was found in literature [23]. The cells subjected to the DST and FUDS profiles experienced onset
of the accelerated aging stage at similar values of capacity exchanged (1438 ± 38 and 1490 ± 78 Ah,
respectively, and around 450 cycles). This outcome was unsurprising since DST was derived from
FUDS [2]. The RD2 cells were cycled the longest before succumbing to the second stage (2146 ± 251 Ah,
650 cycles). These cells were subjected to a lower average discharge current (see Table 1), which might
account for their comparatively long cell lifetimes.
In the initial stage, resistance increased more in the cells aged with the real driving profiles than
the simulated ones (Figure 3b). It must be noted that the cells with the highest rates of resistance
increase (RD2) were the ones with the longest lives. This highlighted that resistance increase and
life expectancy were not correlated. Resistance increased linearly during the first stage of aging,
then escalated nonlinearly in the second stage of degradation. Although there was an increase in rate
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of change of the resistance during the second stage of aging, in general, the disparity between stages
was not as pronounced as the one seen in the plot of the capacity fade (Figure 3a).
 
Figure 3. Plots of the average (a) normalized capacity and (b) resistance increase for each of the driving
profiles vs. exchanged capacity.
Most interestingly, there was a considerable difference (>900 Ah or 275 cycles on average) between
the final exchanged capacity of the cells subjected to the RD1 and RD2 profiles revealing a sizeable
effect of traffic on property retention. This average difference between driving profiles was the largest
in the experiment. From the C-rates of those two profiles (Table 1), time to complete discharge could
vary by 3 h. As a consequence of these observations, it was reasonable to conclude that not one cycling
profile with a fixed set of properties could account for the breadth of real driving outcomes. It may
be possible to simulate the range of cell lifetimes by adjusting parameters, such as the maximum
power, of a single driving cycle. Although, this range of outcomes may indicate unique degradation
mechanisms leading to failure. Diagnosis of the cells was performed to illuminate disparities in the
degradation induced by the five duty cycles.
To diagnose the cells, IC analysis was employed in conjunction with the features of interest
approach [10,24] to quantify the different degradation modes and determine path dependency.
This analysis was shown to identify metallic lithium deposition [7] as well as gas evolution in cells [11].
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An extensive discussion on the IC analysis for these cells was previously published [14] and will not be
repeated here.
Figure 4a shows the representative IC curve evolution of the C/35 charge. The most noticeable
change to the IC signatures during the first few months of cycle aging was the disappearance of a
local minimum, or arch, between 3.7 and 3.8 V. Figure 4b–e compares the IC curves at 5%, 10%, 15%,
and 20% capacity loss for all the cells. Overall, the evolution of the curves was similar. At 5% capacity
loss, the arch was barely visible (Figure 4b) and completely gone by 10% loss (Figure 4c). There was
a sharp peak at low voltages that shrank and shifted to higher voltages during aging, but it did not
quite disappear, even at 20% loss (Figure 4e). A slow shift to higher voltages of the beginning of
charge was also observed, but there was no shift in the end-of-charge (EOC) voltage. It must be noted,
however, that differences between duty cycles were visible in the IC curves at 15% and 20% capacity
loss. The highest voltage peak between 4.1 and 4.2 V flattened with age more in the cells exposed to
the real driving cycles (RD1 and RD2) than the synthetic ones. In addition, except for one of the RD1
cells, cycle aging with the real driving profiles caused a greater voltage shift and intensity decrease to
the peak at 3.4 V. These disparities suggested that real-world battery degradation might not be the
same as synthetically induced degradation.
 
Figure 4. (a) Representative incremental capacity (IC) curve evolution up to 20% capacity loss. (b–e)
Representative IC curves for each of the driving profiles at 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% capacity loss.
Quantifying changes to the IC curves allowed determination of relative magnitudes of degradation
modes occurring during aging, uncovering the differences in the effect of the five driving cycles.
Similar to previous work [1], experimental changes were compared to the emulated IC evolution of a
single mode using the ‘alawa toolbox and the degradation table (Figure 5) [14]. No single degradation
matched the experimental variations; therefore, degradation was induced by a combination of separate
modes. This complex combination included the loss of lithium inventory, loss of active material at
both electrodes (LAMPE and LAMNE for the positive and negative electrodes, respectively), and some
kinetic limitations (rate degradation factor, RDF). Scanning all the possible contributions would require
an enormous amount of calculation [10], but a careful observation of Figures 4a and 5 reduced the
number of cases to consider and allowed direct quantification of LLI, LAMPE, and the rate degradation
factor at the negative electrode (RDFNE).
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Figure 5. Simulated evolution of the IC curves for each of the prominent degradation modes generated
by the ‘alawa program. More details are available in a previous work [14].
First, it can be deduced that capacity fade was not caused by loss of active material. Capacity
loss from LAMNE would shift and change the features at the end-of-charge (the peak above 4 V),
and capacity fade from LAMPE would make the sharp peak between 3.3 and 3.4 V disappear—none of
which were observed experimentally. Therefore, capacity loss was solely induced by LLI. As a result,
LLI could be estimated directly from capacity loss. LLI was found to increase linearly during the
initial aging stage to about 10% loss for most of the cells, then the value rose dramatically during the
second stage.
Second, the decrease in intensity at 4 V could be used as a direct indicator of LAMPE (Figure 5)
since it was the only degradation that was shown to affect this intensity without receding the highest
voltage peak. With exception of the RD2 cells, the LAMPE remained below 10% during the initial
stage. During the initial stage of aging, the real driving cycles induced LAMPE at a faster rate than
the synthetic cycles. At an exchanged capacity of 1000 Ah when all the cells were at the initial stage,
the difference was about 2.5%. This degradation mode also accelerated during the secondary stage
following the trend in capacity loss, though its value was always less than LLI regardless of the
driving cycle.
Third, according to the ‘alawa simulation and Figure 5, the disappearance of the arch between 3.7
and 3.8 V could only be attributed to decreasing reaction kinetics at the negative electrode, as all the
other degradation modes only shifted this feature to lower or higher voltages. Thus, quantifying this
change as the cell aged could allow direct estimation of the RDFNE. It had to be noted that, according
to simulations, the intensity of the arch increased then plateaued with increasing RDFNE (inset of
Figure 6); therefore, after reaching the plateau beyond a value of 10, the RDFNE could not be estimated.
Experimental data exhibited the plateau, but also a decrease in arch intensity after the second stage of
aging started (Figure 6). This decrease in arch intensity during the second stage was unlikely to be
induced by improving reaction kinetics at the negative electrode. Hence, the intensity change within
this voltage range during the stage of accelerated capacity fade must be caused by some combination of
all the degradation modes. The arch intensity decrease was not observed in previous work [1] since the
cycle-aged cells experienced less than 10% capacity loss and did not undergo this level of degradation.
The approach of the RDFNE towards the plateau value was considered as an indicator of the changes
to come, but the RD2 cells were among the first to reach the plateau value (Figure 6) yet remained at
that level for a couple hundred cycles. All cells reached the RDFNE plateau at different exchanged
capacity values, and no distinctions between driving cycles were discerned using this metric.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the arch intensity during the initial stage of degradation for all the cells tested vs.
the exchanged capacity. The inset is a plot of the simulated intensity variation vs. rate degradation
factor at the negative electrode (RDFNE).
The last parameter to decipher was LAMNE. LAMNE could not be estimated automatically from
any single feature on the IC curve because of its combined effect with all other degradation modes.
Based on the abovementioned assumptions, the relative values of three of the degradation modes, LLI,
LAMPE, and RDFNE, were calculated and used to fit the IC curves for all the cells as they aged. Those
simulations were performed with various amounts of LAMNE, with 1% intervals, until the best fit to
experimental data was obtained (Figure 7a). Since this was the only degradation mode that had to
be obtained manually, the estimated values may not have been as reliable as the others, because it
accounted for all (or a big part of) fitting errors from the other mechanisms. Initially, little to no LAMNE
was needed to fit the experimental curves. However, as the cell aged, the LAMNE value became more
significant. Figure 7b compares the experimental and the simulated IC curves with no LAMNE (solid
red curve) and 15% LAMNE (solid blue curve) at the start of the second aging stage for one of the
cells. Adding LAMNE better simulated the shape and position of the peaks at low and high voltages
(at 3.4 and 4.1 V, respectively) without significantly changing the fit of the features between those
two peaks. The LAMNE value shifted the peak around 3.4 V, and this shift was necessary to simulate
the experimental IC curves approaching and during the second stage of aging. There were no clear
differences in the LAMNE induced by the five duty cycles during the initial aging stage. All LAMNE
values increased considerably at the onset of the second stage of aging for each cell.
 
Figure 7. (a) Representative fits for the experimental IC curves at the start and end of the initial stage
of aging. (b) Fits for the experimental IC curves at the end of the initial stage of aging with and without
considering the loss of active material at the negative electrode (LAMNE).
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To highlight differences in degradation caused by the five driving profiles, the cells were analyzed
at a similar point in their aging process: the transition from the initial to the advanced aging stage.
Hence, the degradation modes for all the cells at the onset of the second stage were calculated and
summarized in a spider plot, presented in Figure 8. The plot revealed that the real driving profiles
degraded the battery differently than the synthetic ones, with the former on average inducing more
LAMPE and LAMNE. The RD1 and RD2 profiles induced 6.2% ± 1.4% and 10.2% ± 2.6% LAMPE,
respectively, while the average LAMPE caused by the synthetic driving cycles at the transition was
4.7% ± 0.5%. In the case of the negative electrode, the RD1 and RD2 profiles induced 15.5% ± 1.3%
and 19.5% ± 2.0% LAMNE, respectively, whereas the synthetic driving cycles induced an average
LAMNE of 14.5% ± 0.5% at the transition. Interestingly, the percent LLI caused by both real driving
profiles was higher at the transition (11.9% ± 1.7% for RD1 and 17.8% ± 3.2% for RD2) than the loss
of lithium inventory induced by the synthetic ones (10.6% ± 0.3% for DST, 10.5% ± 0.3% for FUDS,
and 9.9% ± 1.6% for NEDC) despite, on average, the RD1 cells advancing to the second stage sooner
than all the other cells, while the RD2 cells reached the transition the latest. Thus, the magnitude of
LLI did not portend the coming of a secondary aging stage, as the average LLI value of the RD2 cells at
the onset was much higher than the others. There was a clear difference between degradation induced
by the two real driving cycles. Conversely, the distinction between degradation caused by DST and
FUDS was negligible. The average LAMNE caused by both driving cycles was equal (14.6% ± 0.2%),
and the average RDFNE values were very close (7.7% ± 1.9% for DST vs. 7.6% ± 1.7% for FUDS).
This comparison proved similar aging paths led to similar degradation.
Figure 8. Spider plot of the calculated degradation modes at the onset of the accelerated stage of aging
for all 15 cells.
Although the values varied, there were clear trends for each of the degradation modes irrespective
of the driving cycle. Figure 9 presents the results of the IC curve analysis throughout aging for one of
the cells. The plots revealed the representative trend that the degradation modes followed as all the
cells aged. LLI, LAMPE, and LAMNE all accelerated, seemingly exponentially, during the secondary
stage. As the cell aged, the LAMNE value increased until it equaled or surpassed the LLI. The RDFNE
value tended to reach its plateau value before the acceleration of the other degradation modes. Beyond
this point, RDFNE could not be estimated correctly.
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Figure 9. Plot of the calculated degradation modes vs. exchanged capacity for one cell subjected to the
DST profile illustrating the representative trends of each.
In brief, none of the synthetic driving cycles adequately simulated the effect of either of the real
driving profiles in terms of cell lifetime or degradation. There was a range of outcomes from the real
driving data made evident by the difference in the capacity loss, resistance, and degradation mode
calculations, elucidating the impact of traffic conditions and further complicating the representability
of synthetic cycling. In contrast, those same metrics indicated the DST and FUDS cycles aged the
cells almost identically. The cells aged with NEDC cycle exhibited similar lifetimes to the RD1 cells
but with a different degradation profile. Despite the relative values being dissimilar, the degradation
modes followed the same general trend for all cells, suggesting that the range in property retention
and degradation can be mimicked by identifying and adjusting certain cycle parameters such as the
maximum power.
The quantified degradation modes were then investigated further to determine the cause of the
accelerated aging. This battery chemistry has been shown to be susceptible to fast capacity fade
instigated by lithium deposition [25]. In a previous work [1], it was hypothesized that when the
effect of the LAMNE overcame the influence of the LLI, an accelerated stage of aging would transpire
brought on by plating and its repercussions [26]. Hence, the LAMNE value in relation to the LLI may
be significant as it could, nondestructively, hint at the possible initiation of the secondary stage of
degradation observed in the experiment. This hypothesis was developed from the states of charge
(SOC) of the electrodes at the full cell’s EOC voltage. The EOC condition was assumed to be attained
when the state of charge of the positive electrode (SOCPE) was 100%. As expected [27] and confirmed
by half-cell testing, the GIC negative electrode (NE) exhibited a higher capacity than the positive
electrode (PE). In other words, at full charge, the SOCPE was 100%, but the state of charge of the NE
(SOCNE) was greater than 0%, and the NE was not fully lithiated [4]. If lithium plating was to occur
during aging, provided that the resistance increase was limited (Figure 3b) and the cells were kept
at ambient temperature, the NE would have to lose enough active material to be unable to store the
totality of incoming lithium ions, Figure S1. As the cell approached full charge, SOCNE would be
0% before 100% SOC was reached by the PE, necessitating the deposition of lithium onto the NE.
Therefore, in battery chemistries with GIC as NE, for Li plating to occur, there must be a threshold
value at which the PE attains 100% SOC while SOCNE equals 0%. This threshold value was dubbed
the plating threshold (LAMNE,PT) and was influenced by the cell characteristics (loading ratio and
initial offset), the capacity loss, and the other degradation modes, LLI and LAMPE. Values above this
threshold would lead to deposition of lithium on the NE [4].
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The plating threshold, for LAMPEs < 10%, was estimated from EOC conditions of the graphite
using Equation (1). The derivation of this equation is provided in Supplementary Materials. It was
important to note that the lithium plating was completely irreversible, as evidenced by the absence
of additional electrochemical features in the voltage response during discharge [9,28–30] and the
shift in the voltage at the beginning of discharge to lower values (Figure 10). Lithium stripping was
not observed in the C/35 IC curves during the accelerated stage or even at failure for all the cells
tested. Hence, the plating only added to the rate of the LLI, which accelerated capacity fade. If only
irreversible lithium plating were to occur in these cells, the transition to the accelerated aging stage
would correspond with the point at which the plating threshold was reached. From this hypothesis,
the percent LAMNE during the second stage could be determined from Equation (1), where LRini is the
initial ratio between the capacities of the negative and positive electrodes or loading ratio, and OFSini is
the SOCPE offset, relative to the negative electrode, due to the formation of the SEI layer [4]. The term
in parentheses is constant and only depends on initial characteristics. The percentage of LLI, %LLI, is
the value that increases during aging. Using this equation, plating threshold values were estimated
throughout aging and compared to the LAMNE obtained manually from the best fit to the IC curves
(Figure 11). During initial aging, the LAMNE values estimated from the fit were well under the plating
threshold. However, at the onset of the second stage, the fit LAMNE percentages came within 2% of the
equation values, indicating that irreversible plating could lead to accelerating aging. This conclusion













Figure 10. Representative IC curve evolution of a cell aged to failure (>20% capacity loss)
during discharge.
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Figure 11. The percent LAMNE, plating threshold, and normalized capacity of the corresponding cell
as it aged.
Although diagnosis via IC analysis was achieved, accurate, reliable prognosis of lithium plating
was challenging because of the complexity and path dependency involved in cell degradation. Tracking
capacity and resistance were simply incapable of anticipating this phenomenon. From the evolution of
the IC curve, the disappearance of the arch feature between 3.7 and 3.8 V always occurred before the
transition in aging, but it could not be used to detect if the transition was forthcoming. Degradation
mode quantification led to a metric, LAMNE,PT, directly related to Li plating. Though promising,
plating threshold analysis needed further investigation for confirmation. Moreover, it was logical
to conclude a combination of metrics would be required for such a complicated prognosis. Hence,
data at the transition from the initial to the secondary stage were scrutinized further. As suggested by
a previous paper [1], the ratio of the LAMNE to the LLI may be a more decisive parameter in predicting
the relative lifetimes of these cells. As shown by Figure 12, the second stage began sooner for the cells
that exhibited a higher LAMNE: LLI ratio at the transition. The cell with the lowest ratio (RD2, cell 2)
exhibited a large decrease in capacity much later in life than the other cells. The LAMNE: LLI ratio was
significant phenomenologically because a value greater than one meant the plating threshold would
be reached during aging and prompted a precipitous dip in capacity. Once the cell reached this point,
the second stage of aging began, the loss of lithium inventory increased nonlinearly, and complete
deterioration of the battery quickly followed. This ratio in conjunction with the RDFNE value and the
plating threshold may lead to a non-heuristic approach to diagnosis and prognosis of batteries.
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Figure 12. Plot of the LAMNE: loss of lithium inventory (LLI) ratio versus the exchanged capacity at
the start of the accelerated aging stage for all cells tested.
4. Conclusions
This study addressed three important points for the battery community. First, it determined
whether synthetic driving cycles were representative of real driving. Second, it investigated the origin
of the second stage of aging. Third, it proposed metrics to forecast the inception of this second stage.
Based on conventional metrics of capacity and resistance, NEDC was the synthetic driving
profile that most closely replicated the trend in capacity fade caused by one of the real driving
profiles used in this study (RD1). Since the NEDC driving cycle had the lowest charge capacity
during discharge, it best simulated the capacity loss in EVs that traveled a regular daily commute.
However, any charge-while-driving technology can change this evaluation. Because of the below
average discharge current of real driving data from a varied commute (RD2), none of the synthetic
driving profiles reproduced the relatively long lifetimes of those cells. Therefore, it was found that
the average current and charge capacity during discharge were important parameters, and they
should be considered in determining the appropriate synthetic profile for any EV battery lifetime test.
More importantly, traffic greatly influenced cell degradation and cycle life. As a result, realistic EV
battery testing might also require looping several iterations of the same synthetic cycle at different
intensities since none of the synthetic cycles sufficiently imitated the range of lifetimes and degradation
profiles caused by real driving.
All cells experienced this second stage of aging, in which the capacity fade accelerated by more
than a factor of six. Changes to certain features in the charging IC curves during aging, such as the
decrease in the intensity of the arch between 3.7 and 3.8 V and the shifting of the sharp peak at 3.4 V,
were found to coincide with this steep increase in cell degradation. The accelerated aging stage was
forecasted by the ‘alawa software, which was used to quantify the degradation mechanisms at play in
previous studies. Using advanced IC analysis techniques, the cells were diagnosed with presenting
symptoms of irreversible lithium plating leading to the accelerated deterioration of properties.
It was found that the LAMNE: LLI ratio was an important parameter in diagnosing the cell.
Ratios greater than one were prerequisites to a second stage of aging characterized by lithium plating
and accelerated degradation if the plating was irreversible. Values close to or less than one can delay
or prevent the appearance of an accelerated aging stage. In addition, the LAMNE value, which is
needed to instigate Li plating at any moment of aging, can be calculated using the analysis outlined in
this paper.
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These findings also expose a critical flaw in conventional state of health (SOH) estimations.
SOH is usually defined from capacity loss and/or resistance increase, but this study showed that those
measurements were ineffective in predicting the second stage of degradation, consequently leaving the
devices vulnerable to unexpected cell failure. A different set of criteria incorporating new parameters
(such as the LAMNE: LLI ratio, potentially) might be crucial to accurately define SOH in the future.
The change in arch intensity, the plating threshold, and the ratio of the LAMNE to LLI were
identified as possible harbingers of lithium plating and imminent cell death. These metrics can be
evaluated in operando without opening the cell. Furthermore, property retention strategies can be
proposed based on these metrics. These are capabilities that the conventional examination of capacity
loss and resistance increase lack. Parameters based on IC analysis should be monitored and evaluated
collectively to determine if intervention, such as applying different rest conditions or preventing
complete charging, is required to lengthen cell lifetimes. This promising diagnosis and prognosis
technique will be used and refined in future investigations to predict Li-ion battery degradation
induced by different grid–EV interactions.
Supplementary Materials: The derivation of Equation (1) and Figure S1 are available online at www.mdpi.com/
2313-0105/5/2/42.
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Abstract: Herein, the post-mortem study on 16 Ah graphite//LiFePO4 pouch cells is reported. Aiming
to understand their failure mechanism, taking place when cycling at low temperature, the analysis of
the cell components taken from different portions of the stacks and from different positions in the
electrodes, is performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Also, the recovered electrodes are used to reassemble half-cells
for further cycle tests. The combination of the several techniques detects an inhomogeneous ageing
of the electrodes along the stack and from the center to the edge of the electrode, most probably due
to differences in the pressure experienced by the electrodes. Interestingly, XPS reveals that more
electrolyte decomposition took place at the edge of the electrodes and at the outer part of the cell
stack independently of the ageing conditions. Finally, the use of high cycling currents buffers the low
temperature detrimental effects, resulting in longer cycle life and less inhomogeneities.
Keywords: lithium-ion; batteries; ageing; post-mortem analysis
1. Introduction
Li-ion batteries are required to operate for thousands cycles in a wide temperature range to
satisfy the market and end-user expectations. Usually accelerated ageing protocols are performed
to speed-up the degradation processes in order to study, in a relatively short time, the influence of
key parameters (such as temperature, charge/discharge rates, state of charge (SOC), cut-off voltages)
on the battery performance and to predict battery lifetime [1]. Performance degradation is mainly
attributed to complex chemical processes involving active and non-active electrode components and
the electrolyte. In part, they occur at the electrode/electrolyte interface due to the electrochemical
instability of the electrolyte at low (below 1 V) and high (above 4 V) voltages [2,3]. If the formation of a
solid electrolyte interface (SEI) at the anode is pivotal for ensuring battery operation, the uncontrolled
growth of this layer during cell lifetime contributes to the capacity decrease as the Li inventory
(corresponding to the cathode capacity) is continuously depleted [4]. Loss of lithium inventory (LLI)
can also be due to its deposition at the anode close to 0 V. This can happen in case of non-ideal
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cell’s capacity balance (normally a negative to positive capacity ratio ≥1.1 is used), or upon fast
charging at low temperature [5,6]. In addition, transition metals can be leached out of the cathode
structure, especially at high voltage where the reactivity between the delithiated cathode surface
and the electrolyte is the highest, inducing the active material leaching (LAM) resulting in the anode
poisoning [7,8]. Furthermore, the mechanical failure of the electrode and the loss of electric contact
generate electrochemically inactive areas [9] that adds to the LAM. Ageing tests can be followed by cell
autopsy and post-mortem analysis. Cell disassembly is generally conducted on the discharged cells to
limit the risk of thermal runaway. There is no standard procedure available and thus different methods,
depending on the cell architecture, are used to open the cell in an inert atmosphere to avoid altering
the physical-chemical state of the cell components [10]. The samples have to be carefully labelled
to track their position in the stack (in stacked cells) or in the jelly-roll (for wound cells). A series of
analytical techniques are then combined to find out the morphological, chemical and electrochemical
modifications that occurred in the components upon ageing [11].
Herein, we focus on the post-mortem analysis of stacked 16 Ah graphite//LiFePO4 pouch cells
designed for automotive applications and produced within the European project SPICY (Silicon
and polyanionic chemistries and architectures of Li-ion cell for high energy battery). The cells were
subjected to cycle ageing (between 0% and 100% SOC) at different charge current rates and temperatures
(Figure S1). The results obtained at 5 ◦C, which is a moderately low temperature easily experienced in
electric vehicle (EV) applications, were surprising as a low C-rate led to lower cycle life when compared
to ageing results at 25 ◦C. That it is why cells cycled at 5 ◦C, were investigated deeply. Portions of
the cell components, especially the electrodes, were analysed before and after ageing using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), X-rays diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS),
and used to reassemble half-cells cells to determine the evolution of their electrochemical properties.
The tests were conducted using electrode parts taken from different portion of the stacks and from
different positions in the electrodes (edge vs. center) to detect non-homogeneous ageing effects.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Description of Cells, Ageing Conditions and Initial Visual Inspection of Components
The cells specifications are reported in Table 1. The cells were aged by cycling with a constant
charge current (0.3C or 2C) between 0% and 100% SOC (i.e., between 2.5 V and 3.6 V) at 5 ◦C inside a
ventilated climatic chamber. The discharge C-rate is kept the same (1C). The tests were interrupted
regularly to run a performance test at room temperature (RT) to follow up on the evolution of the
cell’s characteristics. The cell state of health (SOH) was determined from a 1C discharge constant
current/constant voltage (CC-CV) test performed during this reference test.
Table 1. Cells specifications.
Parameter Description
Cathode active material Cathode composition (37 sheets)
Cathode areal capacity LiFePO4 (LFP) LFP/C/PVDF = 90.5/5/4.5 2.3 mAh/cm
2/face
Anode active material Anode composition (38 sheets)
Anode areal capacity Graphite (Gr) Gr/C/CMC/SBR = 96/0/2/2 2.5 mAh/cm
2/face
Electrolyte composition 1 M LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC (1:1:3 vol.) + 2 wt. % VC
Separator (76 sheets) Celgard® PE/PP 2325 (Celgard, LLC)
Format Soft prismatic (pouch-cell)
Weight 394 g
Average capacity at RT @C @C/10 14.7 Ah 16.2 Ah
Specific energy at RT @C 115 Wh/kg
@C/10 134 Wh/kg
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Acronyms: LFP = LiFePO4; C = conductive carbon; PVDF = Polyvinylidendifluoride; Gr =
graphite; CMC = Sodium carboxymethylcellulose; SBR = Styrene Butadiene Rubber; LiPF6 = Lithium
hexafluorophosphate EC = Ethylencarbonate; PC = Propylencarbonate; DMC = Dimethylcarbonate;
VC = vinylcarbonate; PE/PP = Polyethylene/polypropylene.
The ageing protocol was interrupted when the cell loses at least 20% of its initial capacity. As the
SOH is calculated during the performance test, it was not possible to interrupt the ageing at the exact
same SOH value. Nevertheless, they have very close SOH values (79.7% and 72%).
Table 2 summarizes the results of the ageing phase. The total capacity throughput indicates
the total capacity (charge and discharge) that the cells have cycled during ageing (including the
performance test). The equivalent cycle number is obtained by dividing the total capacity throughput
by the capacity of one complete cycle (about 32 Ah). Three cells were used for the study: a cell that
performed only the formation protocol (named fresh cell) and two cells aged by cycling at 5 ◦C and
0.3C (named Cell A) or 2C (named Cell B).
Table 2. State of health (SOH), total capacity throughput, equivalent cycle number, time required for
ageing and voltage of the cells before disassembly.
Ageing Parameters Fresh Cell Cell A Cell B
Ageing conditions / 5 ◦C; 0.3C 5 ◦C; 2C
SOH (%) 100 72 79.7
Total capacity throughput (Ah) / 16,982 20,753
Ageing time (Days) / 118 86
Equivalent cycle number / 533 660
Voltage (V) 2.462 3.02 2.63
After cycle ageing, the cells did not present any clear sign of degradation, such as swelling or
electrolyte leakage. Although the cells were completely discharged to 2.5 V, a slightly higher value of
OCV was detected for Cell A shortly prior to cell disassembly.
Figure 1a,b shows the pouch cell as made and after opening. Each cell contains a stack (Figure 1c)
of double-side coated electrodes and separators as schematically depicted in Figure 1d. The electrodes
were harvested at the beginning (B), middle (M) and end (E) of the stack. The samples, taken from the
edge (e) and the center (c) of the electrode tape (Figure 1d), were dipped in dimethylcarbonate (DMC)
(except some cathode samples from the fresh cell for SEM analysis which were dipped in acetonitrile
(ACN) for 30 s and then dried under dynamic vacuum at room temperature for 30 min. Table S1 in the
Supplementary Materials reports a detailed description of the analysis performed on each sample and
its position in the stack.
Figure 2 compares the pictures of cells components harvested from the middle of the stack. The
separator of Cell A does not show a significant difference respect to the one from fresh cell, while that
taken from Cell B shows dark areas, probably due to detachment of active material from anode tape.
Compared to the fresh cell, the cathode from cell A and cell B show a grey/brown coloration after
cycling at 5 ◦C. Noteworthy, the cathode tape in different portions of the stack does not show any visual
difference (not shown). The anode tape, on the other hand, was rather shiny at the edges with a darker
area in the center. The silvery color may be an indication of plated lithium [5], in both cell A and cell B.
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Figure 1. (a) Closed pouch cell; (b) view of the opened cell; (c) scheme of the stack defining the
sampling portions; (d) simplified view of double coated electrode indicating the two areas sampled;
and (e) definition of “edge” and “center” positions within a single electrode.
Figure 2. Visual inspection of cells components (separator, cathode and anode from the middle (M) of
the stack).
2.2. Adhesion Test
Table 3 summarizes the thickness and adhesion test results of electrodes portions sampled from
different position in the stack. The anode thickness increases already after cell formation while the
cathode thickness only increases upon ageing.
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Table 3. Thickness and adhesion strength of pristine and aged electrode tapes. Results are provided as
average of at least two tests per electrode sample with the standard deviation in brackets.
Cell
Electrode (Position within the Stack
B = Beginning, M =Middle, E = End)
Thickness (μm) Peel Force (N/m)
Pristine
Anode 117 (3) 5.4 (2)
Cathode 183 (5) 504 (17)
Fresh Cell
Anode 127 (2) 2.2 (0.4)
Cathode 188 (2) 372 (56)
Cell A 5 ◦C–0.3C
Anode 3 (B) 147 (2) 5 (1)
Anode 16 (M) 157 (2) 3.3 (9)
Anode 34 (E) 150 (7) 3.2 (8)
Cathode 3 (B) 195 (3) 336 (85)
Cathode 16 (M) 202 (5) 358 (41)
Cathode 34 (E) 192 (4) 534 (73)
Cell B 5 ◦C–2C
Anode 3 (B) 155 (6) 4.7 (2)
Anode 16 (M) 154 (7) 8 (2)
Anode 34 (E) 146 (1) 3.5 (3)
Cathode 2 (B) 199 (1) 579 (53)
Cathode 16 (M) 198 (1) #
Cathode 34 (E) 197 (2) 342 (8)
# above equipment measurement range (>550 N/m).
Overall, the adhesion of the anode is quite poor compared to that of the cathode. Additionally,
the anode adhesion significantly drops after formation (see fresh cell results), although it recovers
nearly the values for the pristine electrode over cycle ageing (see Cell B results). The cathode adhesion
appears also to be lower in the fresh cell than in the pristine electrode (never in contact with the
electrolyte) but still retains high values (>330 N/m) on aged cells. For both electrodes adhesion values
vary along the stack, which may be correlated with a different pressure distribution throughout the
cell stack, also lead to variations of the electrode capacity.
2.3. Morphology of Cells’ Components
The SEM images in Figure 3 show the appearance of the LiFePO4 (LFP) electrodes at the beginning
of the stack in the center position of the Fresh Cell, Cell A and Cell B. The electrodes are composed
of a mixture of spherical particles and small amount of carbon fibers (used as conductive agent) of
micrometric length. The larger spherical particles show a diameter comprised between 0.5 and 1 μm
while the smaller particles have a diameter lower than 100 nm. Comparing the SEM images, no
significant differences are observed. Additionally, no specific damage or deposit is visible.
Figure 3. SEM images comparing the morphology of the LFP electrodes taken from (a) the fresh cell
(after formation), (b) Cell A and (c) Cell B. All the samples were harvested from the beginning of
the stack.
Also, the cathode morphology did not show any relevant difference when sampled from different
position in the stack and in the tape (edge vs. center) (see, respectively, Figures S2 and S3 in the
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Supplementary Materials). Furthermore, the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (Figure S4 in the
Supplementary Materials) does not reveal differences between Cell A and Cell B, nor the presence of
contaminants. The elemental composition (Figure S4) is also similar to that of the fresh cell (only Fe, P,
O and C are detected).
Figure 4 shows a few SEM images of the graphite electrode at the beginning of the stack in the
center position, extracted from Fresh Cell (EDX spectra reported in Figure S5 in the Supplementary
Materials), Cell A and Cell B. While no major difference between the electrodes from Fresh Cell and Cell
A is observed, the anode of Cell B (cycled at 2C) shows the occurrence of graphite exfoliation (notice
that several SEM images were taken using different samples to confirm the observed differences).
Noteworthy, such exfoliation is not observed in the edge of the electrode (see Figure 5). Thus, a major
difference between the center and the edge of the anode electrode is confirmed using both visual (see
Figure 2) and SEM observations.
Figure 4. SEM images comparing the graphite electrodes of the (a) Fresh Cell (i.e., after formation),
(b) Cell A and (c) Cell B (cycled at 0.3C and 2C, respectively). All the samples were taken from the
electrode at the beginning of the cell stack.
Figure 5. SEM images of the graphite anode of Cell B sampled at the (a) center and (b) edge of the tape.
Both samples were taken from the middle (M) of the stack.
EDX analysis was performed on the samples extracted from both the center and the edge of the
anode of Cell B (Figure S6 in Supplementary Materials). Surprisingly, no significant difference in terms
of elemental composition was observed. EDX indicates the presence of O, P and F in both samples,
due to electrolyte salt residue and the SEI. However, Fe traces were detected in the center (but not
in the edge of the electrode) resulting from the cathode (LFP) decomposition. The Fe traces could be
one of the reasons for the graphite exfoliation detected in the center of the electrode, even if Fe is not
expected to be intercalated inside graphite.
The SEM pictures of the separator (Figure S7 in Supplementary Materials) do not show any
damage upon ageing. The separator retained its porous structure upon cell ageing.
2.4. Residual Capacity Measurement
All samples used for the residual capacity determination were harvested from the electrode tapes
taken from Area 2 in Figure 1d. The samples are named using the abbreviation given in Table 4, which
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describes their position in the stack and the electrode. Due to the poor adhesion of the anodic tape, the
half-cell assembly with aged graphite anodes was not always possible therefore the residual capacity is
analyzed using only the cathode.











Beginning (B)-2 Edge A_BE 70.7
Centre A_BC 62.8
Middle (M)-15 Edge A_ME 65.6
Centre A_MC 88.9
B 5 ◦C-2C
Beginning (B)-2 Edge B_BE 79
Centre B_BC 68.4
Middle (M)-15 Edge B_ME 66.4
Centre B_MC 68.4
1 The residual capacity is calculated from the first charge of the reassembled half-cells as a percentage of the capacity
of the pristine electrode (2.53 mAh) in Figure S7.
The voltage profile obtained at 0.15 mA·cm−2 (corresponding to 0.065C) for a pristine cathode
tape is reported in Figure S8 in the Supplementary Materials. The voltage profiles of the first cycle
(charge comes first) of the aged cathodes performed in the same conditions are shown in Figure 6. It
can be noticed that the residual charge capacity, i.e., the amount of Li+ extracted from the electrode, is
not homogeneous along the stack and across the electrode tape.
Figure 6. First cycle voltage profile of the aged cathodes in half-cells. (a–d) samples from cell A.
(e–h) samples from cell B. Electrode area ≈ 1.13 cm2; C-rate 0.065C.
For the cell aged at 0.3C, the sample A_MC delivered a high charge capacity of ca. 2.25 mAh, a
value close to that of the pristine electrode. On the other hand, for the sample A_ME only 1.66 mAh
were obtained. The situation is inverted for the samples taken at the beginning of the stack as the
sample from the edge (A_BE) delivered a higher capacity (1.79 mAh) than that from the center (A_BC)
(ca. 1.59 mAh). It is worth noting that, upon the subsequent lithiation, a “step” in the voltage profile
appears. Its position matches well with the capacity value obtained during the previous de-lithiation.
Therefore, we attributed this feature to the insertion of lithium into the LFP cathode, which did not
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occur during the ageing test. This means that, for all the samples, part of the cathode material was
inactive during the ageing test, but not damaged. A similar situation is found for the voltage profiles
of the aged cathodes from cell B (see Figure 6e–h). Here, the sample from the beginning of the stack
and edge of the electrode (B _BE) delivered a capacity (ca. 2.0 mAh) higher than all the other samples
(ca. 1.7 mAh). It is also noted that the resistance of Cell A cathode is higher than that of Cell B
cathode as a marked overvoltage is present at the very beginning of the charge process (Figure S9 in
the Supplementary Materials).
After the first discharge (lithiation of LFP), all the electrodes perform equally in the rate capability
test shown in Figure 7 (cycling protocol described in Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials),
indicating that the cathode material structure did not undergo significant damages independent on
the position in the stack and across the tape. Therefore, the loss of active material (LAM) is negligible
compared to the loss of lithium inventory (LLI).
Figure 7. Rate capability test of cathodes harvested from aged cell A (a–d) and cell B (e–h) (1C =
2.3 mA·cm−2). The detailed test protocol is reported in Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials.
Overall, the same trend of the residual capacity is observed for both aged cells, i.e., MC >ME and
BE > BC, but the non-uniformity is more marked for Cell A than Cell B. The observed inhomogeneous
LLI can be attributed to a different extent of side reactions (e.g., SEI formation at the facing anode)
caused by variations of the electronic contact (due to differences in the internal pressure) and/or ionic
conduction through the electrode (inhomogeneous electrode wetting).
It can be inferred that, in the middle of the stack and in the center of the electrode (MC), more LFP
is reversibly cycled than at the edge, probably due to the better contact induced by the higher internal
pressure. This would also result in a better anode SEI, with a lower consumption of the Li+ inventory
to repair it upon cycling. On the contrary, at the beginning of the stack, the edge part of the electrode
(BE) is more electrochemically active. Recalling the SEM results for Cell B, graphite exfoliation was
observed in the center of the electrode, but not at the edges.
2.5. Structural Analysis
The inhomogeneity revealed by the electrochemical tests is confirmed by phase quantification
via Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns of aged cathode electrodes (Figure S10 in Supplementary
Materials). The results are summarized in Table 5. Considering that the cells were opened in the
fully discharged state, the cathode material should mostly consist of LiFePO4 but FePO4 could also
be present if the discharge process is not complete due to lack of available lithium. For Cell A, the
trend that a higher fraction of LiFePO4 is present in samples BE than BC is confirmed (and double
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checked with the samples taken at the end of the stack EE). On the other hand, discrepancies are found
for electrodes in the middle of the stack for which the XRD investigation detects more LiFePO4 at the
edge than in the center, revealing that the inhomogeneity is more pronounced in this part of the stack.
Table 5. Phase quantification obtained by XRD of fresh and aged electrode. For comparison also the
value obtained for a fresh cathode (after cell formation) is reported.
Sample Name Electrode Number LiFePO4 (%) FePO4 (%)
Fresh n/a 91 9
A_BC 3 70 30
A_BE 3 80 20
A_MC 16 75 25
A_ME 16 85 15
A_EC 34 74 26
A_EE 34 82 18
B_BC 3 75 25
B_MC 16 74 26
B_EC 34 97 3
The diffraction patterns of the anodes have been analysed for the shift of the first graphite peak at
26.8◦ (Figure S11). The shift towards lower angle of the 00l reflection is linked with graphite interlayer
expansion upon lithium intercalation [12] The shift is larger in the Fresh Cell, while among the aged
samples, Cell B showed the smallest shift, indicative of a lower amount of Li+ remaining trapped into
the graphite layers (the cells are opened in the fully discharged state, i.e., Li+ ions should be fully
removed). This translates into a higher lithiation of the cathode. Indeed, a higher LiFePO4 content is
observed in the cathode sample B_BC than A_BC (75% and 70%, respectively), which matches well
with the slightly higher residual capacity (Figure 6) obtained for the B_BC cathode than the A_BC
cathode (1.73 and 1.59 mAh, respectively).
2.6. Surface Analysis
The XPS spectra of graphite samples, harvested from the middle of the stack and at the center
of the electrodes (MC), from fresh and aged cells are compared in Figure 8. The average atomic
compositions are reported in Table 6. Sputter depth profiling was conducted to obtain information on
the SEI composition and thickness.
Figure 8. F 1s, O 1s, C 1s and P 2p core peaks XPS spectra of graphite electrode from fresh and aged
cells (MC samples). Non-sputtered samples.
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Table 6. Average atomic percentages (% at.) determined from three measurement spots on fresh and
aged graphite electrodes.
Region Components Fresh Cell MC Cell A MC Cell B MC
Sputtering Time (s)
0 60 120 600 0 60 120 600 0 60 120 600
Average Atomic Percentages (% at.)
F 1s
LiPFx 5.62 3.12 4.58 3.67 9.60 12.30 7.17 7.49 8.58 6.39 6.19 4.78
LiF 6.17 9.81 7.32 2.88 8.99 9.81 13.84 4.65 3.66 3.98 4.37 4.36
O 1s
RCO3 4.78 5.45 4.64 2.60 7.34 6.68 5.27 3.25 5.10 4.29 4.07 4.06
Li2CO3 7.24 4.47 4.03 1.85 7.44 7.12 8.24 4.98 8.68 9.01 10.21 9.78
Li2O 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.04 0.19 0.29 0.84 1.46 1.32 1.31 1.49 1.63
C 1s
C1s 56.69 56.16 60.15 74.50 46.59 41.37 34.00 45.31 38.26 38.78 44.99 44.66
CMC-COC 6.05 3.02 4.42 4.10 4.18 3.94 3.66 1.92 4.16 2.99 2.74 2.93
CMC-COOH 3.02 2.83 2.85 2.30 2.69 2.66 2.84 1.35 2.91 2.40 2.44 1.90
Li-C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.57 3.00 10.35 19.29 2.96 2.15 2.62 2.02
PEO 0.33 4.59 1.92 2.46 1.18 1.28 0.87 2.83 2.66 2.82 2.00 1.70
P 2p LiPFx 0.90 0.36 0.28 0.21 0.64 0.42 0.31 0.14 1.41 1.19 1.09 0.79
LiPOxFy 0.31 0.41 0.39 0.21 0.36 0.49 0.41 0.21 0.43 0.45 0.54 0.46
Upon ageing, the SEI on graphite is expected to grow, consuming lithium and thus contributing to
the LLI. Figure 8 shows the typical LiPF6 (electrolyte salt) decomposition products, i.e., LiF, LiPFx and
LiPOxFy, that are detected in the F 1s and P 2p regions [13]. Their relative ratio changes upon ageing.
The sum of the atomic fractions derived from these three peaks after 600 s of sputtering (Table 6)
represents 3.3, 5.0 and 5.6 % at. for the Fresh Cell, Cell A and Cell B, respectively, showing that a
slightly higher salt decomposition occurred in Cell B upon cycling, as also highlighted by the higher
signal detected for LiPFx (P 2p region).
The O 1s spectra of the graphite electrodes (Figure 8) consists of three peaks. The first peak, at the
lowest energy, is assigned to lithium oxide, which is a well-known component of the inner part of
the SEI [14], but it also corresponds to the degradation product of Li2CO3 induced by the sputtering
process itself [15]. After ageing, the Li2O feature is more pronounced in the cell cycled at 2C (cell B).
The sputtering results in Table 6 indicate more Li2O in the inner layer of the SEI of aged graphite
electrodes. The second peak, assigned to Li2CO3, also grows slightly upon ageing. The peak at the
highest binding energy, assigned to organic carbonates, increases more on the surface of the electrode
during ageing at 0.3C (cell A), while after 600 s sputtering more organic carbonates are found in Cell B.
Before sputtering, the oxygen containing components found in the O 1s region of the graphite from the
fresh cell represent 12.11 % at., which increases to 14.98 % at. upon cycling at 0.3 C and 15 % at. 2C.
To eliminate the error caused by the overlapping of graphite and amorphous carbon signals,
the sum of their contributions is labeled C 1s in Table 6. This contribution decreases upon cycling
indicating that the SEI becomes thicker, thus hiding the graphite contribution. The Li-C signal at 600 s
increases in the cycled electrodes, being more pronounced for Cell A (0.3C). This further confirms that
the SEI is thicker in the cell cycled at higher C-rate (Cell B).
To investigate the effect of electrode position on the SEI build-up, Figure 9 compares the atomic
fraction observed at the center and edge of the electrode tape from the beginning and the middle of the
stack for the aged cells. The LiPFx, LiF and LiPOxFy % at. compositions are overall higher at the edge
of the graphite tape, which means that LiPF6 degrades more extensively there. Additionally, more
LiPF6 degradation products are detected in the outer layers of the stack. Overall, the amount of salt
decomposition products is higher, whatever the position, in the cell cycled at 0.3C.
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Figure 9. Atomic concentration at the center and edge of the electrode sheet in different position of the
stack of (a) Cell A and (b) Cell B.
In Cell A, the C 1s and binder features decrease dramatically in the beginning of the stack, which
indicates that the SEI is thicker than in the middle of the stack. On the other hand, the carbon features
in the beginning of the stack in Cell B is higher than Cell A, which is an opposite trend comparing to
the middle of the stack. For Li compounds there is no clear trend, which makes it challenging to obtain
a reliable relation between different positions.
Generally, for both cycled cells, the differences due to sample location are in the same range as the
differences between the two cells. These findings can be correlated to the visual observation of several
variations in color and thickness along the electrode stack and across each electrode tape.
The XPS spectra and fitting results for the cathodes extracted from fresh and aged cells are
compared in Figure 10. Table 7 reports the averaged atomic concentration for the different components.
Due to the uncertainties caused by the overlap between the Fe 2p and Fe 3p core level spectra and
the fluorine plasmon and, in the Li 1s core spectra, the overlap between Fe and Li contributions, the
corresponding spectra were not used for cathode analysis. All samples investigated were taken at the
center of electrode at the middle of the stack.
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Figure 10. F 1s, O 1s, C 1s and P 2p core peaks XPS spectra of LiFePO4 electrode from fresh and aged
cells (MC samples). Non-sputtered samples.
Table 7. Average atomic percentages (% at.) determined from three measurement spots on fresh and
aged cathodes.
Region Components FreshMC
Cell A Cell B
MC MC
F 1s
P-F 12.810 13.433 15.393
LiF 2.751 3.704 0.866
O 1s
C-O 4.171 6.512 6.761
CO3/PO4 9.101 6.508 7.043
Metal Oxide 0.053 0.043 0.043
C 1s
Conductive carbon 15.365 18.827 16.033
CH2-CF2 4.783 3.812 4.575
CF2-CH2 4.463 3.809 4.268
RCO3 2.720 4.885 2.964
PEO 0.451 1.823 4.401
amorphous carbon 9.657 8.814 14.020
P 2p
P-F 0.643 0.787 1.131
P-O/P = O 1.135 0.762 0.792
The F 1s spectra show traces of LiF at 685 eV on the fresh and aged LFP electrodes. As found for
the anode, LiF represents a higher fraction of the cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) layer in the cell
cycled at 0.3C (Cell A) than at 2C (Cell B).
In the O 1s region, the amount of signal attributed to oxygen atoms in the phosphate group
(PO4)3− of LFP decreases upon cycling (Figure 10). This peak is well pronounced for the fresh cathode,
indicating the very thin nature of the CEI layer. The peak at higher binding energy (C–O) is attributed
to the oxygenated species at the electrode surface and increases in aged cathodes. Upon ageing, the
difference between these two peaks decreases, as a result of the growth of the CEI layer. For Cell B the
(PO4)3− contribution remains dominant (see Table 7) while the fraction of oxygenated species in Cell A
equals that calculated from the LFP feature.
In the C 1s spectrum, the peak at 284.5 eV corresponds to conductive carbon, which conceals the
peak of amorphous carbon related to carbon coating [16]. The two other peaks toward higher energy
at 286.3 eV and 290.4 eV are attributed to CF2CH2 and CH2CF2, corresponding to the PVdF binder [17].
Moreover, two small peaks are due to polyethylene glycol (PEO) and RCO3 [7]. PEO and RCO3 have
been proved to be part of both the SEI and the CEI [18,19]. It can be seen that both contributions
increase upon cycling in both cases.
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In the P 2p region, the peak of PO4 (at 133.3–133.5 eV, labeled P–O/P = O) declines with ageing,
which indicates for the CEI growth. The higher amount of phosphate feature in the cell cycled at 2 C is
in good agreement with results from the O 1s region, indicating thinner CEI layer. The higher amount
of P–F compound (LiPF6 decomposition products) is detected in the cell cycled at higher C-rate, the
same result was obtained for graphite electrode.
Figure 11 compares the atomic percentages at the center and edge of the electrode tape from
different positions of the stack (beginning and middle of the stack) of the aged cathodes. In both
cells, a higher LiF amount is detected at the edge of each electrode tape, which means more LiPF6
degradation. Overall, the amount of LiF is higher at any positions in the cell cycled at 0.3C. However,
higher amounts of LiF are found in the middle of the stack, while the opposite is observed for the cell
cycled at 2C. Nonetheless, the total amount of fluoride species are found to be higher in the middle of
the stack for both cells.
Figure 11. Atomic concentrations of cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) components at the center and
edge of the electrode tape in different position of the stack of (a) Cell A and (b) Cell B.
In O 1s and P 2p regions, the amount of oxygenated species (C–O and P–F) is lower at the edge
of each stack, while the LFP feature stays more pronounced at all the edges. Thus, we can conclude
that the formed CEI is thinner at the electrode edge in both cells. Moreover, the LFP feature (PO4 and
P–O/P = O) in O 1s and P 2p region is more pronounced in the beginning of the stack, which implies
that the CEI at the middle of the stack is thicker.
Generally, for both cycled cells greater differences were found in electrodes of different stacks.
However, the trend of the features in the F 1s, O 1s and P 2p regions suggest that the dissimilarities
caused by varying the C rates are as marked as the differences between different locations in the cells.
3. Conclusions
The post-mortem analysis conducted on 16 Ah graphite//LiFeO4 cells after formation and aged at
5 ◦C by cycling either at 0.3C (Cell A) or 2C (Cell B) revealed inhomogeneous ageing of the electrodes
along the stack and from the center to the edge of the electrode tapes. Differences in the residual
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capacity values and LiFePO4/FePO4 phase distribution were detected. Although a clear trend could
not be identified between C-rates, one of the possible reasons for the non-uniform ageing can be related
to differences in the pressure experienced by the electrodes, which are higher in the middle of the stack
and at the center of the electrode. Furthermore, the inhomogeneities are more marked for the cell
cycled at low rate (Cell A) than for that cycled at 2C (Cell B). The cell cycled at 2C (Cell B) performed
higher number of equivalent cycles compared to that cycled at 0.3C (Cell A). It is reasonable to assume
that the higher current also results in more heat generated, therefore the temperature experienced by
the cell could have been higher than the 5 ◦C of the environmental temperature, and has positively
influenced the cell performance. From XPS analysis it appears that more electrolyte decomposition
took place at the edge of the electrodes and at the outer part of the cell stack independently of the
ageing conditions. Therefore, in these areas, more Li is consumed by SEI formation and side reactions,
which contributed to the inhomogeneity in the cathode residual capacity values. In both aged cells the
most evident signs of graphite electrode ageing are the increased thickness of the SEI and the increase
of salt decomposition products (compared with fresh cells) and they are more pronounced in Cell A.
Overall, the cathode is less affected by cycling and able to recover the initial capacity for both aged
cells. On the other hand, the anode of the cell cycled at 2C (Cell B) displayed graphite exfoliation in the
central parts of the electrode and the presence, in the same areas of Fe contamination.
4. Materials and Methods
The 16 Ah pouch cells were manufactured by CEA-LITEN. The stack contained 38 anodes 76
separators and 37 cathodes. The stacks with tabs as terminal were placed between two half shells
based of aluminium and heat sealed before the electrolyte filling.
The ageing tests on the 16 Ah pouch cells were carried on in a custom-made climate chamber
using a PEC battery tester with a maximum of 5 V and 50 A per channel.
Prior the opening, the cells have been discharged to Vmin (2.5 V) using a constant current (C/2)
step followed by a constant voltage step (10 h or C/50). The cells were opened inside the glove box
under Ar atmosphere (H2O < 1 ppm, O2 < 1 ppm) cutting the long side of the bag with ceramic scissor
and scalpel avoiding to damage the stack or to induce a short circuit.
The adhesion strength of the coated electrodes on the current collector is measured via the 90◦
peel test carried out in ambient conditions at 20 mm/min crosshead speed on 20 × 90 mm (Width ×
Length) electrode strips cut from the ~6 × 9 cm samples to obtain a peeling strength value (N·m−1).
The morphological analysis of the cell components was conducted using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) using an inert transfer chamber to protect the sample from the external atmosphere.
X-Ray Diffraction measurements were carried out directly on electrodes using a Bruker D8
Discover diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ = 0.154 nm) where 2θ range was between
10 to 85◦. Refinements of the cathode materials diffraction patterns were performed by the Rietveld
Method using the FullProf program [20].
XPS measurements were conducted on an Axis UltraDLD (Kratos, U.K.) equipped with a
monochromatic X-Ray source (Al Kα, filament current and voltage 15 mA and 15 kV respectively, with
charge neutralizer to compensate for the charging of samples, and 20 eV pass energy for core spectra)
The investigated sample area was ca. 700 μm × 300 μm. The XPS equipment is equipped with an
antechamber, preventing atmospheric exposure when loading samples. Samples were not washed for
XPS investigation. Sputter depth profiling (sputter times 60, 120 and 600 s) was done using an Argon
ion gun (a coronene ion source with a filament voltage of 0.5 kV and an emission current of 8 mA, with
a sputter crater diameter set to 1.1 mm and the incident angle between the sample surface and the ion
gun beam at 45◦. Measurements were done in the field of view 2 with a 110 μm aperture and a pass
energy of 40 eV). The fitting of the spectra was done with the CasaXPS software (Version 2.3.16 PR
1.6, Casa Software Ltd., Teignmouth, UK). Core peaks were analyzed using a nonlinear Shirley-type
background. The peak positions and areas were optimized by a weighted least-square fitting method
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using 70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian peak shapes. The intense C 1s peak at 284.5 eV was used as
reference. For each XPS sample, at least 3 spots per sample were measured to test reproducibility.
The electrochemical tests were carried out using coin cells 2032 assembled in argon-filled glove
box (H2O < 0.1 ppm, O2 < 0.1 ppm). Half-cells were assembled using the pristine electrodes (never
assembled into a cell) and aged electrodes. The glass fibre separator (Whatman, GF/D) was soaked with
the electrolyte 1 M LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC (1:1:3 vol.) + 2 wt. % VC. One side of the coated electrode was
removed to eliminate artefacts at low current density [21]. In the argon-filled glove box, the cathode
layer, made with PVDF binder, was removed using a paper tissue wet with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) solvent while the anode layer was removed using a sand paper. The removal of the coating
from one side of the electrode resulted in heavy damage of the anode. Afterwards, small discs (area =
1.13 cm2) were punched out of the electrode sheet and dried under vacuum in order to remove any
residues of solvent and electrolyte. Galvanostatic cycling was carried out at a constant temperature
of 20 ± 0.1 ◦C (Binder KB 400) using a battery tester (MACCOR 4300) following the test protocols
described in Table S2 in Supplementary Materials. A C-rate of 1 C corresponds to 2.3 Ma cm−2.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2313-0105/5/2/45/s1,
Figure S1. Results of 16 Ah soft prismatic cells cycled at different temperatures: 5 ◦C (blue), 25 ◦C (green) and
45 ◦C (red) at 1 C discharge rate and 0.3 C (circle), and 2 C (square) in charge. Table S1. Summary of measurements
performed in different stack´s positions. Figure S2. SEM images of LFP electrode extracted from different parts of
the stack of Cell A. Figure S3. SEM images of LFP samples. Figure S4. EDX spectra of aged cathodes. Figure S5.
EDX analysis of the fresh graphite electrode. Figure S6. EDX spectra of negative electrode extracted from Cell B.
Figure S7. SEM of separators from Fresh Cell, Cell A and Cell B. Figure S8. Voltage profile of the first cycle of a
pristine cathode. Figure S9. Comparison of first de-lithiation of aged cathode in freshly re-assembled half-cells.
Table S2. C-rate test protocol for half-cells with aged cathodes. Figure S10. Examples of Rietveld refinement
of XRD patterns of aged cathodes. Figure S11. XRD patterns (focus on 00l peak at 26.8◦) of pristine, fresh and
aged anodes.
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Abstract: This paper presents a comprehensive study of the influences of lamination at both
electrode-separator interfaces of lithium-ion batteries consisting of LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 cathodes
and graphite anodes. Typically, electrode-separator lamination shows a reduced capacity fade at
fast-charging cycles. To study this behavior in detail, the anode and cathode were laminated separately
to the separator and compared to the fully laminated and non-laminated state in single-cell format.
The impedance of the cells was measured at different states of charge and during the cycling test up
to 1500 fast-charging cycles. Lamination on the cathode interface clearly shows an initial decrease in
the surface resistance with no correlation to aging effects along cycling, while lamination on both
electrode-separator interfaces reduces the growth of the surface resistance along cycling. Lamination
only on the anode-separator interface shows up to be sufficient to maintain the enhanced fast-charging
capability for 1500 cycles, what we prove to arise from a significant reduction in growth of the solid
electrolyte interface.
Keywords: lithium-ion battery; lamination; electrochemical impedance spectroscopy; fast-charging
capability; lifetime
1. Introduction
Lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology has grown to a market leader in the field of rechargeable
batteries in the last decades. LIBs are used as the energy source for portable devices and electric
vehicles (EVs), as well as for stationary energy storage systems to ensure grid stability upon fluctuations
from renewable energy sources. To improve the fast-charging capability as well as the travelling
distance of the EVs, ongoing research mainly addresses the basic cell components like active
materials [1,2], electrolyte [3], separator [4–7], and manufacturing steps. Different manufacturing
techniques, such as ultra-thick electrodes [8–11], calendering process [12], controlled stack
pressure [13,14], laser structuring [15–20] and lamination [21], have been applied to increase the
power density, energy density, lifetime and for cost reduction of LIBs. Typically, the calendering
process improves the contact situation between the active material particles [14], which leads to an
increase of the rate capability as well. On the other hand, extensive calendering can break the active
material particles and block the lithium-ions at the electrode-electrolyte interface which makes the
fast-charging capability problematic [12,22].
The electrode-separator lamination technique is known for the simplification of the stacking
process upon reducing the probability of stack component slipping in the anode-separator-cathode
compound [23], as well as accelerating the manufacturing speed. Besides, it can also improve the
fast-charging capability and reduce the capacity fade at high C-rates [21]. This leads to the assumption
Batteries 2019, 5, 71; doi:10.3390/batteries5040071 www.mdpi.com/journal/batteries139
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that the detailed mechanisms that drive the fast-charging capability upon electrode-separator lamination
are not completely understood so far, which inspired this study.
A recent study of lithium metal anodes showed that surface treatments for smooth lithium
surfaces can significantly suppress lithium dendrite growth by modifying the surface topography and
local surface chemistry, therefore lowering the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) growth losses during
cycling [24]. Similarly, it was shown that electrochemical polishing on alkali metal anodes, which yield
ultra-smooth surfaces, provide ultra-thin SEI layers which possibly suppress dendrite growth along
cycling [25].
In our previous study, cross-section images gained by scanning-electron-microscopy (SEM)
clearly showed pore size reduction at both electrode-separator interfaces upon lamination [21].
Hence, the lithium-ion diffusion paths can be expected to be shortened and homogenized at both
electrode-separator interfaces. As a result, the ion current density distribution along the active area of
the full cell gets equalized according to the ion path length homogenization on the electrode-separator
interfaces. Equalizing the current density distribution reduces the possibility to locally reach exceptional
high ohmic overpotentials, high enough to undergo the lithium deposition potential and cause local
lithium dendrite formation, especially at high charging rates. Similar effects were found by Müller,
S. et al., who recently reported a clear correlation for graphite anode inhomogeneities at different
scale lengths to possibly cause local overpotentials high enough to undergo the lithium deposition
potential [26].
To overcome some of the mentioned problems, the electrode-separator lamination technique
provides proper contacts of separator and electrode at micro level. Suppression of ridges and wrinkles
as well as reducing the probability to form cracks during cycling, analogously holds the potential to
prevent dendrite formation and SEI growth. Validity of this assumption can be reasonably studied
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
To appropriately study the contribution of each electrode within a full cell using EIS, typically three
electrode geometries are designed and used, which unfortunately requires special modifications to any
kind of full cell design [27,28]. In case of two-electrode impedance spectroscopy, the distinction of each
electrode contribution is challenging, but possible [27]. The EIS signal responses for LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2
(NMC) cathodes [22] or related structures [29] and graphite anodes [30,31] have yet been studied in
detail. Using this information, the EIS signal of a graphite/NMC full cell could be considered well
understood so far. Nevertheless, in literature the interpretation of the surface resistance semicircle
reflects several further aspects. While the signal is often assigned to mainly depend on the SEI [32,33],
there are also studies that show separate influences arising from the electrode-current collector contact
situation [34]. Therefore, reliable studies of SEI effects emerging from the surface resistance signal have
to deal with a proper separation of the signal contributions.
To overcome this difficulty, EIS measurements are either driven at exceptional low
temperatures [32], which is problematic when aiming for aging studies purely based on cycling
effects, or by introducing reference electrodes into the cell geometry [27,28].
In this study, we will show the ability of the lamination technique to provide this signal separation
even in a two-electrode geometry, and use the correlation to prove the enhanced fast-charging capability
of laminated cells to arise from a reduction in SEI growth.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Cathode-Separator Lamination Effects
Single cells consisting of a NMC cathode, separator and graphite anode were studied via EIS in
non-laminated/partially laminated/fully laminated state along varied state of charge (SOC) after three
formation cycles (C/10 rate) and two initial cycles at 1C rate. Figure 1 shows the impedance spectra
gathered upon different lamination modes.
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Figure 1. Impedance measurements of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells: EIS
(100 kHz–10 mHz) along charging step, 6th cycle; fitting curves indicated as solid lines; data points at
103 Hz and 10−1 Hz highlighted in pale blue.
The Nyquist plots uniquely show inductive behavior at the high-frequency regime, followed
by three semicircles and the typical Warburg behavior at the lowest frequencies. For further studies,
we characterize the three semicircles and the Warburg regime using the equivalent circuit model shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit model used for EIS fit analysis.
This common equivalent circuit model is frequently used in literature [32] to describe
NMC/graphite full cells. In the highest frequency regime, the signal is dominated by inductive
phenomena arising from the impedance measurement environment. Both inductance element L1
and the electronic resistance R1, considered to mainly arise from the electrolyte resistance, contain
side influences from the setup, such as cell tabs, welding points, impedance channel contacts and
cables. The first semicircle represents the surface resistance phenomena. The second and third
semicircle are driven by the charge-transfer reactions of graphite anode and NMC cathode, respectively.
Low frequency phenomena arise from solid state diffusion characteristics, that can be split into
closed and open Warburg regime [35], and therefore sometimes occurring as a consecutive series of
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varying slopes in the Nyquist presentation of the lowest frequency responses. As described above,
signals from both charge-transfer reactions tend to overlap in this reference system as arising from
the sum of the graphite anode and NMC cathode charge-transfer contributions [29–31,36]. For proper
signal separation of these charge-transfer contributions, typically three-electrode cell designs are used
involving reference electrodes. But in the case of NMC/graphite full cells, given knowledge on the
separate EIS signal trends along SOC for the NMC cathode [37] or related composite materials [29],
and graphite anode [30,31] can be used to identify the individual full cell signal contributions to
the charge-transfer resistance. It is well accepted that in case of LIB full cells the sum of the signal
contributions of the separate electrodes define the EIS response in a two-electrode geometry [36,38].
Jimenez Gordon et al. described the signal contribution of graphite anodes in LIBs [30,31]. While the
surface resistance contribution, arising from porosity aspects and SEI characteristics, stays independent
from the SOC of the cell [30], the charge-transfer signal of graphite decreases with increasing SOC,
following a characteristic trend [31]. Liu et al. clarified the EIS trends of composite cathodes with
respect to the amount and ratio of the conductive additive and PVDF binder, identifying separate
mechanisms to drive the raise in impedance depending both on the ratio and on the total content of
binder and conductive additive [29]. In the case of a ratio of 0.8:1 for acetylene black: PVDF, both for
the total contents of 3.6% and 9%, they found a characteristic increase of the charge-transfer resistance
with increasing depth of discharge (DOD). A drastic increase of the slope was found approaching 100%
DOD [29].
The highlighted data point set at 103 Hz in Figure 1 lies close to the minimum between the first and
second semicircle for all shown Nyquist datasets. As its relative position does not change with SOC for
any cell, the surface resistance, that characterizes the first semicircle, can be considered independent
from SOC. The second highlighted data point series at 10−1 Hz lies within the Warburg regime at high
SOC for all cells, shifting closer to the minimum between the third semicircle and Warburg regime with
decreasing SOC. This behavior indicates a shift to lower time constants of the cathode charge-transfer
process with decreasing SOC, which is a known effect on the charge-transfer resistance of NMC based
full cells [37].
Using the described correlations of the EIS signal response, the equivalent circuit analysis of
the signals shown in Figure 1 is unambiguous. As for the structure of the chosen equivalent circuit,
the open Warburg behavior was excluded from the data fit. Results are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3. EIS capacitance fit parameters of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells along
charging step, sixth cycle; data normalized to geometric electrode area.
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Figure 4. EIS resistance fit parameters of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells along
charging step, sixth cycle; data normalized to geometric electrode area.
As shown in Figure 3, the capacitance fit parameters for the graphite anode and NMC cathode
lie around 3–4 mF·s (a−1)·cm−2 with negligible dependence on SOC, which is in the range of typically
reported values for EIS capacitance fit parameters, normalized to the geometric electrode area,
of graphite anodes and composite cathodes in non-aqueous electrolytes [39–41]. The capacitance fit
parameters of the surface resistance semicircle show no significant correlation to the SOC and lie around
3–5 μF·s (a−1)·cm−2 for all cells, which is in the range of double layer capacitances of non-aqueous
electrolytes [39]. Further information can be extracted from the resistance fit parameters, shown in
Figure 4.
For all cells, the charge-transfer resistance signal for the graphite anode decreases initially down
to ~14 Ω·cm2 at 20% SOC. For SOC higher than 60%, the charge-transfer signals lie at a constant
lower plateau at around 7 Ω·cm2. This trend of the graphite anode charge-transfer resistance was
well-described by Jiménez Gordon, I. et al. [30,31]. As it can be seen, there is no significant difference
between different lamination modes.
Analogously, a logarithmic drop of the NMC charge-transfer resistance along increasing SOC is
found for all cells, with no correlation to any lamination mode. This logarithmic trend of the NMC
charge-transfer signal is well-known [29,42].
The first significant difference between the lamination modes can be found in the trends of
the surface resistance. Both non-laminated cell (~16 Ω·cm2) and anode-laminated cell (~20 Ω·cm2)
show relatively high surface resistance signals, whereas cathode-laminated and fully laminated cells
both drop to a surface resistance signal around 6 Ω·cm2, especially at higher SOC. Zheng, H. et al.
found a similar drop of the surface resistance purely upon calendering NMC-cathodes to different
porosities, where also lowest resistances at around 5 Ω·cm2 are reached [22]. This recognizable drop
arises from porosity changes and contact optimization at the cathode side. As both lamination and
calendering technique are applied previous to final cell assembly, this surface resistance drop can act
as a normalization for the starting conditions of the full cell surface resistance. After minimizing all
well-known NMC cathode influences on the surface resistance as in the cathode-laminated and fully
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laminated state previous to cycling studies, any further changes on the surface resistance upon cycling
uniquely arise from changes in the SEI.
2.2. Anode-Separator Lamination Effects
Figure 5 presents the results of non-laminated/partially laminated/fully laminated cells in the
cycling test, when charging at 5C (CCCV mode) and discharging at 1C (CC mode). Recent studies on
electrode-separator lamination showed a recognizable reduction in capacity fading upon fast-charging
cycles at fully laminated state [21].
Figure 5. Discharge capacity data of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells in fast-charging
cycle test; charge at 5 C CCCV mode, discharge at 1 C CC mode.
Both the non-laminated cell and cathode-laminated cell reveal severe capacity fading, decreasing
from 133.0 mAh·g−1 (100%) and 133.4 mAh·g−1 (100%) at the 9th cycle, down to 100.4 mAh·g−1
(75.5%) and 99.3 mAh·g−1 (74.6%) at the 1508th cycle, respectively. Additionally, both laminated and
anode-laminated cells show a reduced capacity fading, decreasing from 133.2 mAh·g−1 (100%) and
129.6 mAh·g−1 (100%) at the 9th cycle, down to 112.5 mAh·g−1 (84.6%) and 111.4 mAh·g−1 (83.7%) at
the 1508th cycle, respectively. Capacity fade trends are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Capacity fade of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells in the fast-charging
cycle test.
Cycle Number Laminated Anode-Laminated Cathode-Laminated Non-Laminated
9 133.2 mAh·g−1 129.6 mAh·g−1 133.4 mAh·g−1 133.0 mAh·g−1
1508 112.5 mAh·g−1 111.4 mAh·g−1 99.3 mAh·g−1 100.4 mAh·g−1
From the cycling test results, there arise two unique conclusions. First, minimization of the
surface resistance via cathode lamination cannot ensure a permanent reduction in capacity fading upon
fast-charging cycles, as is shown from the cathode-laminated cell. Second, yet the partial lamination
on the anode interface is sufficient to generate the well-known reduction of capacity fade during
fast-charging cycles, as shown from the discharge capacity trend of the anode-laminated cell in Figure 5.
The data therefore show clearly that the fast-charging capability arises only from lamination at the
anode interface, while the cathode interface does not affect the fast-charging aging mechanisms.
The cells studied at the fast-charging cycle test were also characterized with EIS along the cycling.
Figure 6 shows the trends of the respective datasets in the Nyquist plots.
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Figure 6. Impedance measurements of laminated/partially laminated/non-laminated cells: EIS
(100 kHz–10 mHz) along fast-charging cycles; fitting curves indicated as solid lines; data points
at 103 Hz and 10−1 Hz highlighted in pale blue.
Similar to Figure 1, the highlighted data point set at 103 Hz in Figure 6 lies close to the
minimum between the first and second semicircle for all datasets, while the second highlighted
dataset series at 10−1 Hz lies close to the minimum between the third semicircle and Warburg regime.
Both benchmark frequency datasets do not change in relative position within the Nyquist datasets along
cycling, indicating a negligible change of the time constant with cell aging at the chosen conditions.
This correlates well to findings by Waag, W. et al. on NMC based full cells at moderate SOC [37].
To exclude side influences from cathode interface phenomena to the surface resistance signal,
EIS aging studies focused on SEI effects require a minimization of the surface resistance starting
condition. As discussed above, lamination at the cathode-separator interface minimizes the surface
resistance previous to cycling influences. Initially, both the cathode-laminated and fully laminated
cell have smaller surface resistance semicircles, while anode-laminated and non-laminated cell reveal
enlarged surface resistance semicircles. All cells reveal, that the surface resistance semicircle increases
with rising cycle number, while no clear trend for the charge-transfer semicircles arises along cycling
for any cell. Further insights can be extracted by studying the semicircles in the equivalent circuit fit.
Again, due to the structure of the chosen equivalent circuit, the open Warburg regime was excluded
from the data fit. Figure 7 shows the trends of the resistances and capacitances calculated upon
the fitting.
As both charge-transfer signals have drastic overlap, only the sum of the fitted charge-transfer
resistances can be studied. No clear trend on the charge-transfer resistance signal along cycling is found
for any lamination mode. Although all surface resistance signals differ in starting values, as indicated
in the Nyquist plots, they all increase upon cycling. Both the capacitance fit parameters for the graphite
anode and NMC cathode (3–4 mF·s (a−1)·cm−2) and the capacitance signals of the surface resistance
semicircles (~3 μF·s (a−1)·cm−2) reveal no significant trend along cycling.
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As discussed above, focusing on the SEI trends arising from the lamination modes requires
minimization of the cathode influences on the surface resistance. Therefore, only the surface resistance
signals of the cathode-laminated and fully laminated cell deliver unpersuaded information on the
SEI changes.
Figure 7. EIS resistance fit parameters of laminated and non-laminated single cells along fast-charging
cycles; data normalized to geometric electrode area.
As shown in Figure 8, both cathode-laminated and fully laminated cells have a minimized surface
resistance of 6.2 Ω·cm2 and 5.8 Ω·cm2 at the eigth cycle. The cathode-laminated cell increases in surface
resistance up to 14.6 Ω·cm2 after 1508 cycles, while the laminated cell dampens the surface resistance
growth to 11.7 Ω·cm2 after 1508 cycles. This trend in surface resistance clearly proves a reduction in
SEI growth, which is specifically due to the lamination at the anode-separator interface.
Figure 8. Decrease of discharge capacity vs. increase of surface resistance of laminated and
cathode-laminated single cells along fast-charging cycles.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Electrode Preparation
For preparation of anode slurries, MAGE3 graphite (HITACHI CHEMICAL, Sakuragawa, Japan),
Solef® 5130 polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF, SOLVAY, Milan, Italy), Super C65 carbon (IMERYS, Bodio,
Switzerland) and SFG6L graphite (IMERYS) were mixed in a ratio of 90/7/2/1 with N-methyl-pyrrolidone
(NMP, Overlack, Mönchengladbach, Germany) in a planetary mixer (TX 2, INOUE, Isehara, Japan),
while for cathodes, LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC, NM-3102 h, BASF TODA America, Battle Creek, USA),
PVDF (SOLVAY), Super C65 carbon (IMERYS) and KS6L graphite (IMERYS) were mixed in a ratio
of 93/3/3/1 with NMP. Anode and cathode slurries were coated on copper foil (15 μm, GELON LIB,
Hong Kong, China) and aluminum foil (20 μm, GELON LIB), respectively, by single-side coating on a
doctor-blade coater in a roll-to-roll process coating machine, including in-line drying in a two-step
drying tunnel at the temperature range of 135–150 ◦C. The averaged active mass loadings of cathode and
anode electrodes were ~8.4 mg·cm−2 (1.30 mAh·cm−2) and ~4.2 mg·cm−2 (1.51 mAh·cm−2), respectively.
Cathodes and anodes were matched to have a capacity balancing factor of ~1:1.16 in all full cells.
3.2. Pouch Cell Preparation
Within the pouch cell, punched cathode, anode and separator (inorganic filled separator, 67% Al2O3
and 33% PVDF/HFP copolymer) sheets with the dimensions 5 × 8 cm2, 5.4 × 8.4 cm2 and 5.8 × 8.8 cm2
were assembled. For the fully laminated state, stacks of cathode-separator-anode were laminated to form
a single stack by using a lamination machine (BLE 282 D, MANZ Italy, former Arcotronics Italia, Bologna,
Italy) at the roll speed of 1.4 m·min−1, using a line force of 157 N·cm−1 in the temperature range of
100–120 ◦C. For separate electrode-separator lamination, stacks of cathode-separator-PE (polyethylene)
carrier and anode-separator-PE carrier were laminated at identical parameters. Pre-assembled pouch
cell stacks were dried under vacuum at 110 ◦C for 12 h. 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC):
ethylmethylcarbonate (EMC) 3:7 w/w (Selectilyte LP57, BASF, Florham Park, USA) and vinylene
carbonate (VC, Vinylene Carbonate E, BASF, Florham Park, USA), mixed in a ratio of 98/2, was used
as electrolyte. The pre-assembled stacks were filled with 1000 μL electrolyte within an argon filled
glovebox (MB20, H2O and O2 content <0.1 ppm, MBraun, Garching, Germany) and sealed under
vacuum. Before starting the electrochemical characterization, wetting of all pores was ensured by
keeping the cells at room temperature for 24 h previous to starting the formation cycles.
3.3. Electrochemical Characterization
Electrochemical characterization was done with a battery tester (CTS-LAB, BaSyTec, Asselfingen,
Germany) and a potentiostat (PGSTAT204, METROHM, Filderstadt, Germany). Cells were cycled
between 3.0 V and 4.2 V, using a CCCV protocol for charging (constant current protocol followed by
constant voltage protocol) with a CV termination below 0.05C rate, and CC protocol for discharging.
Formation was done by applying three cycles at 0.1C, using the nominal capacity of the NMC in each
cell, calculated from the specific NMC capacity of 155 mAh·g−1, given by the supplier. After formation,
the discharge capacity of the third formation cycle was taken as the nominal capacity for C-rate
calculation of all following steps.
For EIS analysis along SOC, cells were first discharged to 3.0 V at 0.2C rate after the fifth cycle,
to then charge the cell up to each point of investigation at 0.2C rate. For EIS analysis along cycling,
cells were charged to 3.7 V at 1C rate previous to EIS measurements at each specific cycle. Comparable
temperature (25 ◦C) in EIS measurements was ensured by measuring in a cooled incubator (INCU-Line®
IL 68 R, VWR, Ismaning, Germany). Cells rested for 2 h at OCV prior to each EIS measurement.
EIS measurements were carried out in the frequency range of 100 kHz–10 mHz (potentiostatic mode)
using an amplitude of 10 mVrms. For EIS data fitting the Z-fit protocol, included in the BT-Lab software,
was used (BT-Lab V1.55, BioLogic SAS via GAMEC, Illingen, Germany).
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To ensure reproducibility of the study, for each cell assembly mode at least three cells were
prepared and studied thoroughly. At each path, the performance of the respective cell with lowest
initial impedance contributions and lowest capacity fade along 1500 fast-charging cycles is shown
and discussed.
4. Conclusions
NMC/graphite full cells were studied in several lamination modes upon significant interface
lamination effects revealed by EIS. Along variation of the SOC, both NMC cathode and graphite
anode charge-transfer signals were found to stay independent from any lamination mode. The initial
surface resistance gets minimized upon lamination at the cathode-separator interface previous to
cycling influences.
Fast-charging cycling studies revealed a clear correlation of the reduction in capacity fade,
to arise from lamination at the anode-separator interface. The surface resistance minimization via
cathode-separator lamination was furthermore used to exclude cathode influences on the surface
resistance signal evolution in cycling tests. Using this correlation, the cycling studies prove the
fast-charging capability to arise from a reduction in SEI growth specifically arising from lamination at
the anode-separator interface.
So, lamination at the cathode-separator interface is found to decrease the internal cell resistances,
while lamination at the anode-separator interface reduces long term aging phenomena during
fast-charging cycles.
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Abstract: The lithium-ion capacitor (LIC) is a recent innovation in the area of electrochemical
energy storage that hybridizes lithium-ion battery anode material and an electrochemical double
layer capacitor cathode material as its electrodes. The high power compared to batteries and
higher energy compared to capacitors has made it a promising energy-storage device for powering
hand-held and portable electronic systems/consumer electronics, hybrid electric vehicles, and electric
vehicles. The swelling and gassing of the LIC when subjected to abuse conditions is still a critical
issue concerning the safe application in power electronics and commercial devices. However, it is
imperative to carry out a thorough investigation that characterizes the safe operation of LICs. We
investigated and studied the safety of LIC for commercial applications, by conducting a comprehensive
abuse tests on LIC 200 F pouch cells with voltage range from 3.8 V to 2.2 V manufactured by General
Capacitors LLC. The abuse tests include overcharge, external short circuit, crush (flat metal plate and
blunt indentation), nail penetration test, and external heat test.
Keywords: abuse test; lithium-ion capacitor; safety; temperature; thermal runaway
1. Introduction
The last decade has seen increasing use of lithium-ion capacitor (LIC) in various applications
due to its high power and energy density. They are also gaining traction as a power source in electric
vehicles (EVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) because of
the power and energy density and the ability of the LIC to charge and discharge fast. High demand for
EVs, HEVs and PHEVs have made it imperative to investigate their safety and performance under
various abuse condition. Lithium-ion capacitors are hybrid electrochemical energy-storage systems
which, combine chemical reactions: Faradaic at the anode where intercalation occurs and non-Faradaic
at the cathode where only surface adsorption-desorption occurs. The structure is made of lithium-ion
battery anode materials (hard carbon) and electrochemical double-layer capacitor cathode (activated
carbon) materials [1–4]. The electrolyte is made up of lithium LiFP6 ethylene carbonate (EC) and
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) [5]. Unfortunately, one of the challenges faced by lithium-ion capacitors is
the difficulty of increasing the energy and power density simultaneously with enhanced safety benefit.
Recent work reported by [5] has shown that the lithium-ion capacitor can achieve both high energy and
power density, and good longevity. An approach to further improve the performance of the lithium-ion
capacitor has been demonstrated, [6] that uses the graphitic porous carbon (GPC) and high-purity
vein graphite (PVG) prepared from Sri Lanka graphite ore by KOH activation, and high-temperature
purification. An electrochemical performance with a maximum energy density of 86 Whkg−1 at 150
Wkg−1, and 48 Whkg−1 at a high-power density of 7.4 kWkg−1 was achieved at a relatively low cost.
Another study [7] demonstrated a graphene-based LIC with reduced graphene oxide-carbon nanotube
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(rGO-CNT) film as capacitor-type electrode and pre-lithiated rGO-CNT film as battery-type electrode
based on electrostatic spray deposition. Their approach delivered 114.5 Whkg−1 energy densities and
maximum power density of 2569 Wkg−1. However, as the electrochemical performance of lithium-ion
capacitors increases, the safety risk associated with their use increases as well [8] which generates
critical concern of which parameter (performance or safety) should be compromised for the other. This
concern can be address during design state for specific use case and the safety could be accounted for
by using a more chemical and thermally stable materials. An embedded cell-monitoring system is a
plausible way of improving the safety, but the electrochemical performance will be sacrificed due to
additional weight. There is also a critical need to improve the operating temperature of the lithium-ion
capacitor in order to withstand cases of abuse conditions. Temperature is one of the critical parameters
that affect the stability of lithium ion capacitor [9–12] which influence the aging degradation and
response to abuse conditions. However, most studies are limited to lithium-ion batteries and the
safety study analysis are relatively less common for lithium ion capacitor [13–16]. Simulations and
experimental studies were conducted for both external and internal short circuits of lithium ion battery,
where results indicated that external short circuit is worse for smaller size batteries due to their higher
internal resistance. In the internal short-circuit test, there is a higher chance of failure found due to
larger battery capacity with a rise in temperature and voltage drop. The simulation model shows the
capability of estimating the start time of thermal runaway. The internal temperature and structural
degradation of the lithium-ion cell was investigated [17] under a nail penetration test with different
penetration position for lithium ion cells, where they found out that internal temperature is higher
than the surface temperature. The variation between the inner temperature and surface temperature
of a supercapacitor was investigated [10] with three dimensional symmetric thermal model based
on the heating rate measured during cycling [9] The modeling of increased temperature effect was
studied in relation to the charge–discharge current of the supercapacitor [18] which shows that the
temperature response is dependent on the current applied. The effect of thermal charging on the
supercapacitor by inducing an external heat condition was reported in [19]. The mechanical integrity
of lithium ion battery was investigated at cell level with a finite element model for cell compression
between flat plates, where the compressive and punch indentation test are usually conducted on a
stack layer because single layer with small thickness will produce less accurate result [20]. Figure 1
shows the LIC sample used for the abuse test, manufactured by General Capacitor LLC. The schematic
of typical abuse conditions and responses is illustrated in Figure 2 These abuse conditions can lead to a
critical failure of lithium-ion capacitors by initiating a temperature increase wherein a chain exothermic
reaction leads to swelling, gassing, thermal runaway and fire [21].
 
Figure 1. Lithium-ion capacitor (LIC) 200F pouch cell.
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Figure 2. Overview of abuse conditions and response of a LIC.
Abuse tests are conducted to investigate the response of lithium-ion capacitors under conditions
that exceed their normal operating mode and evaluate the thermal and chemical stability of the LIC
under such conditions. The increase in temperature, as identified as major failure factor during abuse
conditions is due to decomposition of the electrolyte through melting of the separator which in turn
leads to exothermic reaction [22].
The previous study [23], investigated the performance of the same LIC manufactured by General
Capacitor at wide temperature range electrolytes. We expanded further to study the safety performance
of LIC pouch cells by investigating and monitoring their abuse response in terms of voltage, current,
and temperature during the abuse testing.
2. Experimental Method
Lithium-ion capacitor pouch cells manufactured by General Capacitors were tested. The LIC cells
were prepared using commercialized active materials for positive and negative electrodes. The positive
and negative electrode consisted of activated carbon and graphite/hard carbon respectively. The cell
specification is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. LIC specification.
Parameters Specification
Dimension Thickness = 4.5 mm,Heights = 58 mm, Width = 48 mm
Weight 16 g
Specific Power 6 kW/kg
Specific Energy 14 Wh/g
Voltage Range 2.2–3.8 V
Maximum Voltage 4.0 V
Capacitance 200 F
Abuse tests conducted include the following; external short circuit, overcharge, external heating,
nail penetration, flat metal plate, and blunt indentation crush tests. The abuse tests were conducted in a
transparent glass door safety box for personal protection and observation of physical real-time reaction.
An Omega type K thermocouple (accuracy 1 ◦C) were attached to the cell’s surface to data log the
surface temperature. Likewise, the Arbin BT2000 test station was used to apply charge and discharge
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operation where necessary and to record the voltage and current during the abuse test. An external
short circuit occurs as result of cell cathode and anode terminals being connected via a conducting
path [24] which causes a high flow of current with rapid conversion of stored chemical energy to
heat. The external short-circuit test was initiated using a low-resistance (<0.1 ohms) connecting wire.
Overcharge is an electrical abuse condition that occurs when current is forced into the cell beyond
its normal operating voltage limit [25] and the equation for energy balance during the overcharge





where i2oc is the overcharging current, Li is the thickness of the cell materials, σi is the cell
material conductivity.
Some of the reasons for overcharge includes power surge, faulty charger and battery management
etc. [26–28]. Overcharge can be a severe abuse test since additional energy is added to the cell leading
to chemical and thermal instability [29,30]. In the overcharge test, the LIC was charged at three times
higher current beyond the voltage limit specified by the manufacturer. The nail penetration test is
an important mechanical abuse test that illustrates the piercing of a LIC during a crash. A real-life
occurrence was in the case of Tesla Model S battery pack that caught fire after a metallic object impact
on the road [31]. Nail penetration induces an internal short circuit that can lead to thermal runaway
after an exothermic reaction caused by heating [27,32]. Heat is generated by both the nail and the cell
due to large current flowing through them such as ohmic heating [22,25] The LIC nail penetration test
was conducted by a stainless-steel nail with full penetration at full state of charge. The position of the
penetration was perpendicular to the electrode’s surfaces of the LIC. The nail diameter was 0.3 cm,
7.8 cm in length. The nail joint was attached to a hydraulic press to drive the nail through the cell
while ensuring the cell was correctly positioned in a holder to avoid movement during the penetration.
The impact/crush test determines the ability of the LIC to withstand an impact or crush (flat metal
plate and blunt indentation). The stress-strain compression relationship during a mechanical crush test
is expressed in Equations (2) and (3) to describe the material behavior by the yield surface (Y) based on
finite element modeling for detecting onset short circuit due to mechanical loads and deformation [33]:
Y = Yc + εv , δi > 0 (2)
Y = Yt, δi < 0 (3)
where Yc is the compression stress cut of stress, εv is the volumetric strain, δi is the principal stress, Yt
is the tensile cut-off stress.
The LIC at full state of charge was crushed between two flat plates and indented by round metal
of 2.47 cm diameter until the cell voltage drops to zero volts, or the cell is deformed. As the cell is
indented, the indenter compresses the cathode, separator, and anode. External heat was applied on LIC
to observe their thermal stability which could also be referred to as a thermal ramp test by placing in a
thermostatically controlled oven (FO-19000 Series Forced Air Drying Oven). The oven microcontroller
was used to regulate the internal temperature of the oven with an internal fan being used to circulate
the oven air to ensure temperature uniformity around the cell. The LIC was placed inside the oven
on an insulated surface to avoid conduction. The oven temperature was set to 300 ◦C until plausible
thermal runaway occurrence.
3. Electrochemical–Thermal Reaction Mechanisms Governing Equation
The electrochemical–thermal reaction mechanism of lithium-ion cells are governed by the
electrochemical and thermal equations expressed in Equations (3)–(6) due to exothermic reactions.
Exothermic chemical reactions are related to thermal abuse mechanisms which occur inside a cell as
the temperature rises. This may generate heat that accumulates inside the cell and accelerates the
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chemical reaction between the cell components, if the heat-generation rate exceeds the dissipation rate
to the surroundings. External conditions for a temperature rise can be external heating, over-charging
or over-discharging, nail penetration, and external short etc. In these cases, a thermal runaway can
occur as a consequence with leakage, smoke, gas venting, flames etc., which leads to the destruction of
the cells [34,35].
The current flow through the nail during the penetration can be determined from the ratio of the






where σ is the electrical conductivity of the material, l; is the length and A; is the cross-sectional area of
the nail.
The nail properties and the contact resistance affect the response of the cell and the internal
shorting resistance created by the nail is expresses as:
Rs = Rnai l + Rct (5)
Rs is the internal shorting resistance, Rnai l is the nail resistance and Rct is the contact resistance
The electrical resistivity is the inverse of electrical conductivity. Therefore, according the
Matthiessen’s rule, [36] the temperature dependence of metal resistivity is expressed as shown in






[1 + β(T − To)] (6)
R = Ro[1 + β(T − To)] (7)
where T is the metal temperature, β is the temperature coefficient of resistivity. σo and To are the
electrical conductivity and the reference temperature.
The heat generation inside a lithium-ion cell is produced majorly from electrochemical operation,
joule heating, entropy change and heat transferred to ambient conditions by convection [37–42].





= I2R + TLICΔS
1
nF
+ Ah(TLIC − Tamb) (8)
where the first term is heat generation due to joule heating and the second term is the heat generation
due to entropy changes and the third term is the heat transferred to ambient conditions by convection.
The parameters in Equation (8) above are defined as: mLIC is the LIC mass, Cp is the specific heat
capacity, I is the current, R is the cell internal Resistance, TLIC is the LIC temperature, ΔS is the entropy
change, A is the surface area, h is the heat transfer coefficient, Tamb is the ambient temperature.
4. Result and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the temperature, voltage vs. time plot during the LIC external short-circuit test
which indicates a sudden drop in the cell voltage because of excess current with a rise in temperature
which leads to pressure on the ion flow and venting. The cell swells with an increase in temperature as
well as an increase in the cell thickness due to internal rupturing and gassing. The possible solution for
the cell gassing is to use electrolyte additives to enhance stability as studied [23]. A maximum surface
temperature of 68 ◦C was reached due to the exothermic reaction caused by internal heat generation
but does not result in thermal runaway.
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Figure 3. LIC external short-circuit test.
The overcharge abused response occurred at a condition beyond the normal charge state.
The voltage, current and temperature were observed and plotted to describe their relationship
during the overcharge condition. The LIC started overcharging when the rate of lithium insertion
from cathode to anode increases due to increasing potential leading to lithium plating. Figure 4
shows the overcharged test result with a cell surface temperature plateau at 37 ◦C and a minimal
weight loss observed because of minor venting of the electrolyte. The overcharge test led to swelling,
gassing and temperature rise due to the exothermic reaction between the electrodes and electrolyte
decomposition [43].
Figure 4. LIC overcharge test.
During cell overcharging, the lithium ions remaining in the cathode are removed and more lithium
ions are intercalated in the anode. However, if the lithium insertion ability of the anode is small,
lithium metal may be deposited on the anode [44]. The cell response, in this case, is not extremely
catastrophic (resulting in only swelling of the cell due to internal gas formation) because of the lower
charging current but a more catastrophic response (fire or explosion) could occur when overcharged at
a higher current rate [18]. The heat generated by the applied current does not vary its behavior like
the cell surface temperature but increases proportionally with current rates. Joule heating gives the
relationship for the heat generated by the cell described in Equation (9).
Q = I2R (9)
where Q is the Joule heating in J/s, I is the current, R is the cell internal resistance.
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The overcharging current applied to the LIC is mainly responsible for the initial heat generation
and not necessarily chemical reactions until the cell reaches a critical point beyond the cell range
of operation. [43]. Figure 5 shows a heat generated over time estimated on experimental data and
Equation (9) with constant current and varying overcharge voltage during the overcharge process with
1.6 J/s heat generated. The internal resistance was computed with Ohm’s law by taking the ratio of the
continuous overcharging voltage to the constant current thereby giving a varying resistance value.
The profile indicated the amount of heat the cell generated due to rupturing and internal reaction; this
reaction is believed to be a result of the decomposition of electrodes and electrolyte which affect the
thermal stability of the lithiated electrode. Figure 6 shows the result of LIC nail penetration test with a
sudden drop in the LIC voltage and a corresponding rapid increase in the cell surface temperature.
The instantaneous voltage-drop during internal short circuit is due to loss of potential difference
when the anode and cathode at different potentials are connected due to conductive stainless-steel
nail material, resulting in large current flow. The start of nail penetration as illustrated in Figure 6,
shows the trigger point for the instantaneous voltage drop (large current flow) followed by rise in
temperature, which initiates the decomposition of the electrolyte [43], which are exothermic reactions.
This generates more heat, which in turn triggers a thermal runaway, generating gaseous products.
Figure 5. Heat output generation during overcharge test.
 
Figure 6. LIC nail-penetration test.
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Upon nail removal, the cell temperature decreases, and the cell does not explode violently because
the nail made a partial opening for the release of gaseous products. The cell temperature peaked
at 90 ◦C with excessive gassing, smoke, and swelling. Figures 7 and 8 show the result for blunt
indentation and flat metal plate crush test respectively. As the LIC was indented, due to mechanical
impact, the indenter compresses the cathode, separator, and the anode thereby creating an internal
short that led to a temperature rise to about 120 ◦C within a few seconds when crushed.
Figure 7. LIC blunt crush test.
Figure 8. LIC flat-plate crush test.
Indenting the cell with a round metal piece created a more focused compression on the center of
the cell making it like a nail penetration but with a wider contact surface area. The onset temperature
for thermal runaway varied inversely with the degree of lithiation of the negative electrode [45] in
which the thermal stability of the cell was reported to increase with increasing lithiation of the cathode.
The abuse tolerance of lithium-ion cells depends on the rate of generation and dissipation of
heat from the cell. When a cell cannot transfer heat to its environment at a rate equal or higher than
the rate of heat generation, the cell is subject to thermal runaway. Similarly, in the flat-plate crush
test, a sudden increase in temperature was observed which was believed to be due to internal heat
generation resulting from internal short-circuit of anode and cathode electrodes. There is the possibility
of thermal diffusion between the flat metal plate and the cell in which the flat metal plate absorbs
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certain percent of the heat generated. However, the amount of heat absorbed by the flat metal plate
was not accounted for in this study. Figure 9 shows the voltage and temperature with respect to time
during the external heating test. A rapid surface temperature was observed with the cell gassing,
venting and smoke but no fire. External heating of the LIC is at higher risk of fire since additional
heat was applied to investigate its thermal stability tolerance. However, the cell did not result in a
catastrophic fire but vented and smoked excessively. The maximum cell surface temperature reached
210 ◦C due to the exothermic reaction which is attributed to the decomposition of electrolyte and
electrode thus resulting in thermal runaway. During the continuous heating, it took about 15 min for
the cell surface temperature to reach 163 ◦C which was the point where the cell voltage terminals were
disconnected due to physical damage as indicated at point A on Figure 9. The cell voltage drops to
0 V, as shown in Figure 9, resulted from the voltage terminal disconnection during the gas venting,
which compromised the cell integrity. The gaseous products were a result of electrolyte decomposition,
which was triggered by the rising cell temperature [46,47].
Figure 9. LIC external heat test.
The lithium-ion capacitor demonstrated a relatively safe, improved thermal and chemical stability
because of their electrode materials composition which has minimal oxide content that could serve
as catalyst for heat generation. The LIC is relatively safer than lithium-ion batteries when compared
to a previous study [9] on lithium-ion batteries. From studies, the heat generation was reported
to be due to reasons such as: the irreversible resistive heating, the reversible entropic heat, the
heat change of chemical side reactions, and heat of mixing due to the generation and relaxation of
concentration gradients [48]. Irreversible resistive heat loss occurred when current flows through
internal resistance during charge and discharge which cause deviation of the cell potential from its
equilibrium and the cell voltage difference is converted to heat. The heat by entropy change is relatively
small compared to heat from resistive heating. The internal temperature of the LIC may be higher
than the measured surface temperature because the heating begins inside the cell due to exothermic
reaction before conducting outwards through the electrode layers towards the outer surface [17,49].
However, the present study accounts for the external surface temperature only. The nail penetration
test demonstrated an instant internal shorting of the LIC cathode and anode electrodes, thus generating
heat due to the exothermic reaction from decomposition of the electrode and electrolyte leading to a
temperature increase. The temperature increased rapidly to about 90 ◦C in about 40 s before gradually
decreasing because of the separator damage [47]. The temperature continued to decline until the
cell was fully discharged with total energy dissipation. Due to the high specific surface area of the
electrode, the heat generated was believed to have sufficiently distributed over the electrode surface
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which helps to reduce the temperature rise during abuse conditions. The LIC swelled, vented, gassed
and smoked but there was no fire during overcharge as showed in Figure 10a.
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 10. (a) A swollen overcharged cell, (b) penetrated cell, (c,d) externally heated cell.
These abuse responses portray LICs to have a promising safe operation in power electronics and
commercial electronic device applications. As the cathode is completely de-lithiated during overcharge,
the cell voltage overcharged above 6.5 V, the ionic conduction ceased, and the flow of current through
the cell became ohmic resulting in joule heating. An overcharge abuse test can be very severe since
additional energy is added to the cell. In the nail penetration result shown in Figure 6, a constant
voltage and temperature were observed at the start of the experiment. However, the voltage dropped
to zero and the surface temperature of the cells rose to about 100 ◦C, which is related to a high rate
of current resulting in joule heating. The peak temperature shows that the intensity of the current
during the nail penetration is believed to be high. The mechanism of nail penetration can be compared
with the outgrown of dendrite in the cell that initiates internal shorting. The penetrated cell does
not explode violently as the nail penetration made way for the release of gaseous products which
reduce the internal pressure of the cell. In nail penetration, the nail makes direct contact between the
anode and cathode as illustrated in Figure 10b. Contrary to the crush test, the flat metal plate was used
to horizontally compress the cell which initiated internal short-circuiting of the electrodes, thereby
giving room for the flow of current in the cell similar to the nail penetration with maximum surface
temperature of 135 ◦C. During LIC external heating, the open-circuit voltage remained stable until
about 150 ◦C measured on the cell surface as seen in Figure 9, then fell rapidly leading to excessive
smoke and explosion as shown in Figure 10c,d. This effect was due to separator breakdown since the
melting points of typical separator materials polyethylene and polypropylene are at about 130 ◦C [47].
The final voltage drops occurred at about 175 ◦C because of a delay in heat dissipation which occur
when the cells generate heat more than it can dissipate. The state of charge is believed to influence
cell behavior when abused and may vary according to the type of abuse conditions. The total energy
release and emitted gas could not be accounted for during the explosion which also constitutes a
fraction of the energy release.
5. Conclusions
The safety of lithium ion capacitor was investigated under different abuse tests with varying
response observed for each test case. The high specific surface area of LIC electrode is believed to
enhance the thermal and chemical stability with reduced thermal runaway and fire effect. Therefore,
a lithium-ion capacitor provides safety benefits because it is less flammable making it a promising
electrochemical energy storage device for safe applications in portable and consumer electronics.
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Abstract: With respect to aeronautical applications, the state-of-charge (SOC) and state-of-health (SOH)
of rechargeable nickel–cadmium batteries was investigated with the help of the frequency-dependent
reactance Im Z(ω) and the pseudo-capacitance C(ω) in the frequency range between 1 kHz and 0.1 Hz.
The method of SOC monitoring using impedance spectroscopy is evaluated with the example of
1.5-year long-term measurements of commercial devices. A linear correlation between voltage and
capacitance is observed as long as overcharge and deep discharge are avoided. Pseudo-charge Q(ω)
= C(ω)·U at 1 Hz with respect to the rated capacity is proposed as a reliable SOH indicator for rapid
measurements. The benefit of different evaluation methods and diagram types for impedance data
is outlined.
Keywords: battery life testing; capacitance; state-of-charge determination; state-of-health; aging;
impedance spectroscopy; pseudo-charge
1. Introduction
Emergency power supplies in aircrafts require high reliability. After parking for a longer period
of time without electric supply, the state-of-charge (SOC) of airplane batteries drops by self-discharge.
Scheduled take-offs may be delayed by this. According to the state-of-the-art, the complete procedure
of capacity determination lasts several hours. As a costly precaution, freshly charged batteries must be
held in stock. With respect to more extended maintenance intervals, a reliable method for fast battery
diagnosis is required, which reflects at least the upper SOC range.
Based on preliminary work on SOC determination by impedance spectroscopy [1–7], we studied
new and aged batteries. Since the frequency response depends on the cell chemistry, we focused on
nickel–cadmium batteries [8–10] in this work. In the following, the significance of the imaginary part
of impedance is evaluated with respect to aging time and state-of-charge.
1.1. State-of-Charge Indicators
Rated capacity [11] denotes the electric charge QN, which is stored by a new battery conditions.
The actually available capacity Q(t), however, is lower by the already consumed charge Q1, and the
capacity loss QL in the course of aging during the time t. Moreover, the capacity Q0 of the fully charged
battery depends on temperature and previous charge–discharge cycles at given C-rates.
Q(t) = QN −Q1 −QL = α ·Q0 = α · β ·QN
SOC = Q/Q0 = α
(1)
α, the state-of-charge (SOC) [12], describes the ratio between the actually momentary available capacity
Q(t) and maximum total available capacity Q0 at the previous full charge. α = 1 (100% SOC) represents
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the full charge, and α = 0 (0% SOC) is an empty battery. For SOC determination [13,14], voltage
measurements were general practice since the 1930s. Since the mid-1970s, impedance spectroscopy [15],
coulomb counting [16], bookkeeping methods [17,18], and look-up tables [19] came along, which were
complemented by fuzzy logic, Kalman filters, learning algorithms and predictive methods [14], and the
analysis of relaxation times [20] over the past decades. The C-rate is defined by the current–capacity
ratio. The indication 1C says that the battery was fully charged or discharged within one hour.
5C requires 0.2 h (12 min).
The state-of-health (SOH) [12] considers the actually available residual capacity in aged batteries
Q0 with regard to the nominal rated capacity QN of the new battery.
SOH = Q0/QN = β (2)
1.2. Aging Phenomena
Aging starts immediately after the battery has left the fabrication facilities. The degradation rate
depends on cycling stress, temperature, charging method, overcharge, and deep-discharge. Some aging
phenomena are reversible, but most are irreversible. Calendar aging during storage with time happens
in the battery at rest at any temperature and state-of-charge, independently of the power load. Cyclic
aging depends on current (C-rate), temperature, depth-of-discharge, power demand, and the load
profile. Repeated charge–discharge events at 0%–20% SOC and 80%–100% SOC are more harmful to
the battery than continuous operation at medium SOC levels.
The memory effect [21] or lazy battery effect is a special type of aging phenomenon with
rechargeable nickel–cadmium (NiCd) chemistry that causes the battery to hold less charge (Figure 1).
The battery gradually loses its maximum energy capacity when it is repeatedly recharged after being
only partially discharged [22]. The battery seems to remember the previous state of charge, and causes
an undesired early voltage drop when charged again. Due to crystal formation at the anode, the stored
energy becomes available only at a lower voltage than before. Unfortunately, the memory effect is
exceedingly difficult to reproduce in model experiments. In modern NiCd batteries, the resulting
loss of capacity is partly compensated by a discharge reserve. The memory effect can be repaired
by a complete charge–discharge cycle, which recovers the original capacity (except for calendar and
cycle aging).
(a) (b)  
Figure 1. (a) Qualitative discharge characteristics of a nickel–cadmium battery suffering the memory
effect. (b) End-of-charge determination by minus-delta-U cutoff. U = voltage in volts.
The voltage cutout is a widely used to prevent overcharge. The NiCd battery is continuously
charged until the voltage drops by 0.01–0.02 V per cell although energy is supplied (Figure 1b).
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1.3. Impedance Spectroscopy
The observed ac resistance of every electrochemical cell is caused by the electrolyte resistance and
the kinetic inhibitions of the electrode processes, which act like non-ideal resistors and capacitances.
With electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [23], a periodically changing voltage (at constant
cell voltage) or current excitation signal (at constant discharge current), respectively, is applied to the
battery. The resulting phase shift φ between input signal and cell response is recorded frequency by
frequency. The amplitude of the usually sinusoidal input signal must be small, so that the steady-state
condition of the cell is not disturbed.
Commercial frequency response analyzers (FRA) deliver the frequency-dependent complex
impedance Z(jω) or admittance Y(jω) in various mathematical formats, with respect to angular
frequency ω = 2π f, resistance R = Re Z (real part of impedance), reactance X = Im Z (imaginary part of




= Re Z(jω) + j Im Z(jω) =
∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣ · ejϕ = ∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣ · [cosϕ+ j sinϕ] (3)
∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣ = Ue f f (jω)
Ie f f (jω)
=
√




= sgn[Im Z(jω)] · arccosRe Z(jω)∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣




Re Z(jω)∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣2 + j
−Im Z(jω)∣∣∣Z(jω)∣∣∣2
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(c) (d) 
Figure 2. Impedance spectra of a nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery (cell #5, new: State-of-health (SOH)
100% = 1.7 Ah, aged: SOH 71% = 1.21 Ah) at full charge (state-of-charge (SOC) = 100%, solid line)
and 80% state-of-charge (dashed): (a) complex plane plot of impedance Z, so-called Nyquist plot,
(b) admittance Y = 1/Z in the complex plane, (c) complex capacitance C = Y/(jω), (d) frequency response
of modulus |Z|(ω), part of Bode diagram. Reactance Im Z, susceptance Im Y, and pseudocapacitance Re
C reflect the state-of-charge more clearly than the ohmic resistance Re Z, conductance Im Y, and the
phase angle φ (not shown here).
1.4. Capacitance and Time Constant
We added the pseudo-capacitance C(ω) [1,24,25] to the above list, as a unique measure for the
activity of the electrode/electrolyte interface, and as a qualitative indicator for the state-of-charge of












At high frequencies (ω→∞), pseudo-capacitance tends to the geometric double-layer capacitance
CD of the electrode/electrolyte interface. The ohmic resistance of the electrolyte solution, Re = Re Z(ω






[Re Z(ω) −Re]2 + [Im Z(ω)]2
] ≈ −1
ω · Im Z(ω) (5)
The diagram of frequency-dependent capacitance C(ω) versus resistance R is useful for the direct
comparison of battery capacities (see Section 3.5). The approximation in Equation (5) holds only for
high frequencies, when the polarization resistance of the battery is negligible.
We think that the classification of aging phenomena is simplified by the apparent time constant of
the charge-transfer reaction [26]. As a useful quantity for the comparison of new (at time t = 0) and
aged batteries at any time t, we will consider below the relative growth of electrolyte resistance (at a
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2. Experimental Setup
In the course of a long time, with tests under real conditions as in an airplane, six NiCd battery
packs were kept at a state-of-charge of 100% by trickle charge in order to balance self-discharge.
With cycling, the packs were charged and discharged at a rate of C/2 between 100% SOC (7.5 V) to
80% SOC (6.0 V), separated by a rest period of 15 min, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. The ambient
temperature was 50 ◦C during aging. Impedance spectra were measured at 25 ◦C after every 400 cycles,
because (i) this temperature change is close to the practical application in the airplane, and (ii) helps to
standardize the temperature-dependence of impedance, which affects the electrolyte resistance and the
polarization resistance and the electrochemical reactions in a different way.
Figure 3. Voltage during continuous cycle testing at 50 ◦C (NiCd, 1.7 Ah, 0.5C) for 1200 cycles.
Table 1. Overview of experiments.
Test Method
Battery Pack:
7.5 V, 1.7 Ah,
5 Single Cells
A. Cycling
(SOC) at 50 ◦C
B. Impedance
Measurements During
Discharge (SOC 1→ 0.7)




1 Full discharge (a) old (#1)(b) new (#4)
1C (1→ 0)
0.5C (1→ 0) by 2% voltage steps
at cycle 400, 800,
and 1200
2 Partial discharge (a) old (#2)(b) new (#5)
1C (1→ 0.8)
0.5C (1→ 0.8) by 0.19 Ah steps
at cycle 400, 800,
and 1200
3 Partial discharge (a) old (#3)(b) new (#6)
0.1C (1→ 0.8)
0.5C (1→ 0.8) by 2% voltage steps
at cycle 400, 800
and 1200
With respect to the investigation of the memory effect, three types of experiments were defined:
1. Successive discharge. Pack #1 (fabricated in 2017) was cycled between SOC = 100% and SOC =
0% with 1C rate. Pack #4 (2018) was cycled between SOC = 100% and SOC = 80% at 0.5C rate.
After every 400 cycles, the batteries were fully charged and then successively discharged by 2%
steps, each characterized by impedance spectroscopy, until SOC = 70% was reached. Capacity
was measured at the end of the endurance test, so that no memory effect was eliminated.
2. Rapid test. Pack #2 (2017) was cycled between SOC = 100% and SOC = 80% at 1C rate, and pack
#5 of 2018 suffered at 0.5C. Every 400 cycles the batteries received (i) full charge, (ii) impedance
measurement, (iii) discharge by 0.19 Ah, (iv) again impedance measurement, and (v) capacity
measurement by ampere-hour counting. The memory effect was studied between successive tests.
3. Extensive test. Pack #3 (2017) was cycled between SOC = 100% and SOC = 80% at 0.1C rate and
pack #6 (of 2018) at 0.5C. The analysis combined the above methods: (i) full charge, (ii) successive
discharge by 2% and impedance measurement, until SOC = 70% was reached, (iii) full charge,
and (iv) capacity determination by ampere-hour counting. The loss of capacity was studied for a
large number of charge–discharge cycles.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. State-of-Charge Monitoring
The stored residual electric charge Q (capacity) of a battery is expected to correlate with the
pseudo-capacitance according to the definition C = dQ/dU. The pseudo-capacitance, according to
Equation (4), is coined by the reactance, therefore the imaginary part of impedance is expected to show
the state-of-charge as well. Unfortunately, we found no linear relationship between state-of-charge
and capacity (Figure 4). The reactance at 0.1 Hz drops linearly between 80% and 20% SOC, whereas
the edges at high and low SOC do not obey the trend.
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4. SOC monitoring by impedance spectroscopy of a used NiCd battery (cell 5 of pack #3 of 2017).
(a) Reactance X = Im Z at different frequencies versus state-of-charge. (b) Pseudo-capacitance C and (c)
calculated residual electric pseudo-charge Q(t) = C U(t) at the momentary voltage U (SOC).
The absolute value of reactance Im Z(1 Hz) shows a maximum around 65% SOC. In practice,
Im Z(10 Hz) shows a linear trend in the full SOC window. Figure 4 proves that capacitance C(ω) is a
proper measure of the actual battery capacity. Low frequencies are useful for capacity determination.
As well, the pseudo-charge Q = C·U resolves the SOC characteristics more clearly than the
imaginary part of impedance. As a compromise, between high signal level (at low frequencies) and
linearity (at high frequencies), the imaginary part at 1 Hz might be appropriate for use in the airplane
application, because low charge states are usually not reached in normal use.
3.2. Reactance during Aging and the Memory Effect
In long-term tests, all NiCd packs were aged by 1200 cycles. Impedance was recorded every
400 cycles. After 800 and 1200 cycles, respectively, the cells were refreshed in order to eliminate the
memory effect.
Figure 5a compiles the reactance at 1 Hz versus the real state-of-charge, which was defined by
ampere-hour counting. During aging, reactance drops due to the loss of available capacity (100%
to 80% SOH). At the 800th cycle, 76% SOH is reached. The memory effect is eliminated by a single
deep-discharge and the successive full charge. Indeed, capacity improves again to 91% SOH. After 1200
cycles, 97% SOH is restored and 77% SOH without removal of the memory effect.
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Figure 5. State-of-health monitoring (SOH) by impedance spectroscopy of NiCd batteries. (a) Reactance
Im Z(1 Hz) during 1200 charge–discharge cycles (cell of new pack #6, C/2, 50 ◦C). (b) Rapid method
with 0.19 mAh discharge and capacity measurement by ampere-hour counting (cell of new pack #5).
(c) Im Z(1 Hz) of fully charged battery packs versus SOH. (d) Cell 5 of pack #1 after 400 pre-cycles.
The state-of-health SOH = Q0/QN (ratio of actual and rated available capacity Q) correlates quite well
with the reactance Im Z.
The rapid method (Section 2, Figure 5b) considers the difference between the full battery, and the
state-of-charge after discharge of exactly 190 mAh (independent of SOH). The battery was fully
discharged after 400, 800, and 1200 cycles. Obviously, the imaginary part of impedance reflects
the state-of-health (capacity) during aging. Again, the memory effect can be eliminated by a single
deep-discharge and a full charge and the reactance Im Z(1 Hz) displays the real state-of-charge.
The results of battery packs #1 and #4 are qualitatively identical with packs #5 and #6. The ‘old’
packs #2 and #3 were handled in the same way as the ‘new’ packs #5 and #6 except for the changed
C-rate, respectively. However, due to previous history with extended dwell times under overcharge,
the impedance and aging status do not clearly correlate.
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In Figure 5c, the reactance, Im Z(1 Hz), of three fully charged NiCd packs is compared at different
aging states, including and excluding the memory effect. According to the residual capacity between
100% and 76% SOH, reactance lies between −40 mΩ and −80 mΩ. Low capacity correlates with highly
negative reactance. This relation holds even if the memory effect is taken into account. Different battery
packs show the same trend in the same order of magnitude.
In Figure 5d, the old battery pack #1, which suffered from 400 charge–deep discharge cycles before
the impedance tests, shows the most serious loss in capacity. After 1200 cycles of the test procedure,
residual capacity drops to 44% SOH (including memory effect), and 53% SOH (after refresh of the
memory effect), respectively. Again, the reactance shows the state-of-health.
3.3. Capacitance as an Aging Indicator
Pseudo-capacitance C(ω) at different frequencies was investigated at different cells between
beginning of life (BoL) and end of life (EoL, SOH = 71%) at state-of-charge values between 70% and
100%. In Figure 6, capacitance displays the state-of-health for the charged batteries between the rated
voltage U0 and 0.9 U0. Pseudo-capacitance at 0.1 Hz shows the difference in the SOH of new and
aged batteries more clearly than the measurement at 0.1 Hz. C calculated by Equation (4) contains the
internal resistance of the battery, whereas the approximation CD requires a higher frequency to give a





Figure 6. Capacitance-based state-of-health monitoring with respect to terminal voltage U/U0 at (a)
0.1 Hz and (b) 1 Hz. BoL = beginning of life (1.7 Ah), EoL = end of life (1.2 Ah) of cell #5 of pack #6.
Solid: C = Im Y/(jω), according to Equation (4). Dashed: Approximation CD = C(ω→∞).
In any case, capacitance allows distinguishing between full charge and partial charge new and
aged batteries, whereas the message at low state-of-charge is less reliable.
3.4. Pseudo-Charge as a SOH Indicator
Pseudo-charge, Q(ω) = C(ω)/U, which was calculated by the measured capacitance C and the
momentary cell voltage U, correlates more obviously with the state-of-charge along the battery life.
For the old battery pack #6 with respect to the new battery, Figure 7 compiles the relative pseudo-charge
at different state-of-charge values.
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Figure 7. Aging study. Relative pseudo-charge Q(ω) = C(ω)·U(SOC) of an aged 1.7 Ah battery (pack #6,
EoL = end of life) with regard to the new battery (BoL = beginning of life). (a) Impedance measurements
at selected frequencies versus the actual state-of-charge SOC = Q/Q0 received by genuine Ah counting.
(b) Frequency response of relative pseudo-charge, which is determined by the internal resistance of the
battery below 1 Hz, and the surface capacitance above 1 Hz.
It becomes obvious that the impedance-based pseudo-charge correlates both with the actual
Ah-based state-of-charge SOC between 70% and 96%. The fully charged battery (SOC = 100%) creates
an outlier, because of the overcharge phenomenon that distorts the impedance-based capacitance
measurement by parasitic electrochemical reactions. As an alternative to Figure 7, the relative loss of
charge between new and old batteries can be drawn (i.e., ((Q(EoL) − Q(BoL))/Q(BoL)), which shows
the same trend in the reverse direction. Useful frequencies for practical SOH determination lie below
1 Hz or below 100 Hz whether or not the internal resistance of the battery is considered as a proper
aging criterion with calculating the pseudo-capacitance, C(ω) = Re C, according to Equation (5). Above
500 Hz, the spiral roll of the cell generates inductive impedance values, which are not useful for
state-of-charge determination.
3.5. Separation of SOC and SOH
For the comparison of old and new batteries after a given operation time t, the pseudo-charge Q is








QN is the rated capacity of the new battery (SOH = 1, SOC = 1). Q0 is the residual capacity of the
aged battery (SOC = 1, SOH <1). U0 is the rated voltage and U(t) is the momentary cell voltage.
The normalized pseudo-charge correlates excellently with the real state-of-charge, which was
determined by ampere-hour counting (Figure 8). Advantageously, Q(1 Hz) is determined very quickly.
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y x
Figure 8. The impact of aging. Ratio of the available electric pseudo-charge Q0(t) of used NiCd batteries
with respect to the rated value of the new battery QN (pack #5 and pack #6). Data are taken from
Figure 5. Impedance-based pseudo-charge Q0 = C(1 Hz) U (divided by the rated capacity QN) correlates
well with the true SOH values from Ah measurements.
3.6. Impedance-Based Aging Indicators
Diagrams of capacitance versus resistance C(R) have been used for the characterization of
supercapacitors, whereby the rated capacitance is reached at low frequencies [1]. Aging generates
a growing resistance and a loss of pseudo-capacitance. In Figure 9, however, a constant value of dc
pseudo-capacitance is not quickly reached with NiCd batteries at frequencies down to 0.1 Hz. Especially
at low SOC, aged batteries show a less steep slope ΔC/ΔR compared with new cells. In any case,
the C(R) diagram estimates the extent of aging quickly. We propose this diagram for SOH monitoring.
 
Figure 9. Aging characteristics of NiCd cell #5 of pack #6 (new: 1.7 Ah, aged: 1.3 Ah, SOH = 76%) in
the plot of pseudo-capacitance C(ω) and pseudo-charge Q(ω) = C(ω) U versus the internal resistance
(real part of impedance). U(SOC) = actual cell voltage at the time of measurement.
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The reactance (imaginary part of impedance) versus SOC shows a local maximum (Figure 10).
This quantity is therefore less useful for SOH determinations. In contrast to that, relative
pseudo-capacitance C/C0 increases with SOC the same way as cell voltage U/U0 does (Figure 10).
This proves why we suggest using capacitance for impedance-based SOC determination.
 
(a) (b)  
Figure 10. Aging characteristics of a NiCd battery (cell #5 of pack #6). (a) Different normalized
state-of-charge quantities with respect to voltage U/U0, pseudo-capacitance C/C0 at 0.22 Hz, imaginary
part of impedance at 0.22 Hz, and relative time constant τ/τ0 at 0.22 Hz against the actual state-of-charge
received from Ah counting. (b) Relative time constant between the old battery τ = R(1 kHz)·C(0.1 Hz)
and the new battery τ0 at different frequencies according to Equation (6).
The relative time constant τ according to Equation (5) was determined by the pseudo-capacitance
at 0.1 Hz. With this, new and aged batteries can qualitatively be distinguished by a single quantity.
A large value of τ/τ0 means that the aged battery suffers from high electrolyte resistance and low
interfacial capacitance.
4. Conclusions
For NiCd batteries used in airplanes at SOC values above 70%, this work proves the impact of cycle
aging on the available electric charge (capacity) at different state-of-charge values (SOC) by the help of
impedance spectroscopy. During aging, the cell resistance grows and the pseudo-capacitance drops
(Figure 9), and the imaginary part of impedance rises (Figure 5). For rapid impedance measurements,
we propose a frequency around 0.2 Hz. For practical use, the pseudo-capacitance according to Equation
(4) best reflects the real state-of-charge (Figure 10). The imaginary part of impedance is less useful for
SOC and SOH monitoring. Thanks to modern electronics, impedance measurements can be performed
in airplanes throughout the pre-departure process with little expense and effort.
In addition, we found that pseudo-charge Q(ω) = C(ω)·U at 1 Hz is a proper measure for the real
state-of-charge of a battery, where U is the momentary voltage of battery at the time of impedance
measurement. With this approach, there is no need for any model descriptions or equivalent circuits,
which are often unclear and complicate the system analysis during operation. For SOH monitoring,
the pseudo-charge of the aged battery with regard to the new battery is considered (Figure 8).
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Abstract: Driven by the increasing plea for greener transportation and efficient integration of
renewable energy sources, Ni-rich metal layered oxides, namely NMC, Li [Ni1−x−yCoyMnz] O2
(x + y ≤ 0.4), and NCA, Li [Ni1−x−yCoxAly] O2, cathode materials have garnered huge attention for
the development of Next-Generation lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). The impetus behind such huge
celebrity includes their higher capacity and cost effectiveness when compared to the-state-of-the-art
LiCoO2 (LCO) and other low Ni content NMC versions. However, despite all the beneficial attributes,
the large-scale deployment of Ni-rich NMC based LIBs poses a technical challenge due to less stability
of the cathode/electrolyte interphase (CEI) and diverse degradation processes that are associated with
electrolyte decomposition, transition metal cation dissolution, cation–mixing, oxygen release reaction
etc. Here, the potential degradation routes, recent efforts and enabling strategies for mitigating the
core challenges of Ni-rich NMC cathode materials are presented and assessed. In the end, the review
shed light on the perspectives for the future research directions of Ni-rich cathode materials.
Keywords: Li-Ion battery; Ni-rich cathode; degradation; cathode-electrolyte interphase; electro mobility
1. Introduction
There is a growing necessity for reducing CO2 emissions to prevent further upsurge of the global
temperature and, thereby, safeguard the fate of our planet and its occupants [1]. This calls for an
urgent transition from the limited, as well as polluting, fossil fuels and internal combustion vehicles
(ICEs) to renewable (e.g., solar, wind, etc.) energy sources and electro mobility (electric vehicles, xEVs)
respectively [2,3]. 80% of the transportation in USA and Germany is linked to on-road vehicles and,
thus, moving towards electric vehicles (xEVs), offers the potential for emission saving. However,
green energy sources are intermittent in nature and their proper utilization demands the use of
highly efficient and durable electrochemical energy storage devices [4]. Similarly, xEVs necessities
the use of high energy density batteries that are capable of negating the existing “driving range
anxiety” [5]. Amid existing electrochemical energy storage devices, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have
attracted huge attention as one of the most versatile and enabler devices for use in a wide range of
applications. However, further improvements in the energy density of LIBs is urgently needed to meet
the ever-growing stringent requirements for emerging large-scale systems. For instance, the electrical
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propulsion demands battery devices with high energy density allowing for the ~500 km driving range
([energy density of > 400 Wh kg−1, > 500 Wh L−1 and cost < 125 US$ kWh−1]) [6] requirements.
The energy density (Ecell) of a given LIB cell is collectively determined by the discharge cell voltage
(Vcell) and Li-storage capacity (Ccell), as shown in Equation (1) [7,8], inferring an increase in the energy
density of LIBs requires increasing both the cell capacity and maximizing the potential difference




Owing to the fact that the anode materials offer a higher Li-ion storage capacity than the cathode,
the latter presents to be the most important and limiting factor for the energy density of LIBs [9–12].
Following Sony’s introduction of lithium cobalt dioxide (LiCoO2)-graphite cell in 1991, it has become
the most dominant energy storage device in the market. LiCoO2 (LCO) has been the most investigated
electrode material from the time of its earliest discovery by Goodenough et al. [13]. However, despite
its successful commercialization, LCO suffers from several drawbacks, e.g., structural degradation
and oxygen release at highly de-lithiated states (Li1−xCoO2 where x > 0.5) [10,14] and low specific
capacity of 140 mAh g−1 (i.e., ~half of the theoretical capacity, 274 mAh g−1) [15]. Besides, cobalt
(Co) is very expensive and toxic, which leads to an increase in the carbon footprint of the cathode
active materials [16]. These practical challenges have been the stimulus behind the search for other
alternative crystallographic systems. Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) is another interesting
cathode material of high structural and thermal stabilities (i.e., no oxygen release) due to the strong
Fe-O covalent bonds and cycling stability; however, it operates at a lower voltage, thus reducing its
power density when compared to LCO [17].
On the contrary, despite the high energy and power densities and relatively high operating
voltage (~4.1 V vs. Li/Li+) of high voltage spinel-like Li2MnO4 (LMO) cathode materials, they suffer
from accelerated capacity fading during prolonged cycling, storage, and, at elevated temperatures,
attributed to Mn dissolution [14].
Ni-rich layered cathodes have been materialized as next generation materials because of their
relatively high discharge capacity (i.e., 180–230 mAh g−1), lower overall cost, and so forth in the
search for high-performance devices. Recently, the research interest in Ni-rich cathodes has been
exponentially augmented (Figure 1a,b), once again proving the huge attention that is given by the
academia, governments and industries. However, Ni-rich cathode materials are beset with detrimental
challenges, hindering their large-scale integration into the evolving xEVs market.
Figure 1. Overall research activity on Ni-rich cathode based lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) (Last updated
20th October 2019). The key search words used in Scopus are, “Lithium-ion battery”, Lithium-ion battery
+Nickel rich cathode” and “Lithium-ion battery +Nickel rich cathode + degradation or interphase”.
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Among others, issues that are related to the Ni-rich cathode/electrolyte interphase (CEI) and
complex degradation origins as well as routes have received significant attention (Figure 1c–f). Herein,
we review the critical impediments for the large scale commercialization of Ni-rich cathode based LIBs
and recent progress in the search of enabling mitigating strategies. For the sake of readers, the chemistry,
major challenges enlisting the unstable CEI and degradation phenomena as well as proposed solutions
and research directions are addressed in Sections 2–4, respectively. Finally, a conclusive remark
shedding light on the future research directions is precisely presented.
2. Chemistry of Ni-Rich Cathode Materials
The fundamental features of Ni-rich cathodes, (Li [NixM1−x] O2, (x ≥ 0.6, M = transition metal),
are predominantly dictated by the chemistry, i.e., elemental composition, namely nickel (Ni), cobalt
(Co), manganese (Mn), aluminum (Al), and any other incorporated dopants (if exist) [18]. Transition
metal cations and their chemistries play a major role in the aging and degradation processes in layered
cathode based LIBs. The composition and oxidation state of each transition metal cation contribute to
the electrochemical performance, thermal stability, overall material cost, toxicity, etc. of the Ni-rich
cathodes. In general, nickel (Ni) serves as a source of valence states of +2 (Ni2+) and +3 (Ni3+) in
Ni-rich electrodes. However, at certain conditions, such as at a very low lithiation state, the high
oxidative +4 (Ni4+), whose compounds are soluble in the electrolyte, is observed [19]. Unlike LCO,
LiNiO2 (LNO) is more challenging due to the instability resulting in the spontaneous reduction of
Ni3+ to Ni2+, and thereby its migration within the Li layers. The substitution of stable Co3+ for
the unstable Ni3+ minimizes the formation of Ni2+ species, favoring the development of Li (Ni, Co)
O2 solid solution, i.e., LiNi1−yCoyO2 to prevent such undesired transformation. Such Co-doping
improves the structural integrity and promotes better stability in the charged state. Interestingly,
the substitution of Ni with electrochemically inactive Al appeared to be interesting, which further
increases the electrode thermal stability due to the stronger Al-O linkage when compared to Ni-O
bonding. However, the improvement in the cathode electrode stability at high voltage and cycling
life decreases, owing to its electrochemical inertness. Later, dual substitution of Co and Al, aiming at
harvesting the synergistic benefits of both elements, pursued the development of Li[Ni1−x−yCoxAly]O2,
coined as NCA [20]. Amid several NCA varieties, Li[Ni0.80Co0.15Al0.05]O2 and Li[Ni0.81Co0.10Al0.09]O2
have been ascribed as the most promising versions, which satisfy safety criteria without compromising
the energy density, power or cost benefits of Ni-based cathodes. Another possibility to substitute
Ni is with Mn, hoping to enhance the operating voltage while keeping the structural integrity and
lowering the cost and toxicity of the resulting material. Doping Ni with both Co and Mn leads to
the development of very exciting crystallographic systems, called NMC materials, Li[NixCoyMnz]O2
(x + y + z = 1), with specific variants, such as x:y:z = 1:1:1 (NMC111), 5:3:2 (NMC532), 6:2:2 (NMC622),
8:1:1 (NMC811), 85:7.5:7.5 (NMC857575), and so forth, where the numbers denote the ratio of Ni, Co,
and Mn on a mole fraction basis.6 The role of each transition metal in NMC is detailed in Figure 2a,b,
clearly depicting their splendid effect on the discharge capacity, capacity retention, and thermal stability.
Increasing Ni content clearly depicts an increase in the discharge capacity, but at the expense of thermal
stability and capacity retention.
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Figure 2. (a) Compositional phase diagrams of lithium stoichiometric-layered transition-metal oxide:
LiCoO2-LiNiO2-LiMnO2. The positions indicated by dots represent the described LiNi1−x−yCoxMnyO2,
reproduced from Ref. [21] with permission, Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons; (b) Sketch on the
effect of transition metals on discharge capacity (black), thermal stability (blue) and capacity retention
(red) of Li[NixCoyMnz]O2 compounds with number in brackets corresponding to the composition
(Ni, Mn, Co). The positive effect of Ni on capacity, Mn on thermal stability and Co on capacity retention
and rate performances is underlined. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [22], Copyright 2015,
Electrochemical Society.
3. Challenges and Origins Associated with Ni-Rich Cathode Materials
Despite the fact that Ni-rich cathode materials have reaped enormous courtesy as next generation
cathode materials, their commercialization is still limited to lower Ni content, Ni ≤ 60% for NMC and
Ni = 80% (by molar fraction) for NCA. Low Ni content-NMC/LMO blended cathode in Chevrolet Volt
(PHEV), BMWi3 (BEV), as well as Nissan Leaf (BEV), pure NMC in Daimler Smart EV (BEV) and NCA
in Daimler S class hybrid (HEV), Tesla Model S (BEV), and the BMW active Hybrid7 (HEV) have been
commercialized for applications in the electro mobility [23,24]. However, these success stories cannot
meet the harsh requirements of future generation batteries in terms of energy density (> 400 Wh kg−1,
> 500 Wh L−1) and cost (< 125 US$ kWh-1) [25,26]. The cathode of choice of the automotive industry
for the “near-future” xEVs versions is directed to Ni-rich NMC and NCA, combined with access to
high voltage operations [27]. However, the practical application with Ni content over 60% is severely
hindered due to the presence of various inter-linked challenges. Ni-rich layered oxides generally
suffer from two major problems, i.e., performance degradation and safety hazards, especially during
storage or operation near the fully delithiated state and/or at high temperature. Generally, the origins
for the performance degradation are linked to residual lithium compounds (RLC), Ni/Li cationic
mixing (disordering), oxygen evolution reaction (OER), irreversible phase transition, transition metal
dissolution, micro cracking of secondary particle structure, and so forth. Thus, an in-depth evaluation
of the existing obstacles and accompanying origins of NMC and NCA cathode materials in general
and those Ni-rich one in particular are presented in the following sub-sections.
3.1. Lithium Residual Compounds from Synthesis
There exist various synthesis methods that lead to the production of Ni-rich cathode materials,
such as atmospheric plasma spray pyrolysis [28], pulse combustion [29], sputter deposition [30],
and co-precipitation [31], to name a few. The latter is the most popular synthesis route, which firstly
involves the formation of precursor in a continuous stirring tank reactor (CSTR) by co-precipitation.
The divalent transition metal ions are then introduced into the CSTR under inert atmosphere, e.g.,
as sulfate salts. Furthermore, sodium hydroxide and ammonium hydroxide are added to control the
pH-value and as chelating agent, respectively. The stoichiometry of the transition metal hydroxide
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precursor determines the stoichiometry of the final product in terms of the Ni: Mn: Co ratio. Afterwards,
the precursor is dried and mixed with a stoichiometric equivalent amount of Li2CO3 or LiOH by ball
milling and, finally, sintered in air. During the synthesis route, a large number of parameters can
affect the final product, such as pH-value, amount of ammonia, stirring speed, calcination temperature,
and so forth [32].
For example, NMC111 sub-micron particles were obtained at an elevated pH-value, low ammonia
content, and relatively low calcination temperature [33]. While the nucleation and its growth rate
are pH dependent, the agglomeration of primary to secondary particles depends on the amount of
ammonia that is added during the synthesis process. In short, the synthesis history plays a huge role
in the degradation phenomenon of Ni-rich cathode materials. For instance, the synthesis conditions
(e.g., nature and concentration of precursors and other reagents, sintering and co-precipitation
temperatures, pH value, stirring speed, etc.) and synthesis protocols profoundly affect the particle size,
crystallinity, morphology, structural stability, and cation ordering. This eventually plays a decisive role
in the degradation process (e.g., by creating active surface driven side reactions and others) and, thus,
in the electrochemical performance of the final products. Tian et al. [34] evidenced liquid electrolyte
penetration limits, which are consequences of the morphological appearance of the NMC particles,
leading to heterogeneous state-of-charge (SoC) distribution within the cathode active material particles.
This, in turn, leads to an inhomogeneous aging within the particles.
Unreacted lithium ingredients can often remain on the surfaces of the active materials, ostensibly
in the oxide form of Li2O, because an excessive amount of lithium is compulsory to produce decidedly
crystalline Ni-rich layered materials. The presence of these residual lithium compounds (RLCs),
which are inescapably available in Ni-rich cathodes with their amount increasing with the Ni content
(i.e., ~6 × 103 to 25 × 103 ppm for Ni ≥ 60%), are highly detrimental. RLCs can be originated via two
routes: (i) excess amount of LiOH introduced during the synthesis for recompensing the loss of Li2O,
by sublimation, and subduing the Ni/Li mixing [35], and (ii) via reactions with H2O (LiNiO2 + xH2O
→ Li1−xHxNiO2 + xLiOH) and/or CO2 (2LiNiO2 + xH2O + xCO2 → 2Li1−xHxNiO2 + xLi2CO3) in
air during storage [35,36]. Moreover, RLCs compounds can cause the gelation of the slurry during
electrode preparation that is associated with dehydrofluorination of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
binder by LiOH [(CH2-CF2)n + LiOH→(CH=CF)n + LiF + H2O] [37]. Moreover, the strong alkalinity
nature of RLCs can catalyze the transesterification and, thus, cascading degradation of carbonate based
solvents, resulting in battery swelling and/or gassing [38]. The electrochemical oxidation of Li2CO3
at a potential > 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+ also results in the formation of oxygen and CO2 (2Li2CO3 → 4Li+ +
4e− + O2 + 2CO2), eventually causing battery swelling [39–41]. The potential reaction of Li2CO3 with
protic species (e.g., Li2CO3 + 2H+→ CO2 +H2O + 2Li+), which can inevitably be generated during
cell cycling, can also lead to severe gassing. In general, RLCs in the form of mixtures of Li2O, LiOH,
and Li2CO3 play a key role in the degradation of Ni-rich cathode based LIBs and their ratio varies
with storage conditions, such as humidity level in the air, time, etc. Thus, the amount of RLCs should
kept lower than 3000 ppm for an acceptable level, owing to their detrimental effect [20]. Besides to
employing tailored synthesis protocols, surface modification, for instance, with H3PO4 to produce
a Li3PO4 coating layer upon heating and thus trapping three lithium atoms and thereby decreasing
the impurities, has been proved to be an effective strategy [42]. The resulted Li3PO4 later can trap
not only HF, but also H2O as Li3PO4 + H2O → LixHyPO4 (or POxHy) + Li2O, thus improving the
electrochemical performances. Figure 3 depicts the surface change of Ni-rich cathode materials and
accompanying changes in the cathode-electrolyte interphases [43].
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Figure 3. Illustration of the surface changes of Ni-rich cathode materials. (a) Surface change of Ni-rich
materials after exposure in air, taken from Ref 37. (b) The microstructure and composition of the
cathode-electrolyte interface at the surface of Ni-rich cathode materials, Reproduced from Ref. [20]
with permission, Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons.
3.2. M/Li Cationic Mixing
Among the principal cations in Ni-rich cathode materials, i.e., Ni2+, Co2+, and Mn2+, Ni2+ ions
have the strongest propensity to mix with Li+ ions (Figure 4), which results in the reduction of both
capacity and Li mobility (thus conductivity) and at the same time transforming the layered over spinel
crystal to NiO-like rock salt phase, both during preparation and application [43–46]. The mixing
tendency is assumed to be favored from the similarity in the ionic radius of Ni2+ (0.69 Å) and Li+
(0.76 Å) [47,48]. It is noteworthy to mention that the Ni2+/Li+ mixing occurs not only during the
synthesis process, but also over the whole life of the battery. Its degree increases with increasing
the Ni content, ratio of Ni2+ to Ni3+, state-of-charge (SoC), and temperature. Instead, Doeff and
co-workers proposed a super-exchange mechanism for Ni-rich NMC materials, where Ni3+ has priority
to exchange with Li+ [49]. A change in the valance state of Ni ion (Ni3+→Ni2+) occurs in combination
with oxidation of the nearest Co3+ ion (Co3+→ Co4+) for charge compensation, where oxygen ion has
a charge carrier role.
Figure 4. (a) Illustration of geometrical frustration where three ions with magnetic moments are
arranged in trigonal planar, the sum of all moments cannot equal zero. (b) Rearrangement of ions
within NMC to release geometric frustration, ions: m (grey) with magnetic moment, i.e., manganese
and nickel form a hexagon with a non-magnetic, ion n (blue), i.e., cobalt or lithium, in its center.
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Koyama et al. [50] recently reported that cation mixing is a result of frustration (Figure 4a).
In the TM layer of NMC, Ni, Co, and Mn are arranged in trigonal planar. Hence, there is a potential
for magnetic frustration, since the minimization of interaction energy of all nearest-neighbor spins
is impossible. The frustration is released by a rearrangement of the TM elements from triangular
coordination towards a hexagonal one, where Co is at the center of a hexagon of Ni and Mn, in the
case of NMC111 with a high amount of nonmagnetic Co3+ (Figure 4b). This implies that lowering
the Co content (i.e., increasing Ni) favors cationic mixing, which infers that cation-mixing leads to a
thermodynamically preferred state of energy.
One of the possibilities for identifying and quantifying cation mixing is the utilization of X-ray
diffraction (XRD), i.e., from the dependency of the ratio of the intensities of the (003) and (104) peaks on
the amount of antisite Ni and Li. Patterns that were calculated using the WinPlotr tool of the FullProf
Suite [50] show that, in low cation mixing (Figure 5a), the ratio of the peaks is 1.2, however, as the
amount of cation mixing increases, the ratio I003/I104 is decreased (Figure 5b).
Figure 5. (a) Calculated X-ray diffraction (XRD) plot of NMC811 between 2θ = 0 . . . 150◦ with indexed
peaks (003) and (104) in case of cation mixing 0% . . . 10%, with an intensity ratio of (003) and (104) peak
of 1.44 in case of no cation mixing and a ratio of 1 in case of 10% antisite Nickel. (b) Calculated on
dependency between peak intensity ratio of (003) to (104) and percentage cation mixing in the case of
NMC811. Pattern calculation was carried out with WinPlotr tool of FullProf Suite.
Strategies for reducing cation mixing includes: (i) over-lithiation: where the ratio between the
lithium species and the transition metal hydroxide precursor is higher than one. The positive influence
of this strategy is explainable with the additional insertion of lithium into the TM layer and thereby
reducing the frustration. However, the introduction of excess lithium species also lead to a greater
amount of Li residues after calcination, which results with issues during electrode fabrication, storage,
and cycling, (ii) increasing the partial pressure of oxygen deriving the reaction, [LixNiO2 (layered)→
3NiO (rock salt) + 3x/2 Li2O + 6−3x/4O2], towards the layered oxide, (iii) increasing the thermodynamic
stability of the layered oxides, (iv) lowering Ni content and limiting SoC, by decreasing the lower and
upper cut off voltages, but this is at the expense of the cell capacity and materials cost, (v) cation and/or
anion doping, and (vi) surface coating and so forth.
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3.3. Safety of Ni-Rich Cathodes
The commercialization of Ni-rich cathode materials austerely needs the full-scale appraisal of their
safety-induced risks. It has been proven that the thermal stability of NMC decreases with increasing
its Ni content, i.e., against increasing capacity and decreasing material cost [51]. From Figure 6a,
it is clear that increasing the Ni content results in decreasing the onset decomposition temperature
and increasing the strength of the exothermic peak (i.e., degree of heat release as can be evaluated
by the enthalpy, ΔH) as well as pressure. This is attributed to the lower binding energy of Ni3+-O
bond and, thus, oxygen get released during calcination from the layered lithium transition metal
oxide structure, which leads towards shifting in the ratio between Ni2+ and Ni3+ and introduction
of oxygen defects into the lattice favoring cation mixing. Figure 6b,c give the decomposition of the
predominant electrolyte solvent (ethylene carbonate, EC) and liability towards gas evolution of alkyl
carbonates in the presence of different electrode materials. It is attributed to the oxidation of the
alkyl carbonates by the reactive oxygen that is released from the NMC lattice. The gassing kinetics of
alkyl carbonate-based electrolytes on various cathode electrodes and conductive carbon (C65) shows
that the onset potential for the evolution of gases (e.g., CO2 and CO) heavily depends on the nature
of the electrode materials and increases in the order of NMC811 < NMC111 ~ NMC622 < C65 ~
LNMO (Figure 6b,c) [52]. The difference in the gas evolution on NMC811 vs. the other NMC versions
(i.e., NMC111 and NMC622) can be explained due to an increase in the portion of the highly reactive
Ni3+/Ni4+ in the total amount of Ni with increasing the nickel content (≥ 80%). This again reaffirms
that a due care and in-depth investigation with respect to the thermal stability is needed for the
commercialization of Ni rich (with Ni ≥ 80%) cathode materials.
Figure 6. (a) Mass spectroscopy profiles for oxygen (O2, m/z = 32) collected simultaneously during
measurement of Time Resolved-X-Ray Difraction and the corresponding temperature region of the
phase transitions for NMC samples (lower panel), reproduced from Ref [51] with permission, Copyright
2014, ACS, (b) gassing mechanisms in high-voltage LIBs, and (c) oxidative stability of carbonate
electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC 3:7 wt/wt) on various electrode materials. (b) and (c) are reproduced
from Ref. [52] with permission, Copyright 2017, ACS.
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3.4. Effect of Electrode Manufacturing on Ni-Rich Cathode Ageing
For practical applications, a slurry made of Ni-rich cathode powder material; carbon black
and PVDF are mixed and subsequently dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or N-ethyl-2
pyrrolidone (NEP) solvent. Afterwards, the resulting slurry is coated onto aluminum (Al) foil current
collector, followed by a drying step via evaporating the dissolving solvent.
This process of slurry making suffers from several drawbacks, such as cost and toxicity, because
NMP is hazardous, teratogenic and irritating, and PVDF is mutagenic and teratogenic [53]. Hence,
alternative electrode processing approaches are of high importance to enhance the ecological and cost
reduction benefits of LIBs. In this regard, water-based green binders, e.g., sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose (Na-CMC), are of paramount importance. In terms of cost, NMP is more expensive (1–3 $ Kg−1)
when compared to ~ 0.015 $ L−1 for water [53]. From polymeric binders perspective, the most commonly
used aqueous-based binders, namely CMC (–5 $ Kg−1) and alginate (Alg, 8 $ Kg−1), are cheaper than
PVDF (8–10 $ Kg−1). Moreover, more energy is required for evaporation, even though the latent heat of
evaporation of water is four times higher than the one for NMP, since NMP has a higher boiling point
than water (202 ◦C vs. 100 ◦C). Additionally, NMP solvent recovery is needed to avoid its dispersion
into the atmosphere during drying (due to its higher toxicity) and a recovery system is also required to
recycle the expensive solvent. However, despite the advantages of water as a solvent, water-based
processing offers some challenges, such as the time-dependent dissolution of Li, materials compatibility
(e.g., side reaction of Li with water), dispersion, and formulation challenges, which call for careful
consideration. For instance, the reaction of NMC with water not only leads to dissolution of Li, but
also increases the pH-value, which results in a more corrosive slurry against the Al current collector
(i.e., leading to pitting corrosion). However, the formation of pitting can be lessened via controlling the
pH-value with phosphoric acid to keep it below and by coating the current collector with an electronic
conductive layer, e.g., carbon [54].
To overcome both drawbacks, i.e., metal dissolution and pitting, surface coating (e.g., making
use of metal oxides, fluorides, phosphates, etc., as detailed in the later sections) of the NMC particles
seems suitable, as it disables the direct interaction between the electrolytes constitutes (i.e., solvent
and salt anions) and NMC electrode particles. Other challenges that come along with water-based
binders can be solved easily, e.g., by adding isopropyl alcohol to avoid cracking (Figure 7) in thick
electrodes [55] and an adjusted drying route to avoid residual water in the electrode.
Figure 7. SEM image of cathode with cracks within binder structure but unimpaired cathode particles.
Another possibility for reducing the ecological footprint of LIB is the reusing and recycling of cell
components, i.e.,finding second life application for cells. Since the end-of-life criteria for automotive
cells is set to the state-of-health (SoH) at 80%, i.e., 80% of the initial capacity is remaining, they
are still useable [56]. If a second life application is incapable, the recuperating of active material is
possible in a destructive manner. After dissembling the LIB, one possibility would be the detachment
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of active material from the current collector by dissolving the binder [57]. The obtained particles
may be unsuitable to be reused, as their active material is aged and binder residues diminish the
electrochemical performance. Far more common is to leach out the transition metals and lithium.
Hereby, in the case of the cathode, the Al current collector is dissolved in sodium hydroxide and NMC
cathode in an acid. The obtained solution of transition metal ions and lithium ions can be treated and
used for the synthesis of NMC [58–60]. Interestingly, Yang et al. [58] showed that the performance of
NMC111 from recycled cathodes and pristine ones is comparable.
The importance of quality assurance to distinguish the sources of failure and ageing is highly
recognized in the scientific community. Since binder degradation as a result of poor processing might
lead to the detachment of active material and, thereby, capacity fade and increase of internal resistance,
it can be confused with degradation phenomena of cathode active material, i.e., particle cracking and
phase transformation. Hence, quality management might help to discriminate between the origins of
both failures [60–62].
Defects can affect the performance of LIBs independent of the electrode-manufacturing route, and,
in an extreme case, lead to failure of the whole cell [63]. Avoiding discard of electrodes and battery
cells will lower fabrication costs, which makes LIB economical more attractive [64]. On the electrode’s
scale, Mohatny et al. [65,66] employed two methods for operando quality management. The first
method monitors the uniformity of the coating with the help of a laser caliper. The second one, IR
thermography, is able to detect manufacturing defects, such as agglomerates, pinholes, metal particle
contaminates, and so forth. Furthermore, they investigated the influence of these defects on the LIB
performance, revealing that defect prevention is essential while considering lifetime and efficiency.
3.5. Ni-Rich Cathode Ageing
Ageing leads to capacity and power fading in LIBs and it results from degradation phenomena.
On a material level, it is mainly attributed to the loss of lithium inventory and that of active materials
either on the anode or cathode compartments [67,68]. Such changes can occur in calendrical, i.e.,
time dependent, or cyclic, i.e., dependent on the amount of transferred charges. Various studies have
evidenced that particle cracking and phase transformation are the degradation mechanisms for many
of the NMC compositions, including NMC111 [69], NMC442 [70], NMC532 [71], and NMC811 [72].
In general, Ni-rich NMC face serious degradation at higher upper cut-off voltage and elevated
temperatures [73,74]. Figure 8 summarizes the main performance deterioration routes, enlisting
electrolyte decomposition, O2 evolution, Ni2+migration to the anode and precipitation, CEI dissolution,
SEI contamination, and so forth in Ni-rich cathode materials [75].
Figure 8. Schematic of the major deterioration of Ni-rich layered oxide system, adopted from Ref. [75]
with permission, Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
3.5.1. Micro Cracking of Secondary Particle Structure
During charging, the voltage of the cathode electrodes is increased until a defined upper cut-off
value leading to delithiated stage, i.e., extraction of Li ions from the layered structure [73,76,77].
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The charge compensation is attributed to the transition metal, in particular, nickel ions and for higher
voltage plateaus, cobalt [78]. XRD measurements revealed a volume change of the unit cell, which
is attributed to changes of the lattice parameters a, and c. The shrinkage of parameter a is correlated
with the oxidation of the transition metals and linked to a decrease in the bond length between the
transition metal ions. It is also reported that a stronger volume change of the unit cell occurs as the
nickel content increases, which might be due to the higher amount of Jahn—Teller distortions induced
by Ni3+ ions [79].
In the case of the lattice parameter c, representing the distance of the transition metal layers to
each other, the situation is more complex. At first, the unit cell expands in c-direction as lithium is
extracted due to an increased electrostatic repulsion between the oxygen atoms. As charging continues,
a shrinkage of c occurs. In NMC, there is a formation of a hybrid orbital consisting of transition metals
with their characteristic d orbital and the oxygen p orbital. At higher degrees of delithiation, charge
compensation is not solely provided by transition metal ions, but also by the hybrid orbitals, which
leads to a charge transfer from the oxygen 2p orbital towards the partially filled nickel eg orbital.
Consequently, the repulsion between oxygen atoms decreases and the parameter c shrinks due to the
increase in the covalency between the metal and oxygen, and, in this case, the NMC becomes more
reactive, being associated to the release of highly reactive oxygen (e.g., singlet or atomic oxygen) from
the NMC lattice [80]. This ultimately leads to further accelerated degradation phenomena. At first,
the volume change induces stress in the secondary particles, leading to cracks between the primary
particles, i.e., intergranular cracking (Figure 9) [81,82]. As a consequence, capacity fading occurs,
which is linked to the detachment of primary particles from the secondary particle matrix [83]. Here,
the resistivity of detached particles increases drastically and, in an extreme case, it is present as inert
phase [84]. A recent investigation of NCA particles by Besli et al. [85] proved such correlation and the
authors showed that a local increase of impedance and the rearrangement of the diffusion paths is
a result of intergranular cracking within the NCA particle [85]. Furthermore, there is a correlation
between the particle size distribution of NMC particles and state of health, which indicates that
degradation is a result of particle cracking [57,86].
Figure 9. FIB-SEM secondary electron images of NMC111 after cycling under abusive conditions
revealing crack evolution in secondary particles. (Left): magnification 30k, (Right): magnification 100k.
3.5.2. Electrolyte Degradation and Interphasial Reactions
The side reactions between the highly reactive delithiated cathode material and the electrolyte
solution (i.e.,electrolyte degradation and gas generation) is one of the challenges that need to be
overcome for the massive deployment of Ni-rich cathode based LIBs [87]. The evolution of a highly
detrimental surface reaction layer (ca. cathode-electrolyte interphase, CEI), which is comparable
to the solid-electrolyte interface on the anode side but less known and investigated, occurs on the
cathode surface. The electrolyte degradation also leads to transition metal reduction, in particular
Ni4+ for Ni-rich layered oxides, which are attributed to its low-lying lower upper molecular orbital
(LUMO) [88–90].
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In the course of Ni reduction, the energy barrier for phase transformation is lowered, which makes
Ni-rich cathodes more prone to structural reconstruction that is associated with a phase transformation
from R-3m over spinel structure Fd-3m to the Fm-3m rock-salt structure [77,91]. The formation of
rock-salt structure is more probable at high upper cut-off voltages and high Ni contents [92].
Most importantly, each phase transformation is accompanied by a volumetric change in the
lattice structure, which facilitates crack formation. This process increases the electroactive surface,
favoring further electrolyte invasion [77,91]. The phase transformation is more likely to occur at the
particle’s surface, whereas the outer part of the particle is enriched with oxygen vacancies. Due to
this, the expansion in the outer part is larger compared to the core one. The resulting mechanical
stress initiates and propagates radial cracks, which ultimately lead to intragranular voids and the
breakdown of the particles [83]. Moreover, the disproportionation of Mn ions (2Mn3+→Mn4+ +Mn2+)
can possibly occur, which promotes further dissolution and formation of complexes between Mn2+ ions
and carboxylate groups. Carboxylate groups result from electrolytic breakdown of the alkyl carbonate
solvents, e.g., dimethyl carbonate or ethylene carbonate [93]. At this point, Mn2+ ions are capable of
shuttling towards the anode and thereby contaminate it. Therefore, Mn2+ ions influence the SEI on the
anode as they become deposited onto it. As a result, the loss of lithium inventory is accelerated, since a
large amount of Li is trapped in the SEI in the presence of Mn-derived precipitated compounds, such
as MnF2 [94,95]. Thus, the electrocatalytic effect of manganese ions promotes electrolyte reduction,
anode SEI growth, and, thereby, loss of lithium inventory.
3.5.3. Layered-Spinel to Rock Salt Phase Transition
Ni-rich cathode structural instability at the charged state is expressively connected to the oxygen
gas evolution of the cell and Ni2+/Li+ mixing. The highly unstable cathode at a charged state can
easily degrade by exothermic and endothermic phase transitions and this transformation occurs via
multiple steps and is highly anisotropic by nature. The unstable Ni4+ can be reduced to the stable
Ni2+ via forming oxygen-containing species, such as O2−, O−, O22−, and O2. A larger transformation
layer in the lithium diffusion direction is visible than perpendicular to it (Figure 10a). During the
structural distortion, firstly cation mixing is induced during cycling. Hereby, primarily nickel is
capable of migrating towards unoccupied Li sites in the delithiated NMC, [96] resulting in the clogging
of the Li+ diffusion paths, leading to a decrease in the ionic conductivity. The result is a lithium
containing transition metal spinel (Figure 10b), where lithium can be found on the tetrahedral site.
As the degradation proceeds, the residual lithium is mainly extracted and replaced by cobalt, which
is capable of migrating in a highly oxidized state, likewise nickel, on the tetrahedral site [96]. In the
end, the rock-salt structure (Figure 10c), which has poor Li kinetics, thus leading to capacity fading
and rise in the internal resistance, is formed [35,97,98]. The latter is well detectable with the help of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), as described elsewhere [99].
Mu et al. [70,100] proposed that the phase transformation is locally induced by abnormal changes
in the valence states of the transition metal ions through modeling and experimental evidences, i.e.,
reduction of transition metal ions without the intercalation of Li. This could be linked to the interaction
between electrolyte and delithiated NMC. As a result, the formation of nuclei of the new phase occurs.
Each phase transformation is associated with the evolution of oxygen, owing to the hybridization of
transition metal d and oxygen p orbitals [101]. Wandt et al. indicated that the release of singlet oxygen
1O2, i.e., reactive oxygen species and this oxygen release is dependent of the phase transformation and
vice-versa [98]. Figure 11 depicts this phenomenon and the incremental capacity analysis (ICA) of
pseudo-OCV curves of NMC111, NMC622, and NMC811, showing a shift of the high potential redox
peak from approx. 4.65 V vs. Li for NMC111 to approx. 4.2 V vs. Li for NMC811. The peak is linked to
an oxygen redox process during the charge and discharge process [35].
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Figure 10. (a) Scheme of cross-sectional view in NMC particle revealing R-3m structure (layered) and
exemplary regions of structural distortion, size of these sections is anisotropic, larger in direction of
Li diffusion paths, orange section representing spinel type phase, blue section representing rock-salt
type phase. (b) Fd-3m spinel type structure with Li (green) in tetrahedral coordination with oxygen
(red) and transition metal (grey), mostly nickel in octahedral coordination representing first full phase
transformation from layered structure towards distorted structures. (c) Fm-3m rock-salt structure with
octahedral coordination of transition metal (grey), mostly nickel, with oxygen (red), structure is fully
delithiated without Li ion conductivity. Structural models are plotted with VESTA.
Figure 11. Incremental capacity analysis curve of NMC111 (solid line), NMC622 (dashed line) and
NMC811 (dotted line) calculated from pseudo-OCV curves of the materials from C/25-charge and
discharge. Highlighted peaks indicate redox peak with oxygen release characteristics.
The rate of phase transition is higher than oxygen transport and, thus, an accumulation of
interstitial excess oxygen can occur to a certain degree of agglomeration due to phase transformation.
During formation of the oxygen agglomerates, stress is evolved in the lattice and, finally, a crack is
induced within the primary particle. Once the crack opened, oxygen is released, which might also
result in additional electrolyte oxidation.
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3.5.4. Transition Metal-Ion Dissolution and Anode-Cathode Dialogue
Similar to phase transition, transition metal ion dissolution is the result of the combined effect
of the M/Li mixing and OER. They both lead to the formation of low valence transition metal oxides
assisted by the loss of oxygen, leading to cations whose salts are more soluble in liquid electrolytes than
those composed of high valence transition metal ions are. The oxygen assisted solvent decomposition
[(e.g., C3H4O3 (EC) + [O] →CO2 + CO + 2H2O)] results in the formation of H2O, which, in turn,
hydrolyzes the salt (LiPF6 ↔ LiF + PF5) in the electrolyte solution with the formation of HF (LiPF6 +
H2O→ POF3 + 2HF + LiF; POF3 + H2O→ HF + HPO2F2) [102]. This, in turn, attacks the metal oxide,
which results in the formation of slightly more soluble MF2 salts and H2O.
4. Mitigating Strategies
Many promising strategies have been proposed to date in response to the multifaceted challenges
associated with Ni-rich cathode materials. Some of the major and representative approaches are briefly
discussed henceforward.
4.1. Tailoring Morphology of Ni-Rich Cathode Particles
The morphology of the Ni-rich active materials greatly influences the electrochemical performance
of Ni-rich cathode based LIB cells [103,104]. Thus, one of the approaches is then to tailor the electroactive
surface, i.e., the plane across which Li is inserted or extracted. A large amount of surface area will
increase the power density and seemingly deliver higher specific capacity during constant current
discharge, which is distorted by the decrease of internal resistance. Nevertheless, a large surface
area is also prone to accelerated electrolyte degeneration. Wang et al. [105] reported an improvement
on the cycle performance by decreasing the surface area via adjusting the precursor concentration.
Peralta et al. [33] synthesized non-agglomerated sub-micron flake-shape particles with a small ratio of
electroactive surface at the edge planes, i.e., a small area for lithium insertion, following the approach
to diminish the amount of active surface area. Thus, the surface reconstruction, which primarily occurs
at the insertion planes, is impeded. A similar approach was carried out by Dahn group with the
synthesis of single crystal NMC particles: NMC532 [106], and NMC622 [107], which were found to
outperform their polycrystalline counterparts [108]. Single crystal morphologies are also found to be
advantageous in avoiding intergranular cracking and, thus, improving the intercalation of Li, which
will otherwise be hindered by grain boundaries [109].
4.2. Foreign-Ion Doping
The incorporation of foreign-ions, which involve both cation and anion, is one of the simplest
and most common strategy to augment the structural and thermal stabilities of Ni-rich layered oxides.
In the case of cation doping, Li and transition metal sites are both considered. On the Li site, other
alkali metals can be also introduced, i.e., besides to Li. The mechanism by which doping benefits the
stabilization of Ni-rich cathodes is linked to: (i) integration of electrochemically inactive elements
into the host structure, (ii) inhibition of undesired phase alterations, from layered over spinel to rock
salt structure, and (iii) preferment of Li+ mobility due to increased Li slab distance by the dopants.
Electrochemically inactive ions, such as Na+ [110], Mg2+ [111], Al3+ [112], and Ti4+ [113], etc., are
among cation dopants that are recommended to boost the structural stability, reduce oxygen release
and avoid cation mixing. The improvement is largely linked to the enlarged interlayer distance of
O-Li-O, impeding cation mixing and thereby enhancing structural stability.
Overlithiation, which was presented earlier as an approach for reducing initial cation mixing
during synthesis, can be considered as cation doping of the transition metal layer [114]. In this case,
the resulting structure is comparable to Li-rich NMC, where Li is inserted into the transition metal layer
of the layered R-3m structure. The beneficial features of this approach is the increase in capacity, albeit
poor cycle life and fast capacity fading [115]. However, Wang et al. showed that there is an optimum
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limit for overlithiation of Ni-rich layered oxide cathodes, because, beyond this point, the performance
of the material is diminished [116]. Another route of improving the material characteristic is the partial
substitution of the transition metals. In this regard, Co came into focus due to its high toxicity and costs
or Mn due to its electrochemical inactivity [117]. The substitution of Ni is insensible, since it provides
most of the capacity to the battery cell. The choice of the dopant is attributed to the bond energy of the
substituting element with oxygen, since high bonding energy is associated with improved structural
stability [118]. In general, due to their electronic configuration, i.e., d-electrons, transition metals are
capable of contributing to the capacity. For example, iron doped LiNi0.35Mn0.35Co0.27Fe0.03O2 deliver a
higher capacity when compared to its iron free counterpart [119]. In case of doping with non-transition
metal elements, the capacity of the cathode active material is lowered. Figure 12a shows significant
improvement upon doping of Ni-rich NMC811 cathode with various cation dopants [120]. Among
tested cations, tantalum (Ta5+) is found to be the most effective dopant, improving the discharge
capacity, capacity retention, and cycling stability at 45 ◦C.
Figure 12. (a) Discharge capacities of NCM811 electrodes comprising undoped and cation doped
active materials in coin cells at 45 ◦C, adapted from Ref. [120] with permission, copyright 2019, ACS
(b) Fabrication of Fluorine doped NMC8111, reproduced from Ref. [121] with permission, Copyright
2019, Elsevier.
In addition, anion substitution is considered as one strategy, although it is predominantly adopted
for Li-rich NMC materials. This involves the substitution of O2− by other anions such as F−, Cl−,
S2− and so forth [19]. Among others, F− is predominantly used as anion dopant for strengthening
the binding energy between the transition-metal cations and anions, and it is attributed to its more
electronegativity (3.98) compared to O2− (3.44). O2− substitution by F− significantly improves the
electrochemical properties of Ni-rich cathode materials, including capacity retention, rate capability,
and thermal stability, and prevent the surface from attack by HF. Figure 12b depicts the synthesis
scheme of fluorine doped NMC cathode material [121].
4.3. Core Shell and Gradient: Full Concentration Gradient
In general, increasing the Ni content will increase the capacity and decrease the cost, but, at the
same time, decreases the structural and thermal stabilities. In view of the latter, core-shell (Figure 13a)
and full concentration gradient (Figure 13b), which are also more exemplified in Figure 13c, have
been proposed as enabling solutions to address the degradation phenomenon in Ni-rich cathode
materials [31,122]. Hereby, a core-shell should not be confused with surface coating. For the latter,
a thin, non-isostructural film (in range of Angstrom or nanometer) is coated onto the Ni-rich cathode
particles, whereas a thicker, isostructural, Li-ion conductive film is applied in the case of core-shell [19].
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Figure 13. (a) Scheme of full concentration gradient through NMC particle, with Ni-rich core increasing
capacity and Ni-poor shell with enhanced structural stability. (b) Scheme of (multilayer-) core-shell
NMC particle, with Ni-rich core and Ni-poor shell(s). (c) (Left) Schematic drawings of a core−shell
(Gen 1); (center) a Ni-rich core surrounded by a concentration gradient outer layer (Gen 2); and, (right)
a FCG lithium transition metal oxide particle (Gen 3) with the nickel concentration decreasing from the
center toward the outer layer and the concentration of manganese increasing accordingly. Reproduced
from Ref. [122] with permission, Copyright2017, ACS.
The main target of this approach is to form a particle with a high Ni content in its core and a Ni
depleted outer shell. In other words, a particle is synthesized with a structural stable shell and a high
capacity core [123]. Depending on the smoothness of the concentration gradient, the modification
is denoted as full concentration gradient, multilayer-core-shell, or core-shell (ordered by decreasing
smoothness) [124]. Full concentration gradient (FCG) is an advanced form of core-shell structure and,
accordingly, provides extra capacity, 200 mAh g−1 for full concentration gradient LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2
vs 188 mAh g−1 for core-shell LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 at 4.3 V [125]. The FCG of Ni, Co, and Mn is stretched
through the entire length of the particle with the compositions of Ni and Co linearly decreasing from
the center and Mn smoothly increasing to the outer surface, leaving a Mn deficient interior.
When considering the synthesis route, there are differences between (multilayer-) core-shell and
full concentration gradient Ni-rich cathode materials. Chen et al. [126] presented a co-precipitation
process, employed and licensed by the Argonne National Laboratory, in order to obtain full
concentration gradient.
During precipitation, the Ni concentration of the solution is continuously decreased by adding
Ni-poor, Mn, and Co rich solutions, which results in precursor particles with a Ni-rich core and
Ni-depleted outer shell. The material with concentration gradient (ca. NMC622) outperformed the
heterogeneous NMC622. In case of core-shell NMC, the Ni depletion is carried out using stepwise
process. At first, NMC precursor particles are obtained via co-precipitation from a Ni-rich solution.
As a sufficient degree of particle growth is reached, Mn and Co are replenished, so that particle growth
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continues in a Ni-poor solution. Hereby, a Ni-depleted shell evolves around the Ni-rich core [127].
In both full concentration gradient and core-shell materials, the calcination temperature for lithiation
must be kept relatively low to avoid transition metal diffusion and decomposition of the gradient [128].
Moreover, the considerations of cation doping and concentration gradients can be combined.
Such a dopant concentration gradient is reported for aluminum [129]. Here, the inactive aluminum
species stabilizes the surface of the Ni-rich NMC particle, whereas the capacity loss due to doping is
diminished, since the overall amount of Al is smaller when compared to heterogeneous doping.
However, a lattice parameter mismatch is unavoidable in such materials, being linked to the difference
in compositions, despite all of the beneficial features.
4.4. Surface Modification
The most upfront method to diminish that impact could be modifying the surface of the cathode
particle/electrode and/or interfaces since most of the parasitic redox reactions in Ni-rich cathode
materials occur at the surface and polarized interphases between the electrodes and electrolytes.
Moreover, capacity fading through structural distortion commonly starts from the surface of the
active cathode material and, thus, surface modifications (via surface coating) presents as one of the
most sensible approaches. A great number of studies have been carried out while using different
coating materials and techniques. These surface coating materials are both electrochemically and
chemically inactive, enlisting metal oxides (e.g., Al2O3, SiO2, etc.), fluorides (e.g., AlF3, FeF3 etc.),
phosphates (e.g., AlPO4, Li3PO4 etc.), lithium transition metal oxides (e.g., LiVO3), conductive
polymeric, and interfacial layers [130]. In general, there are two types of coatings. On one side,
the non-conductive ones, where alumina is mostly the material of choice due to its high stability,
and the other type is the conductive coating, i.e., Li ion conductive. However, coating always increases
the resistance and thus minimization or optimization of the coating thickness is necessary. In view of
this, atomic layer deposition (ALD) is one of the most widely utilized methods of interest for coating.
It offers the possibility to deposit film layer by layer onto the particle, thus enabling proper control on
the thickness of the film. Figure 14 shows the possible mechanism of NMC coating while using AlPO4
and Al2O3 [131].
Figure 14. Possible mechanism of double-coated NMC cathode material, using Al2O3 and AlPO4.
Reproduced from Ref. [130] with permission, Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
4.5. Functional Electrolyte Additives
The use of electrolyte additives presents to be the most efficient and economic means towards
solving the multifaceted hurdles that are associated with nickel rich cathode materials [75].
The additives, which are incorporated in small doses, can play multiple roles, including as cation
stabilizers, reactive oxygen radicals and HF scavengers, robust cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI)
builders, surface modifiers, etc., without altering the bulk properties of the electrolyte system. Among
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many others, fluorinated molecules, such as Methyl (2, 2, 2-Trifluoroethyl) carbonate (FEMC) [132],
bi-lithium difluoro(oxalato)borate, pentafluorophenylisocyanate, Lithium difluoro (oxalate) borate
(LiDFOB) [133], lithium difluorophosphate (Li2PO2F2), tris(2,2,2,-trifluoroethyl) phosphite (TTFP) [134],
triphenylphosphine oxide boron trifluorid (TPPO-BF) [135], and other functional groups, such
as bi-functional tris(trimethylsilyl) phosphate, (2-cyanoethyl) triethoxysilane, etc., are among the
investigated additives and they proved to prevent transition metal dissolution and/or oxygen leaching
owing to the formation of effective passivation layers both on the anode and cathode surfaces. Some
additives with strong anion coordination effect, for instance tris (pentafluorophenyl) borane (TPFPB),
are known to trap highly reactive oxygen species (O22−/O2−) or radicals (O2Ÿ−/OŸ−) that will otherwise
oxidize the electrolyte and induce structural transformation [136]. Figure 15a,b show the enabling
effect of sample additives (i.e., silyl-functionalized dimethoxydimethylsilane and blend of FEMC and
VC) on Ni-rich cathode materials [137,138].
Figure 15. (a) Effect of silyl-functionalized dimethoxydimethylsilane additive on the surface stability
of both high voltage Ni rich cathode and anode, adopted from Ref [138] with permission, Copyright
2018, Elsevier (b) Cycling performance, of the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2/Si-graphite in 1M LiPF6/FEC: DEC
electrolyte with out and with blended additives of FEMC-VC, obtained from Ref [137] with permission,
Copyright 2016, Elsevier.
4.6. Designer Polymeric Binders
Though there is not much data regarding the utilization of tailored polymeric binders endowed
with synergistic effects for Ni-rich cathode materials, i.e., with binding and filming roles, the exploration
of functionalized polymeric binders could be one potential research focus to address the challenges
mentioned above. A binder with special moieties could lead to the formation of a robust
cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI) and thereby prevent the drawbacks that are associated with
NMC cathode materials [8,139].
5. Conclusions
The market penetration of emerging applications, such as the electro mobility and efficient
integration of green energy sources into the energy mix, sturdily demands high energy density batteries,
i.e., ~2.5 times more energy than the contemporary LIB can store. Advanced cathode materials are
needed to meet this goal. As near-term candidates, the development of nickel (Ni)-rich cathodes have
harvested huge attention from the scientific, government, and industry sectors. Ni-rich ternary-layered
cathodes are characterized by high capacity, improved rate capability, lower material cost and reduced
transition metal dissolution. However, the presence of various hurdles, mainly induced by the
increment in Ni content, hinders the widespread commercialization of these type cathodes. These
include high surface reactivity, leading to electrolyte decomposition and oxygen evolution reaction,
Ni2+/Li+ mixing, phase (spine-to-rock salt type) transition, micro cracking, transition metal dissolution,
and the migration of partially soluble salts to anode and thereby contaminating it etc. In response to
such challenges, numerous research groups have suggested various mitigating strategies, including
anion and cation doping/substitution, surface modification, deployment of role-specific electrolyte
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additives, polymeric binders, etc. In general, potential future research directions can be summarized,
as follows:
(i) Novel electrolyte design: The development of designer electrolyte salt anions and tailored
electrolyte additives presents as one of the emerging avenues for the realization of high-voltage
nickel rich cathode materials. Salt anions stable at high voltage and those do not result in
the formation of reactive species are needed. On the additive side, molecules or ionic salts of
multi-functionality and/or single functionality with synergistic effect are desirable.
(ii) Degradation phenomenon: The chemistry, major routes, and ultimate effects of the different
degradation mechanisms require an exhaustive investigation and understanding. Of particular
interest, the cathode/electrolyte interface and its dialogue with the anode and/or anode-electrolyte
interface is of supreme importance and it deserves a deep characterization and, thus, comprehension
while using innovative experimental and theoretical calculations. Moreover, the quantification of
the different aging behaviors and understanding of the correlations among the various degradation
mechanisms of Ni-rich cathode materials will be highly appreciated.
(iii) Safety appraisal: The full-scale safety profiling of high voltage and Ni-rich cathode materials
is one of the stern requirement for practical operations and it needs an in-depth investigation
enlisting both thermal and chemical threats making use of various arsenal characterization tools.
(iv) Advanced characterization: The use of nondestructive advanced characterization tools is required
to better understand and profile the degradation and aging routes.
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